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1. Purpose 

This Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) provides you with a detailed description of the types and characteristics 

of the products and financial instruments Western Union International Bank GmbH, UK Branch (WUIB) offers as well 

as the associated risks and costs. The PDS sets out information designed to assist you in deciding whether to 

acquire any of the products offered by WUIB set out in this document. 

 

We recommend that you read this PDS in full before you make a decision to acquire a product described in this 

PDS. All information provided in this PDS is general in nature and does not take into account your individual 

objectives, financial situation or specific needs. We recommend that after reading this PDS you consider whether 

the features of our products, including the advantages and disadvantages, will meet your individual objectives, 

financial situation or specific needs. 

 

Our Financial Services Guide (FSG), which will also be provided to you, sets out further information about WUIB 

and the products and services we offer. 

 

In this PDS, we use examples where the British pound sterling (GBP) is measured against the US Dollar (USD), with 

the USD as the base currency: USD/GBP 1.0000 or 1.00. This means one GBP would buy one US Dollar. This is called 

a “Currency Pair”. 

 

If you have any questions or need more information, please contact WUIB on 0800 026 0314 (calls to this number 

are normally free for people ringing from a "fixed line" phone – but charges may apply if you call from a mobile 

phone) or by email at: ukdealers@westernunion.com.  

2. Your Counterparty 

Western Union International Bank GmbH, UK Branch has approved and prepared this document and is your 

counterparty to the financial products that are the subject of this document. 

 

Western Union International Bank GmbH is an Austrian company and operates in the United Kingdom though its 

branch. 

 

UK Office Details: 

200 Hammersmith Road, London W6 7DL 

Phone: +44 (0) 800 026 0314 

Fax: +44 (0) 800 096 4322 

E-mail: ukdealers@westernunion.com  

Website: https://business.westernunion.com/en-gb/  

 

Corporate Headquarters: 

The Icon Vienna (Turm 24), Wiedner Gürtel 13, 1100 Vienna, Austria 

Phone: +43 1 506 17 100  

Fax: +43 1 506 17 990 

 

Managing Directors: Peter Bucher, Christian Hamberger and Sandra Simundza-Bilandzic 

Chairman of the Supervisory Board: Wolfgang Fenkart-Fröschl 

Commercial Register Number: FN 256187t, Vienna Commercial Court  

VAT Number: ATU 61347377  

mailto:ukdealers@westernunion.com
mailto:ukdealers@westernunion.com
https://business.westernunion.com/en-gb/
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DVR Number: 2111221 

 

License: licensed financial institution according to Article 1 of the Banking Act. 

 

Authorised and regulated by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (Finanzmarktaufsicht), Otto-Wagner Platz 5, 

A-1090 Vienna, Austria and deemed authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation 

by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details of the 

Temporary Permissions Regime, which allows EEA-based firms to operate in the UK for a limited period while 

seeking full authorisation, are available on the Financial Conduct Authority’s website. 

 

Member of:  

Federal Deposit Insurance 

Austrian Banking Association  

Federal Bank and Insurance Section of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber 

3. Important Information 

3.1 Copies 

Copies of this PDS are available free of charge. To request a copy please contact us by email at: 

ukdealers@westernunion.com or by phone at: +44 (0) 800 026 0314. Copies are also available for download from 

our website. 

3.2 Updates 

The information in this PDS is subject to change. WUIB will issue a supplementary or replacement PDS where new 

information arises that is a correction, update or change to the information in this PDS. 

If WUIB issues a supplementary or replacement PDS, WUIB will notify you by sending a written notice (which will 

contain a link to the supplementary PDS or new PDS) to your email address as notified to us. 

3.3 Cooling Off Periods 

There are no cooling off periods for the products described in this PDS. This means that if you enter into a Foreign 

Exchange product, you will not have a period of time during which you can decide to cancel the product. The 

Foreign Exchange product will be effective and binding from the date on which WUIB accepts your order in 

accordance with WUIB's Terms and Conditions. 

3.4 Key Terms 

Capitalised words used in this PDS, other than headings, have defined meanings. These meanings can be located 

in the Key Terms in Section 10 of this PDS. 

3.5 Disclaimer 

The information set out in this PDS is general in nature and has been prepared without taking into account your 

objectives, financial situation or needs. Before entering Foreign Exchange products, you should consider whether 

it is appropriate to do so, having regard to your own objectives, financial situation and needs. This PDS does not 

constitute financial advice or a financial recommendation. 

4. Our Foreign Exchange Products 

Overview 

A Foreign Exchange transaction may be used if you have a need to exchange one currency for another currency 

at an agreed exchange rate. The requirement to enter into a Foreign Exchange transaction can arise in various 

situations. For example, an importer may need to buy an overseas currency, by paying for it in GBP to pay their 

supplier for the goods that they are importing. Conversely an exporter may be paid by an overseas client in a 

mailto:ukdealers@westernunion.com
https://business.westernunion.com/en-gb/compliance-legal/compliance
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foreign currency for goods being exported to an overseas country and wish to convert the foreign currency back 

to GBP. In doing so, you may use Foreign Exchange transaction instruments such as a spot Foreign Exchange (for 

settlement within the next two business days), a Forward Contract (for settlement at maturity dates from three 

business days to one year) or an Option contract (which gives you the right but not the obligation to purchase/sell 

a specified amount of currency) to assist you to manage your Foreign Exchange exposures. 

 

This PDS outlines the following Foreign Exchange products and services that we provide: 

• International Funds Transfers (please see section 4.1); 

• Forward Contracts (please see section 4.2); 

• Non-Deliverable Forward Contracts (please see section (4.2.10) 

• Holding Balances (please see section 4.6); 

• Vanilla Options (please see section 4.7); and 

• Structured Options (please see section 4.8). 

 

Foreign Exchange transactions are settled through wire transfer of funds. Any fees described in this PDS are 

inclusive of taxes, where taxes are applicable. 

 

Whilst there are benefits to using these instruments there are also significant risks to consider in the context of your 

particular situation. It is important that you have a good understanding of these instruments and Foreign Exchange 

markets generally. You should not use any products described in this PDS unless you have a comprehensive 

understanding of how they work, including the risks and the costs involved. We suggest that you carefully consider 

your needs and circumstances prior to entering into Foreign Exchange instruments. If necessary you may also 

seek independent professional advice. 

4.1 International Funds Transfer 

An International Funds Transfer is an electronic transfer of funds into or out of the country you are situated in. An 

International Funds Transfer may also be referred to as a telegraphic transfer or wire transfer. 

Once a payment is released by WUIB, the beneficiary bank will usually receive the funds sent by the International 

Funds Transfer within 24 – 48 hours. 

4.1.1  Advantages 

• International Funds Transfers provide the security of fully traceable transactions. 

• By using an International Funds Transfer, the beneficiary generally receives funds more quickly than if funds 

were transferred by bank cheque or postal money order. 

• International Funds Transfers are more secure than cash transactions because they represent electronic 

instructions that are sent directly to the nominated beneficiary’s bank for credit to the beneficiary’s bank 

account. 

4.1.2  Disadvantages and risks 

• Once executed there are no guarantees that an International Funds Transfer can be recalled. If the recall 

is successful you may incur additional fees. 

• The sender may be subject to additional fees if any information (i.e. beneficiary name, account number) 

provided is incorrect or incomplete. 

4.1.3  Can an International Funds Transfer be recalled? 

An International Funds Transfer can only be recalled in certain circumstances, including in the following situations:  

• if you give us incorrect information (i.e. beneficiary name, account number); 

• in the case of insufficient funds in the sender’s bank account; 

• in case that you are subject of insolvency, liquidation or similar proceedings; 

• our reasonable suspicion of a fraud or misappropriation of funds or our services; 
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• if it is determined that the transaction is in relation to a criminal offence or terrorist financing activity or 

otherwise illegal;  

• if you otherwise breach the contract between you and us; or 

• if we are prevented from executing the International Funds Transfer by an event of force majeure. 

 

4.1.4  Costs and fees 

4.1.4.1  Transaction fee 

In most circumstances you will be charged a transaction fee for using our International Funds Transfer service. 

The transaction fee we charge for each International Funds Transfer ranges from GBP 0.10 to GBP 35. The 

transaction fee we charge you will depend upon: 

• the amount and type of foreign currency to be transferred; 

• the number and frequency of International Funds Transfers you conduct through WUIB; and  

• the country that the funds are destined to. 

Please refer to your Fee Schedule for further details. 

Example 1: Application of the transaction fee is as follows: 

You wish to buy EUR 100,000 from WUIB in exchange for GBP and you wish to send 5 wire payments of EUR 20,000 

to different beneficiaries overseas. Assume that the transaction fee per wire payment is GBP 5.  

You would pay the sum of: 

• the GBP equivalent of the bought EUR 100,000 amount as agreed, plus 

• GBP 25 (that is GBP 5 x 5), being the transaction fees applicable to sending the five wire transfers. 

You would pay WUIB the total amount in the agreed manner (direct debit, electronic transfer, etc.). 

 

4.1.4.2  Other fees if a transaction is recalled 

If you make a request to recall an International Funds Transfer, the bank to which the International Funds Transfer 

was directed may charge WUIB an administration fee in relation to such recall. If we incur such a fee we will 

require you to reimburse us for the fee unless we decide otherwise. WUIB will decide on a case by case basis 

taking into consideration: 

• the volume and frequency of International Funds Transfers you conduct through WUIB;  

• the reason for recalling the International Funds Transfer;  

• your commercial relationship with WUIB; and  

• the difference between the relevant exchange rate between the time you execute an International 

Funds Transfer and the time it is recalled. 

The amount of the administration fee will vary from bank to bank. 

Example 2: Application of Recall Administration Fee: If you request to recall one of the five International Funds 

Transfers referred to in Example 1 above, and the bank to which the International Funds Transfer was directed 

charges WUIB an administration fee of, say GBP 25, you would pay WUIB the GBP 25 fee in addition the other 

amounts described in the example above. If the relevant recalled amount is then to be converted back to GBP 

from the foreign currency amount, this would be subject to the prevailing Foreign Exchange rates at that time. In 

normal practice WUIB’s account would be debited and WUIB would then seek reimbursement from the client. 

You would be notified of the amount of such additional fee immediately after we become aware of its amount. 

 

4.1.4.3  Foreign Exchange Rates – Margin 

You will not be charged any other direct fees. However, WUIB makes a margin on any Foreign Exchange 

transaction. Please see section 5.3 of this PDS (Our Exchange Rates – Margin) for further information about how 

we calculate our exchange rates and the ‘margin’. 
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4.2 Forward Contracts 

A Forward Contract is a customised contract between the client and a service provider that gives the client the 

right to buy or sell an amount of currency (at a rate predetermined at the time such contract is entered into) on 

a specified date in the future. A Forward Contract allows you to lock in at a specific exchange rate today, for a 

currency to be purchased, or sold, in the future. This action protects you from Foreign Exchange fluctuations. 

WUIB’s Forward Contracts can have a life span from 3 business days up to 12 months and cannot have a value 

of less than GBP £10,000 or €15.000 (or its equivalent in another currency).  

Forward Contracts are available in two forms: 

a) Fixed Forward – a Forward Contract that must be settled on a specified date in the future (the 

maturity date).  

b) Open Forward –a Forward Contract that sets a window of time during which any portion of the 

Forward Contract can be settled, as long as the entire Forward Contract is settled by the maturity 

date. This contract is used when the client has to pay or receive several payments during one 

period while precise dates remain unknown.  

4.2.1 How does a Forward Contract work? 

When you have a foreign payable or receivable that has a term of say 30, 60, 90 days or more, there is a likelihood 

that the price of that foreign currency will change during the term – either upwards or downwards. If you are an 

importer, strengthening of the home currency would result in lower costs. However, if you are an exporter, 

strengthening of the home currency would result in foreign currency receipts being worth less. By using a Forward 

Contract, you can lock in an exchange rate determined today (Forward Exchange Rate) for settlement at a 

future date to match the terms of your payable or receivable.  

4.2.2 Forward Exchange Rate 

A Forward Exchange Rate is one which is set today where one currency is sold against another for delivery on a 

specified future date (maturity date). The Forward Exchange Rate differs from today’s spot rate as it will also 

include a forward margin which reflects the interest rates relevant to the two currencies involved calculated 

between today’s date and the forward maturity date. Please also see section 5.3 of this PDS (Our Exchange Rates 

– Margin) for further information about how we calculate our exchange rates. 

4.2.2.1  Costs and fees Forward Exchange Rate–Margin 

WUIB applies a margin on any Foreign Exchange transaction. Please see section 5.3 of this PDS (Our Exchange 

Rates – Margin) for further information about how we calculate our exchange rates and the ‘margin’. 

4.2.2.2 International Funds Transfer Fees 

You will be charged the fee for an International Funds Transfer upon maturity of the Forward Contract. Please 

refer to section 4.1.4 of this PDS for more details on the fees charged for International Funds Transfers. Please refer 

to your Fee Schedule for further details. 

4.2.3  Forward Contract Advance Payments 

WUIB requires a deposit amount when clients agree to enter into a Forward Contract (as security for the Forward 

Contract) unless the relevant Forward Contract is covered by an OTM Facility (as defined in the FX Derivative 

Contract Addendum) which WUIB may extend to you. This deposit is usually up to 10 per cent of the value of the 

contract. Factors that may influence the amount of the deposit are: 

• the contract amount requested is considered by WUIB to be a higher Foreign Exchange risk than normally 

acceptable; or  

• the maturity date and/or currencies involved are considered by WUIB to represent a higher than normal 

credit risk in case the transaction had to be cancelled during the currency of or at maturity of the 

contract; or 

• the credit rating is not of a high or satisfactory level as assessed WUIB; or,  

• your company has only recently commenced business with limited operating experience; or 

• WUIB has no history of trading with you. 

Example: The deposit is calculated as follows - if you entered into a Forward Contract to buy EUR 100,000 against 

GBP at a rate of 1.25 this would equate to GBP 80,000. You would need to make a deposit of GBP 8,000, being 

10% of the GBP equivalent of the face value of the Forward Contract, at the commencement of the transaction. 

Interest is not paid on these deposits.  
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If the Advance Payment is not used towards settlement of the Forward Contract, we will refund the Advance 

Payment to you in accordance with your instructions. Whilst Advance Payments are refundable to you at 

maturity, they are more commonly applied to the last payment due on the contract at maturity. All Advance 

Payments are required due to the risk of an adverse rate move. WUIB may require you to make further payments, 

as described in section 7 of this PDS (Margin Calls). Please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls 

which is available on our website  or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

Advance Payment funds are held by third party institutions on behalf of WUIB. WUIB works with highest skill, care 

and diligence in the selection, appointment and periodic review of the institutions where the funds of clients are 

placed and the arrangements for the holding of those funds. WUIB takes into account the expertise and market 

reputation of the institutions as well as any legal requirements or market practices related to the holding of clients’ 

funds. WUIB keeps records and accounts as necessary to distinguish any assets held by individual clients. 

Information on the amount of the margin deposits are also provided to clients on a daily basis through their 

individual WUBS online platform access or upon their request to their contact person. WUIB is in all cases (including 

the insolvency of any third party holder of your margin deposits) liable to you for the settlement of the Advance 

Payment. Further information on the protection of our clients’ funds, including information on the deposit 

guarantee scheme we use, is contained in the FSG. 

Please note that we are entitled to unilaterally offset any of your funds that we hold against any due receivables 

you owe us. Further details are contained in our Terms and Conditions. Please further note that under certain 

circumstances (in particular should you become insolvent or dispute the validity or existence of a Forward 

Contract), we may terminate any Forward Contract between you and us and effectively replace any rights and 

liabilities between you and us by a single settlement amount and require its payment. 

4.2.4 Examples of a Forward Contract 

Buying a product from a supplier in Germany for EUR 100,000 may cost GBP 80,000 at the time the contract is 

entered into. During the 30 day period allotted for the EUR invoice to be paid, the exchange rate could adversely 

fluctuate.  

If the value of GBP declines against the EUR, and you did not enter into a Forward Contract, you will be forced 

to pay more than the original GBP 80,000 for the EUR 100,000. However, if you did enter into a Forward Contract 

at the start of the 30 day period, you would retain protection from the prevailing exchange rate declining more 

than your contracted rate at maturity.  

However, if during that 30 day period, the value of the GBP rose against the EUR and you did not enter into a 

Forward Contract, you will benefit from that rise. Conversely, if you had entered into a Forward Contract you 

would not benefit from that rise if, at maturity, the exchange rate had strengthened above your contracted 

forward exchange rate. 

4.2.5  Pre-Delivery of a Forward Contract 

You may also draw down or pre-deliver a portion of or the total value of the contract prior to the maturity of the 

contract. This might occur where your supplier has contracted to deliver goods to you at various times over the 

period of the Forward Contract. This may result in an adjustment of the exchange rate based on time and the 

difference in interest rates between the two national currencies. If only part of the Forward Contract has been 

pre-delivered, the remaining balance of the transaction will be settled by the final day of the contract (the 

maturity date). 

4.2.6  Extension of a Forward Contract 

You may extend the “maturity” of the Forward Contract only if agreed to by WUIB. For example, this may occur 

if there was a delay in the receipt of goods expected from your overseas supplier beyond the original delivery 

date. These can be transacted in either of two ways: 

• We can cancel the remaining balance of the original Forward Contract and establish a new Forward 

Contract to the new extended maturity date. We will quote you a rate that takes into account the current 

Spot Exchange rate and the forward margin for the adjusted time frame. However, by cancelling the 

remaining balance of the original Forward Contract a profit or loss to you would result depending on the 

current exchange rates compared to the original Forward Contract rates. This profit or loss would have to 

be settled at this time. 

• We can extend the remaining balance of the Forward Contract by quoting you an extension margin onto 

your original Forward Contract exchange rate. This method factors the profit or loss of the method above 

into the new Forward Contract for the extended period (rather than settling this at the time of extension). 

This is known as a Historical Rate Extension (HRE). When quoting an HRE rate, WUIB incorporates an interest 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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charge on the above profit or loss in the new Forward Contract, so that the HRE expresses your additional 

costs or risk. This charge is associated with funding or borrowing that profit or loss for the term of the 

extension period. 

4.2.7  Cancellation of a Forward Contract 

Although the terms of the contract that you enter into with WUIB are legally binding, you may ask WUIB to cancel 

your Forward Contract at any time up to and including its maturity date. You may wish to cancel a contract 

because your underlying transaction is cancelled. Cancellation for speculative purposes is not permitted.  

WUIB, at its sole discretion, may cancel your contract with us only in certain circumstances which include the 

following:  

• if you give us incorrect information, fail to make the Advance Payment or otherwise breach the Forward 

Contract between you and us; 

• if you are subject of insolvency, liquidation or similar proceedings; 

• our reasonable suspicion of fraud or misappropriation of funds or our services; 

• it is determined that the transaction is in relation to a criminal offence or terrorist financing activity or 

otherwise illegal;  

• if we are prevented from executing the Forward Exchange Contract by force majeure; 

• if you dispute validity or existence of a Forward Exchange Contract. 

Please note that the force majeure may include limited availability of the Foreign Exchange markets necessary 

for us to execute a Forward Contract. 

WUIB will provide you with a quote for cancelling your Forward Contract. This quote will incorporate any 

damages, costs or loss caused by movement in the exchange rates as well as some of the components when 

pricing your original forward exchange contract but will be adjusted for prevailing market rates over the 

remaining term of the forward exchange contract. The quote will also include WUIB’s costs (break costs) 

connected to such cancellation. Depending on the market rates at the time of cancellation this may result in 

either a gain or loss to you. Exit costs are summarised on our fee schedule and will be disclosed to you prior to 

entering into a transaction. 

4.2.8 Synthetic Forwards  

A Synthetic Forward Contract uses option contracts to replicate a standard Forward Contract as above. It entails 

buying a Put (giving the right to sell a currency) and selling a Call (resulting in an obligation to buy a currency) or 

buying Call (giving the right to buy a currency) and selling a Put (resulting in the obligation to sell a currency), at 

a specified rate on a specified date in the future. At expiry, there will be an obligation to exchange the notional 

amount at that rate regardless of where the underling Spot Rate is trading.  

Unlike a standard Forward Contract, a Synthetic Forward can only be set for a fixed date in the future, it is not 

possible to specify an Open contract. As a result of this reduced flexibility, WUIB does not market Synthetic 

Forwards as a standalone product; however, a Synthetic Forward may be used to facilitate the Pre-Delivery of 

another Option Structure (See section 4.2.5 above) or as part of an Option Restructure. In these cases, a Synthetic 

Forward will usually be entered into in order to offset a future cashflow arising from the existing hedge effectively 

cancelling that transaction. It may also be used in conjunction with another option structure to adapt the 

potential outcomes at expiry to better meet your specific requirements.  

4.2.9  Example of a Synthetic Forward  

A UK Importer has an existing option structure that obligates him to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 in 3 months’ 

time at a rate of $1.5000. Due to additional short-term requirements, he requests to bring forward this cash flow 

to today. In order to facilitate this pre-delivery, he enters into a Synthetic Forward selling USD 100,000 and buying 

GBP in 3 months’ time at a rate of $1.5000 and simultaneously enters into a spot position to sell GBP and buy USD 

100,000 today at the original option price adjusted for interest rate differentials.  

The importer sends his GBP to settle the position and WUIB sends out the USD per his instructions. Then, in 3 months’ 

time at the expiry date of his option and Synthetic Forward, the importer has an obligation to sell GBP and buy 

USD 100,000 at $1.5000 resulting from the option structure and an obligation to Sell USD 100,000 and buy GBP also 

at $1.5000. These obligations net off against each other without the need for any cash flows, meaning the 

Importer has no further obligations from these transactions. 
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4.2.10  Non-Deliverable Forward 

4.2.10.1 Summary 

ISSUER  

 

WUIB 

Purpose A Non-Deliverable Forward (NDF) is a foreign exchange product designed to assist you in 

reducing your foreign exchange risk when physical delivery of the underlying currency is 

not possible. In contrast to a standard Forward Contract, this product is cash-settled. 

Suitability An NDF may be suitable if you have a good understanding of foreign exchange markets/ 

products and have a genuine commercial need to manage currency risk associated with 

a particular Currency Pair. It should not be used for trading or speculative purposes.  

Costs There are no up-front out of pocket costs with an NDF – the cost is included within WUIB’s 

margin (see section 5.3 of this PDF for more details) and therefore priced into the NDF. 
 

The eventual payment under an NDF (see “Cash Settlement Amount” below) is the net 

difference between the Contract Settlement Currency Amount and the Fixing Settlement 

Currency Amount.  You may be either a payer or receiver of the Cash Settlement Amount. 

See the section titled “Costs of an NDF” at Section 4.2.10.12 for more information 

Key Benefits Protection – An NDF provides you with protection against unfavourable exchange rate 

movements. 

Coverage – NDFs are available for a wide range of currencies. Please contact us to 

confirm whether your desired currency is covered. Our contact details are set out in 

Section 2 of this PDS. 

Managing foreign currency risk – Where physical delivery of the underlying currency is not 

possible, NDFs provide a means of reducing foreign exchange risk. 

Flexibility – Key variables, including the Currency Pair, the Settlement Date and the 

Reference Currency amount, can be tailored to meet your particular needs. 

See the section titled “Key Benefits” at Section 4.2.10.13 for more information. 

Key Risks Opportunity loss – You will not receive the benefit of favourable exchange rate 

movements. 

Variation / Early termination – You can vary or terminate an NDF early but there may be a 

cost if you do so. 

No cooling off period – There is no cooling off period. 

Counterparty and operational risk – WUIB has performance obligations under an NDF. You 

need to form a judgment of our ability to meet those obligations. 

Currency restrictions – Some currencies may be subject to legal and regulatory 

obligations. 

Use of agent and correspondent banks – WUIB may use agents and correspondent banks 

to deliver some currencies. 

See the section titled “Key Risks” at Section 4.2.10.14 and the section titled “Terminating 

an NDF before maturity” at Section 4.2.10.9 for more information. 

Term 3 days to 1 year after the Trade Date.  

(A Settlement Date later than 1 year after the Trade Date may be available on request 

depending upon the specific Currency Pair.)  

Minimum 

Transaction  

The minimum transaction amount is equivalent to USD 50,000. 

How to Apply Contact your existing WUIB representative. Alternatively, you can contact us at the details 

listed in Section 2 of this PDS. 
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4.2.10.2 General Product Information 

An NDF is an agreement between you and WUIB which protects you against unfavourable 

exchange rate movements. It is a cash settled transaction, meaning that there is no exchange 

of currencies at maturity as there is with a typical foreign exchange transaction. Rather, there 

is a single amount payable by either you or WUIB. A Contract Rate is agreed up-front, together 

with the source of the Fixing Rate and the Fixing Date. The Contract Rate and Fixing Rate are 

used to calculate the Cash Settlement Amount payable on the nominated Value Date. 

An NDF may be useful in managing the currency risk associated with exporting or importing 

goods purchased in foreign currency, investing or borrowing overseas, repatriating profits, 

converting foreign currency denominated dividends, or settling other foreign currency 

contractual arrangements. 

It is particularly useful where physical exchange is not required on the Value Date or in cases 

where a foreign central bank limits offshore access to its domestic cash markets. 

An NDF should only be used where you have a genuine commercial need to manage currency 

risk associated with a particular Currency Pair. It should not be used for trading or speculative 

purposes. 

4.2.10.3 How an NDF works 

When you enter into an NDF, you nominate the amount of the transaction, denominated in 

units of the Non-Deliverable Currency (the Notional Principal Amount), and the two currencies 

involved (the Settlement Currency and the Non-Deliverable Currency). Combined, these 

currencies are known as the Currency Pair and must be acceptable to WUIB.  

You also nominate the Value Date on which you want cash settlement to occur. WUIB will then 

determine the Contract Rate and the source of the Fixing Rate, depending on the Value Date 

you select. More information on how these rates are determined is set out below. 

Finally, you will also nominate if you wish to sell or buy the Non-Deliverable Currency: 

• If you are concerned about the Non-Deliverable Currency weakening against the 

Settlement Currency (i.e. you are effectively receiving the Non-Deliverable Currency in 

the future), you will enter into an NDF where you elect to sell the Non-Deliverable 

Currency and purchase the Settlement Currency on the Value Date.  

• If you are concerned about the Non-Deliverable Currency strengthening against the 

Settlement Currency (i.e. you are effectively paying the Non-Deliverable Currency in 

the future), you will enter into an NDF where you elect to purchase the Non-Deliverable 

Currency and sell the Settlement Currency on the Value Date. 

In each case, there are two possible outcomes on Value Date: 

• if the Contract Rate is more favourable for you than the Fixing Rate, WUIB will pay you 

the difference in the Settlement Currency. 

• if the Contract Rate is less favourable for you than the Fixing Rate, you will pay WUIB the 

difference in the Settlement Currency. 

4.2.10.4 How WUIB determines the Contract Rate 

The Contract Rate is a nominal Foreign Exchange Rate determined by WUIB. When determining 

the Contract Rate, WUIB takes several factors into account, including but not limited to: 

• the Currency Pair and the time zone you choose to trade in; 

• the Value Date set by you; 

• inter-bank Foreign Exchange Rates; 

• the Notional Principal Amount; 

• market volatility; 
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• liquidity; 

• WUIB’s margin (see section 5.3 of this PDS for more details); and 

• inter-bank interest rates of the countries of the Currency Pair. 

It is important to note that the Contract Rate does not represent a forecast that WUIB has made, 

nor is it a guarantee of future exchange rates. 

4.2.10.5 How WUIB determines the Fixing Rate 

The Fixing Rate for each particular exotic currency against USD is sourced from independent 

market rate sources used by the financial markets industry – please contact us to confirm these 

sources using the contact details set out in Section 2 of this PDS. 

Where an NDF is booked with USD against a deliverable currency, WUIB will use a standard 

benchmark fixing rate as the NDF’s contract fixing rate. For example, if you are located in the 

UK and trade a GBP/USD NDF, the fixing time on the fixing date will be 10am NY and the fixing 

source will be WMR. WUIB offers deliverable currency NDF’s against USD for AUD, CAD, CHF, 

EUR, GBP, JPY, and NZD. 

Where the Currency Pair does not contain USD, it is called a cross currency NDF, so named 

because to arrive at a rate we cross both the constituent currencies against USD. WUIB offers 

cross currency NDF’s for AUD, CAD, CHF, EUR, GBP, JPY, and NZD which are typically crossed 

with exotic currencies where available, or one another. 

The Cash Settlement Amount for cross currency NDF’s is calculated slightly different than an 

NDF against USD depending on the currencies involved. The difference is in the Fixing Source 

and Fixing Time, which for the deliverable currencies above will use a standard market 

benchmark rate on the day of the agreed Fixing Date, depending on the region you, the client, 

are located in.  

For example, if you are located in the UK and trade a GBP/IDR NDF, the GBP will be fixed against 

USD on the Fixing Date at 10am NY using the WMR benchmark rate. This rate is then crossed 

against the USD/IDR Fixing Rate, the source agreed to in the contract, to arrive at the contract’s 

Fixing Rate. It is important to note that the Fixing Times for GBP/USD and USD/IDR, using this 

example, will occur at different times, though both on the same Fixing Date. 

If an NDF Currency Pair consists of two of the aforementioned deliverable currencies, the 

standard market benchmark fixings on the Fixing Date against USD will be crossed to arrive at 

the Fixing Rate. For example, if you are located in the UK and trade a GBP/AUD NDF, then the 

GBP/USD and AUD/USD 10am NY WMR benchmark rates on the Fixing Date will be crossed to 

arrive at the contracts Fixing Rate. Please note that both currencies will fix at the same Fixing 

Time on the Fixing Date. 

 

Fixing Times and sources can be requested from your dealer. The specific Fixing Times and 

sources for a particular trade can be found on the transaction confirmation form issued for the 

trade. 
 

4.2.10.6 How WUIB determines the Cash Settlement Amount 

WUIB calculates the Cash Settlement Amount using the Notional Principal Amount, the 

Contract Rate and the Fixing Rate. 

The Cash Settlement Amount will be the net difference between the Contract Settlement 

Currency Amount and the Fixing Settlement Currency Amount, where: 

• “Contract Settlement Currency Amount” = Notional Principal Amount converted at the 

Contract Rate; and 
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• “Fixing Settlement Currency Amount” = Notional Principal Amount converted at the 

Fixing Rate. 

Depending on the terms of your NDF (in particular whether you are buying or selling the non-

deliverable currency) the difference between these amounts will be payable by you to WUIB 

or by WUIB to you. 

Where you are effectively selling the Non-Deliverable Currency to WUIB on the Value Date: 

• if the Contract Settlement Currency Amount is greater than the Fixing Settlement 

Currency Amount, WUIB pays you the difference. 

• if the Contract Settlement Currency Amount is less than the Fixing Settlement Currency 

Amount, you pay WUIB the difference.   

Where you are effectively buying the Non-Deliverable Currency from WUIB on the Value Date: 

• if the Contract Settlement Currency Amount is less than the Fixing Settlement Currency 

Amount, WUIB pays you the difference. 

• if the Contract Settlement Currency Amount is greater than the Fixing Settlement 

Currency Amount, you pay WUIB the difference. 

4.2.10.7 Examples of an NDF 

Example 1 – where a deliverable market exists for the currency pair 

A British multinational company has a foreign subsidiary in which the functional currency is USD 

whereas the British company reports in GBP. Fluctuations in the value of the dollar therefore 

impact the GBP value of the subsidiary and its assets which is then reflected in the company’s 

balance sheet. In order to limit or eradicate these fluctuations, the company can hedge the 

GBP value of its overseas asset using a non-deliverable forward. 

By using an NDF to fix the GBP/USD rate the company can ensure the GBP value of its subsidiary 

does not change as the settlement value of the NDF will offset any change in the asset value.  

The company therefore enters into a GBP/USD NDF with the Value Date set for 1 year.  

 

The British company sets the Notional Principal Amount of the trade to be USD 2,500,000 (the 

value of the overseas assets at the start of the financial year).  WUIB gives a Contract Rate of 

GBP/USD 1.35 to buy GBP and sell USD, equating to a Contract Settlement Currency Amount of 

GBP 1,851,851.85.  In doing so, the British Company has effectively hedged its GBP/USD 

exchange rate.  

The possible outcomes on the Fixing Date are:  

 

1) If the Fixing Rate on the Fixing Date is less favourable to the British company than the 

Contract Rate, WUIB will pay it the Cash Settlement Amount in GBP on the Value Date. 

 

For example, if the Fixing Rate for GBP/USD is 1.37, the Fixing Settlement Currency Amount, as 

determined by the Fixing Rate, will be GBP 1,824,817.52 (= USD 2,500,000/1.37), while the 

Contract Settlement Currency Amount remains GBP 1,851,851.85 (=USD 2,500,000/1.35) as 

agreed. 

Accordingly, the difference (GBP 27,034.33), being the Cash Settlement Amount, will be 

payable by WUIB to the British company on the Value Date.  

The Cash Settlement Amount will help the British Company mitigate for the loss of value of the 

foreign balance sheet.  
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2) If the Fixing Rate on the Fixing Date is more favourable to the British company than the 

Contract Rate, the British company will pay the Cash Settlement Amount in GBP to WUIB 

on the Value Date.  

 

For example, if the Fixing Rate for GBP/USD is 1.33, the Fixing Settlement Currency Amount, as 

determined by the Fixing Rate, will be: GBP 1,879,699.25 (=USD 2,500,00 /1.33), while the 

Contract Settlement Currency Amount remains GBP 1,851,851.85 (=USD 2,500,000 /1.35) as 

agreed.  

Accordingly, the difference (GBP27,847.40), being the Cash Settlement Amount, will be 

payable by the British company to WUIB on the value date.  

The cash settlement amount the British company will pay WUIB will diminish the extent to which 

the British company would have benefited through the increased value of the foreign balance 

sheet.  

All Foreign Exchange Rates shown above are indicative only. 

Example 2 – where there is no deliverable market for the currency pair 

A British company importing products from India expects to make a payment in INR in three 

months. The amount of INR paid for the product is based on the price of goods on the day of 

purchase, so if INR strengthens, this will mean that the importer will be required to pay more GBP 

for the equivalent amount of INR.  

To therefore protect itself against the GBP depreciating against the INR, and so limit the amount 

of GBP it has to pay in three months’ time, the British company enters into a GBP/INR NDF with 

the Value Date set for three months’ time. 

The British company sets the Notional Principal Amount of the trade to be INR 9,300,000.  WUIB 

gives a Contract Rate of GBP/INR 93.00, equating to a Contract Settlement Currency Amount 

of GBP 100,000. In doing so, the British Company has effectively hedged its GBP/INR exchange 

rate. The Contract Rate is determined by crossing the two currency pairs against USD: 

• GBP/USD 1.30 

• USD/INR 71.54 

The possible outcomes on the Fixing Date are:  

 

1) If the Fixing Rate on the Fixing Date is less favourable to the British company than the 

Contract Rate, WUIB will pay it the Cash Settlement Amount in GBP on the Value Date. 

For example, if the Fixing Rate for GBP/INR is 92, the Fixing Settlement Currency Amount, as 

determined by the Fixing Rate, will be GBP 101,086.96 (= INR 9,300,000 /92), while the Contract 

Settlement Currency Amount remains GBP 100,000.00 (=INR 9,300,000 /93) as agreed. The fixing 

rate is determined by crossing the fixings of the two currency pairs: 

• GBP/USD – 1.3050 

• USD/INR – 70.50  

 

Accordingly, the difference (GBP 1,086.96), being the Cash Settlement Amount, will be payable 

by WUIB to the British company on the Value Date.  

The Cash Settlement Amount will help compensate the British company for the higher GBP 

amount it will need to pay for its goods.  
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2) If the Fixing Rate on the Fixing Date is more favourable to the British company than the 

Contract Rate, the British company will pay the Cash Settlement Amount in GBP to WUIB 

on the Value Date.  

For example, if the Fixing Rate for GBP/INR is 94, the Fixing Settlement Currency Amount, as 

determined by the Fixing Rate, will be GBP 98,936.17 (=INR 9,300,000 /94), while the Contract 

Settlement Currency Amount remains GBP 100,000 (=INR 9,300,000 /93) as agreed. The fixing 

rate is determined by crossing the fixings of the two currency pairs:  

• GBP/USD – 1.2950 

• USD/INR – 72.59  

 

Accordingly, the difference (GBP 1,063.83), being the Cash Settlement Amount, will be payable 

by the British company to WUIB on the Value Date.  

The cash settlement amount the British company will pay WUIB will represent the extent to which 

the British company would have benefitted from the currency fluctuation and means their net 

rate remains equal to the Fixing Rate.  

All Foreign Exchange Rates shown above are indicative only. 

 

4.2.10.8 Maturity 

NDFs are cash-settled. This means that at maturity, no actual currency exchange occurs. 

Instead, as outlined above, one party pays the other a cash amount in the Settlement 

Currency. 

These payments are due on the Value Date. 

• If WUIB pays you, it will do so by either depositing the funds into your holding account or 

transferring the funds to your bank account upon your request, in the Settlement 

Currency. 

• If you pay WUIB, you will need to transfer the funds in the Settlement Currency agreed 

to in the contract to a designated WUIB account. If the Cash Settlement Amount is 

denominated in a foreign currency amount, you can pay us by transferring funds to a 

WUIB currency account. Alternative arrangements can be made with WUIB’s 

agreement. 

4.2.10.9 Terminating an NDF before the Settlement Date 

You may ask us to terminate the NDF at any time up to and including the Fixing Date. We will 

then provide you with a termination quote, where possible. If you accept the termination quote, 

we will cancel the NDF. 

Our termination quote will incorporate the same variables (the Contract Rate, currencies, term, 

Notional Principal Amount, Fixing Rate and Value Date) used when pricing the original NDF. 

These will be adjusted for the prevailing market rates over the remaining term of the NDF. We 

will also need to consider the cost of reversing or offsetting your original transaction. When 

doing this we take into account the current market rates that apply to any offsetting 

transactions. 

 

4.2.10.10  Bringing the Value Date forward 

You may want to bring the Value Date forward of an existing NDF, perhaps because a supplier 

has contracted to deliver goods to you at various times over the period of an NDF.  Where 

possible we will try to meet your request. 
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To achieve this, WUIB will cancel the original NDF and we will enter into a new NDF with the 

revised Value Date. There will also be a new Contract Rate (and therefore a new Contract 

Settlement Currency Amount), since by cancelling the remaining balance of the original NDF, 

a profit or loss to you will result depending on the current Foreign Exchange Rates compared 

to the Contract Rate of the original NDF – this profit or loss will be built into the new Contract 

Rate. 

4.2.10.11  Extending the Value Date 

At any time up to the Fixing Date, you may ask WUIB to extend the Value Date of your 

transaction. 

All extensions will be subject to WUIB’s Credit Approval process. If WUIB agrees to extend your 

original Value Date, WUIB will cancel the original NDF and we will enter into a new NDF with the 

revised Value Date. There will also be a new Contract Rate (and therefore a new Contract 

Settlement Currency Amount), since by cancelling the remaining balance of the original NDF, 

a profit or loss to you will result depending on the current Foreign Exchange Rates compared 

to the Contract Rate of the original NDF – this profit or loss will be built into the new Contract 

Rate. 

If you accept the extension we will send you an amended confirmation. 

4.2.10.12  Costs of an NDF 

There are no up-front out of pocket costs with an NDF. Once the Non-Deliverable Currency 

(and whether you wish to purchase or sell the Non-Deliverable Currency), Settlement Currency 

and Value Date are nominated by you, WUIB will determine the Contract Rate. When 

determining that rate, WUIB takes several factors into account – see ‘How WUIB determines the 

Contract Rate’ at Section 4.2.10.4 above for more information. 

While there are no up-front costs with NDFs, WUIB still derives a financial benefit by incorporating 

a margin into the Contract Rate. This means that this rate will be different to the market rate 

prevailing at that time. In effect you pay for the NDF by accepting the Contract Rate quoted 

by WUIB. 

WUIB requires a deposit amount when clients agree to enter into a NDF (as security for the NDF) 

unless the relevant NDF is covered by an OTM Facility (as defined in the FX Derivative Contract 

Addendum) which WUIB may extend to you. This deposit is usually up to 10 per cent of the value 

of the contract.  

WUIB may require you to make Margin Call payments, as described in Section 7 of this PDS. 

Please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website 

or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

4.2.10.13  Key Benefits 

Protection – NDFs provide you with protection against unfavourable foreign exchange 

movements between the time you enter into an NDF and the Value Date. This can assist you in 

managing your foreign currency exposures. You exchange the uncertainty of exchange rate 

fluctuations for the certainty of an agreed cash flow. 

Coverage – NDFs are available for a number of currencies. 

Managing risk – where exchange restrictions do not allow physical delivery of currency, NDFs 

provide a means of negating foreign exchange risk. 

Flexibility – NDFs are flexible. The Value Date and the contract amount can be tailored to meet 

your particular requirements. 

 

 

 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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4.2.10.14  Key Risks 

Opportunity loss – you will forego any benefit of a favourable exchange rate movement 

between the time you enter into an NDF and the Value Date. 

Variation / Early termination – cancellations or adjustments may result in a cost to you – see the 

Sections above titled ‘Terminating an NDF before maturity (Section 4.2.10.9)’, ‘Bringing the 

Value Date forward’ (Section 4.2.10.10) and ‘Extending the Value Date’ (Section 4.2.10.11), for 

more information. 

Cooling off period – there is no cooling off period. 

Counterparty and operational risk – WUIB has performance obligations under an NDF. If we are 

unable to perform our obligations under your NDF, you may be exposed to market exchange 

rate fluctuations as if you had not entered into an NDF.  Our ability to fulfil our obligations is 

linked to our financial wellbeing and to the effectiveness of our internal systems, processes and 

procedures. The first type of risk (our financial wellbeing) is commonly referred to as credit or 

counterparty risk. The second type of risk (the effectiveness of our internal systems, processes 

and procedures) is commonly referred to as operational risk. 

You must make your own assessment of our ability to meet our obligations.  

4.2.10.15 Key Terms 

To help you to understand this PDS, the meanings of some words used are set out below. 

Cash Settlement Amount means the amount payable by one of the parties on the Value Date, 

as determined by WUIB. 

Contract Rate means the agreed exchange rate which will be used to calculate the Cash 

Settlement Amount. 

Contract Settlement Currency Amount means the Notional Principal Amount converted at the 

Contract Rate. 

Currency Pair means the Settlement Currency and the Non-Deliverable Currency applying in 

respect of an NDF. The Currency Pair must be acceptable to WUIB. 

Fixing Date means the date the Fixing Rate is determined and the Cash Settlement Amount is 

calculated. 

Fixing Rate means the rate displayed on the independent market rate source at the agreed 

time on the Fixing Date.  The Fixing Rate is used to calculate the Cash Settlement Amount. 

Fixing Settlement Currency Amount means the Notional Principal Amount converted at the 

Fixing Rate. 

Foreign Exchange Rate means the price of one currency in terms of another currency for 

delivery on a specified date after taking into account WUIB’s costs and its profit margin. 

INR means Indian Rupee. 

Margin Call has the meaning set forth in section 7. 

Notional Principal Amount means the face value amount of the NDF. 

Non-Deliverable Currency means the currency nominated as the non-deliverable currency 

which along with the Settlement Currency makes up the underlying Currency Pair of the NDF. 

Settlement Currency means the currency nominated as the settlement currency. This is the 

currency that the Cash Settlement Amount must be paid in. 

Value Date means the date the Cash Settlement Amount is payable. 
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4.3 Advantages of Forward Contracts  

Forward Contracts allow you to: 

• determine the cost of foreign payments at the time you make a purchase; 

• help protect profit margins on products and services sold abroad against adverse 

foreign currency fluctuations; 

• gain a competitive edge by quoting and/or selling products or services denominated 

in the local currency; and 

• identify and reduce the possible costs of future cash flow requirements.  

4.4 Disadvantages and Risks of Forward Contracts 

• By entering into a Forward Contract, you lose the ability to take advantage of possible 

market movements that may be favourable to you during the term of the Forward 

Contract; 

• Fixing Foreign Exchange rates with Forward Contracts can lead to a currency risk if the 

underlying business contract (e.g. purchase or delivery of goods) is cancelled; 

• Fixing Foreign Exchange rates with Forward Contracts can lead to a business risk if 

competitors are able to pass on price benefits caused through exchange rate 

movements to customers; 

• There is no cooling off period; 

• A Margin Call may affect your cash flow positions. For more information on Margin Calls 

please see section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on 

Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon 

request; and  

• Cancellations, extensions or pre-deliveries of a Forward Contract may result in 

additional costs to you. 

4.5 Spot Foreign Exchange Transactions 

A Spot Foreign Exchange Contract is an agreement between you and WUIB to buy or sell one 

currency in exchange for another for settlement up to two business days from the date you 

entered into the transaction. A Spot Foreign Exchange Contract has all of the features, 

disadvantages and benefits of a Forward Contract (with exception of disadvantages in 

connection with Margin Calls), with a shorter period for settlement. 

4.6 Holding Balances 

Holding Balances enable clients to hold their funds temporarily (up to 90 days) with WUIB. A 

Holding Balance may be used for: (i) receiving funds; (ii) remitting funds; (iii) purchasing funds 

in another currency; and (iv) selling funds in another currency. Funds may be maintained in a 

Holding Balance for a maximum of ninety (90) days. The client is responsible for all risks (including 

without limitation, fluctuations in the value of the currency held) associated with maintaining 

Holding Balances in one or more foreign currencies. After the lapse of the maximum term, i.e. 

90 days, the unused funds held on a Holding Balance will be transferred to the client according 

to his/her instruction in the original or converted currency. 

 

 

 

 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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4.7 Vanilla Options 

4.7.1 What is a Vanilla Option? 

A Vanilla Option is an agreement between two parties (the buyer of the Vanilla Option – for 

this product type this will always be you, the Customer - and the seller of the Vanilla Option – 

which for this product type will always be WUIB) that gives the buyer the right but not the 

obligation to buy (a Vanilla Call Option) or sell (a Vanilla Put Option) one currency in exchange 

for another currency (Currency Couple) at an agreed exchange rate (the Strike Rate) on a 

predetermined date in the future (the Expiry Date). 

The terms ‘buyer’ and ‘seller’ are used in the context of our Vanilla Option product to more 

clearly illustrate the mechanics of such product. 

4.7.2 How does it work? 

When you, the buyer, enter into a Vanilla Option you nominate the Currency Couple, Strike 

Rate and Expiry Date. The currencies that you wish to exchange must be acceptable to WUIB. 

WUIB only offers ‘European’ style Vanilla Options. This means that you may only exercise the 

Vanilla Option on the Expiry Date. WUIB will calculate a premium which is payable by the buyer 

of the Vanilla Option. If you are the buyer you will be required to pay the premium to WUIB 

within two business days of the Trade Date. 

If you are the buyer of a Vanilla Option on the Expiry Date: 

• If the prevailing Spot Rate is less favourable than the Strike Rate it will be more 

advantageous for you to exercise your right to exchange the Currency Couple at the 

strike rate. You will then be required to settle the contract within two business days of 

the Expiry Date. 

• If the prevailing Spot Rate is more favourable than the Strike Rate it will be more 

advantageous for you to let the Option lapse. This is because the Spot Rate on the day 

will provide you with a better rate of exchange than the Strike Rate. Accordingly you 

may choose to exchange currencies at the Spot Rate. 

 

4.7.3 Purpose of a Vanilla Option: 

Vanilla Options enable the buyer to fix a known worst case exchange rate in advance of a 

chosen Expiry Date without forgoing the ability to benefit should the market move in their 

favour.  

4.7.4 Cost of a Vanilla Option: 

In return for WUIB selling you a Vanilla Option, you pay WUIB a non-refundable premium. We 

calculate the premium on a transaction-by-transaction basis. We will require the premium to 

be paid for each Vanilla Option we enter into with You. 

The Premium can be paid in either GBP or in one of the currencies in the Currency Couple. 

Premiums are payable within 2 business days of the Trade Date. When calculating any Premium, 

WUIB takes into account several factors including: 

• The Strike Rate and the Expiry Date (Time to Maturity) 

• The amount of the Vanilla Option 

• Current market foreign exchange rates 

• The interest rates of the countries whose currencies are being exchanged 

• Market volatility 

There are no other up front transaction fees associated with the purchase of this type of 

product. All costs and charges are incorporated into the premium as set out above. On expiry, 

should you exercise the deal a telegraphic transfer fee may apply to the transfer of your funds. 
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Should you wish to cancel the option, in certain circumstances, it may be possible – at WUIB’s 

discretion - to sell the contract back to the market at the prevailing rate. The resulting funds will 

then be returned to you minus our costs which will be disclosed to you prior to transacting. You 

should note that the Premium that you initially paid for the option is not refundable. As this 

option type places no obligation on You to trade there is no requirement for the payment of a 

deposit or margin at any stage. There is only the requirement to pay the non-refundable 

Premium.  

4.7.5 Advantages of a Vanilla Option 

• A Vanilla Option provides protection against adverse movements in the exchange rate 

during the term of the option. 

• Vanilla Options can be precisely tailored to your specific requirements as you are able 

to choose the Strike Rate, Expiry Date and Contracted notional amount. 

• Unless you exercise your Vanilla Option, you are not committed to exchange currencies. 

Consequently you are able to participate in all favourable exchange rate movements.  

 

4.7.6 Disadvantages of a Vanilla Option 

• An upfront premium is payable when you purchase your Vanilla Option. This premium is 

non-refundable regardless of whether the option lapses or is terminated before the 

Expiry Date.  

• Depending on the market rate prevailing on the Expiry Date the total cost of the 

transaction (i.e. the cost of the currency you are buying plus the premium you paid) 

may prove to be more expensive than an equivalent forward contract or alternative 

hedging product might have been. This ‘total cost’ of hedging needs to be taken into 

account when deciding whether or not to enter into this type of option contract. 

• At the Expiry Date or upon cancellation of the Vanilla Option, movements in market 

exchange rates plus the passage of time may result in the Option having a reduced 

value or even no value. 

 

4.7.7 Settlement of a Vanilla Option 

At the Expiry Time (usually 10am in New York) on the Expiry Date, You will have the right, but no 

obligation to exchange the Contracted notional value of currency at the Protected Rate. If the 

option expires ‘In-the-money’ (ie the Protected Rate is more favourable to you than the 

prevailing Spot Rate at the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date) WUIB will automatically exercise the 

option on your behalf and advise you of the fact as soon as possible afterwards. Please note, 

that this still does not place you under any obligation to take up the trade. However, if do 

decide to take up the trade, you must advise us of your intentions with regards to settlement 

on the same day. WUIB will then refer your transaction to Western Union Business Solutions (UK) 

Ltd who will handle the remainder of the transaction thereafter. 

If you choose not to exercise your right to exchange the Contracted notional at the Protected 

Rate for whatever reason, the option will cease to exist at this time and no further action is 

required.   

4.7.8 Examples 

Example of a Vanilla Put Option used by an importer 

An importer wishes to hedge USD against GBP for a six month future settlement date and wishes 

to protect himself against any unfavourable exchange rate movements (fall in the GBP/USD 

rate) whilst benefiting from a favourable foreign exchange rate movement (rise in the GBP/USD 

rate). 
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The importer decides to buy a GBP/USD Vanilla Put Option from WUIB. This gives the importer 

the right, but not an obligation to sell GBP and buy USD at a set rate on the Expiry Date.  

The importer provides details of the relevant Expiry Date, strike rate, and the Contracted 

notional amount of GBP they wish to sell or USD they wish to buy. 

Assume the following conditions: 

▪ the current Spot Rate is 1.6150 and the six month Forward rate is 1.6125; 

▪ the strike rate is 1.6000. The strike rate is also known as the Worst Case rate; 

▪ the Expiry Date is six months after the Trade date; 

▪ the premium calculated by WUIB to be paid is equivalent to 2.5% of the Contracted notional 

amount. For example, if the Contracted notional GBP amount is GBP 100,000, the premium 

will be GBP 2,500. 

At the expiry time on the Expiry Date: 

If the Spot Rate is at or below the strike rate of 1.6000, the importer may choose, but is not 

obliged, to  exercise their right to exchange GBP for USD at the agreed strike rate of 1.6000 for 

delivery on the settlement date.       

If, on the other hand, the Spot Rate is above the strike rate of 1.6000 the importer is free to let 

the Option lapse and buy the required amount of USD at the prevailing Spot Rate. 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.   

Example of a Vanilla Call Option used by an exporter 

An exporter wishes to hedge USD against GBP for a six month future settlement date and wishes 

to protect themselves against any unfavourable exchange rate movements (rise in the 

GBP/USD) whilst benefiting from a favourable foreign exchange rate movement (fall in the 

GBP/USD). 

The exporter decides to buy a GBP/USD Vanilla Call Option. This will give the exporter the right, 

but no obligation to buy GBP for USD for a set rate on the Expiry Date, if the exporter wants to.  

The exporter provides details of the relevant Expiry Date, strike rate, the amount of USD. 

 

Assume the following conditions: 

▪ the current Spot Rate is 1.61500 and six month Forward rate is 1.61250; 

▪ strike rate is 1.6300; The strike rate is also known as the Worst Case rate; 

▪ Expiry Date is six months after Trade date; 

▪ premium calculated by WUIB to be paid is equivalent to 2.3% of  the Contracted notional 

amount of the contract. For example, if the Contracted notional value is GBP 100,000, the 

premium will be GBP 2,300. 

At the expiry time on the Expiry Date: 

If the Spot Rate is at or above the strike rate of 1.6300, the exporter may choose, but is not 

obliged to exercise their right to exchange USD for GBP at the agreed strike rate of 1.6300 for 

delivery on the settlement date. 

If, on the other hand, the Spot Rate is below the strike rate of 1.6300 the exporter is free to allow 

the Option to lapse and then sell the USD at the prevailing Spot Rate. 

 

Note: The examples above are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not 

factual.   
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4.7.9 Selling a Vanilla 

 

4.7.10 General Product Information 

Rather than paying a premium to buy a Vanilla Put or Call Option from WUIB to gain protection 

against adverse currency fluctuations, it is also possible to sell a Vanilla Put or Call Option to 

WUIB, therefore taking on a potential obligation, but receiving premium instead. 

 

WUIB offers this product as a way of earning a return on funds when there is an underlying 

requirement to convert currencies. 

WUIB does not enter into any of the Foreign Exchange products described in this PDS with 

persons whose intention is merely to speculate on the possible movements in exchange rates. 

Our customers must have a genuine commercial interest in exchanging one currency for 

another, please see referenced in section 5.1.  

 

4.7.11 How Selling a Vanilla Works 

When you sell a Vanilla Option to WUIB, you will receive a Premium for the Vanilla Option. By  

selling a Vanilla Option to WUIB, you grant WUIB, as the buyer, the right, but not the obligation, 

to buy from or sell to you an agreed amount of one currency for another currency at an agreed 

price (the Strike Rate) on the specified Expiry Date.  

 

WUIB will calculate the premium which is payable by to you and such Premium is payable only 

on the Expiry Date. 

 

When you sell a Vanilla Option to WUIB you nominate: 

• whether it is a Call Option (the right to buy) or a Put Option (right to sell); 

• the Currency Pair; 

• the Notional Amount; 

• the Strike Rate; and 

• the Expiry Date. 

 

The Vanilla Option type, Currency Pair, Notional Amount, Strike Rate, Expiry Date in your Vanilla 

Option must be acceptable to WUIB. 

 

WUIB only offers “European” style Vanilla Options. This means that WUIB may only Exercise the 

Vanilla Option on the Expiry Date, unless otherwise agreed by WUIB in writing.  

At the Expiry Date of a Vanilla Option the prevailing Spot Rate that applies to the Currency Pair 

will either be less favourable than the Strike Rate or more favourable than the Strike Rate: 

 

A. If the Spot Rate is less favourable to WUIB than the Strike Rate 

WUIB will exercise its Vanilla Option and you will be obligated to exchange currencies with WUIB 

at the Strike Rate, which will be unfavourable to you, two (2) Business Days after the Expiry Date. 

 

B. If the Spot Rate is more favourable to WUBS than the Strike Rate 
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WUIB will let the Vanilla Option lapse and there is no obligation on either party. This is because 

the prevailing Spot Rate for the Currency Pair is a more favourable Exchange Rate than the 

Strike Rate. 

 

4.7.12 Purpose of Selling a Vanilla Option 

Selling a Vanilla Option will earn an enhancement on underlying cash (or cashflow) through 

taking on the potential obligation created by an option contract, but without the protection. If 

the option is exercised, the client will be obligated to trade, so there must be an underlying 

business requirement that is satisfied in these circumstances. 

 

Rather than hedging against an unfavourable market movement, this approach is designed to 

provide clients with a return on their funds while targeting a specific rate e.g. whilst waiting for 

a market order to be filled. On expiry of the sold Vanilla Option, the clients would either have a 

currency position (forward or spot) at their desired rate, or if the option lapses, the clients is free 

to trade on the spot market or sell another Vanilla whilst continuing to wait for the desired price 

to be achieved. 

 

4.7.13 Example of Selling a Vanilla to earn return on funds 

 

Please note that the example used in this Section is for illustrative purposes only, using rates and 

figures that we have selected to demonstrate how the product works. It does not reflect the 

specific circumstances that may arise under Vanilla Options entered into by you. In order to 

assess the merits of any particular Vanilla Option you should use the actual rates and figures 

quoted at the relevant time. 

 

An importer has a need to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000. The transfer is not urgent and the 

importer would like to achieve a more favourable rate than is currently available. Rather than 

simply place a market order, they sell a vanilla option at their desired conversion rate of $1.3400 

to expire in 4 weeks’ time and receive a premium of $300 on the Expiry Date. If, at expiry of the 

option, the underlying spot rate is at or above the strike price of $1.3400, they will be obligated 

to convert their GBP to USD at $1.3400 – but this was their objective in any case. If the rate is not 

at or above $1.3400 the option expires worthless, but in either case they have received $300.  

 

If not exercised, and if the transfer is still not urgent, the importer can sell another vanilla at 

$1.3400 for a further date, receiving further premium. They are, in effect, earning return on their 

funds. In this example, at a gross rate of 3.6% - which could be well above a typical bank 

account interest rate.  

 

The importer therefore enters into a Selling a Vanilla (Sells a Call Option)  

 

Notional Amount   $100,000 

Strike Rate   1.3400 

Expiry Date   4 weeks 

Total Premium received USD 300 
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The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading above the Strike Rate of 1.3400, WUIB will exercise its 

option and the importer will Client 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is below 1.3400, WUIB will not exercise its option and it will lapse 

meaning the client has no obligation 

• In both circumstances, by selling the option, the client receives the premium of USD 300. 

The premium is payable on the Expiry Date. 

 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same but the client will be selling a Put option.  

 

4.7.14 Advantages of Selling a Vanilla 

 

• The Premium to be received is known at the time the Vanilla Option is entered into. 

• No obligation unless market moves is trading more favourably than the strike (budget or 

target level) at the expiry time on the expiry date 

• Enables a clients to earn a return while still targeting their budget rate 

 

4.7.15 Disadvantages of Selling a Vanilla 

 

• Clients  can be obligated to trade when it is not favourable to do so.  

• The Vanilla Option cannot be pre-delivered 

• Selling a Vanilla is always ‘Out of The Money’, so there is a risk of margin call. For more 

information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory 

pamphlet ‘What is a Margin Call’ which is available on our website or which WUIB can provide 

to you upon request. 

• No protection against adverse market movements. 

• There may be no protection: The sale of a Vanilla Option to WUIB is not designed to 

provide protection against an unfavourable movement in the relevant currency. If the Spot 

Rate at expiry is more favourable to WUIB than the Strike Rate, WUIB will exercise the Vanilla 

Option and you will be obligated to exchange currencies at an Exchange Rate that is 

unfavourable to you. The Premium received by you is designed to be used to potentially offset 

any potential unfavourable moves in the Spot Rate that may occur. However, the Premium 

received may not be enough to offset the total impact of the unfavourable Spot Rate at the 

Expiry Date. 

• Unknown liability: If you have to purchase currency at an unfavourable Exchange Rate 

to meet your obligations this will result in a cost to you. This cost is potentially unknown 

4.8 Structured Options 

What is a Structured Option? 

A structured foreign exchange option is a term that describes a group of foreign exchange 

products that have been developed as foreign exchange risk management alternatives to 

Forward Exchange Contracts and Vanilla Options. 

A structured option (Structured Option) is an agreement to exchange a specified amount of 

one currency for another currency at a Foreign Exchange Rate determined in accordance 

with the mechanisms set out in the structure at an agreed time (Expiry Time) on an agreed date 
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(Expiry Date). The exchange of currencies generally then takes place within two (2) clear 

business days after the Expiry Date (Value Date).  

The mechanism(s) for determining the applicable Foreign Exchange Rate and other conditions 

of a Structured Option will depend on the particular product that you enter into. WUIB offers 

nine (9) Structured Options the following information describes how the Foreign Exchange Rate 

and conditions are determined in relation to each of these products. 

4.8.1 How does a Structured Option work? 

Also known as ‘zero cost’ or ‘zero premium’ options these structures typically involve the 

simultaneous purchase and sale of two or more options. You buy the protection that you require 

with one option and in order to pay for it, instead of paying a premium, you sell another option 

with an equivalent value to the other party. Whereas, with a vanilla option there will never be 

any obligation on you to trade, when entering into a structured option, the option you sell 

confers a potential right to trade on the other party which they may choose to exercise against 

you, if it is in their interests to do so. As a result, unlike a Vanilla Option, your ability to benefit 

from favourable movements will be limited to a degree and, at expiry you may be left with an 

obligation to trade.  

For the avoidance of doubt you, the client, will always be the buyer of a Structured Option 

regardless of the treatment of its constituent parts. The risk from any option sale that takes place 

to create the given structure will be offset by the protection that you are buying. You will never 

be selling an option in isolation. This means that your exposure to risk is known and quantifiable 

from the outset. It is only WUIB that will sell any Vanilla or Structured Option. The terms ‘Buying’ 

and ‘Selling’ are used in the context of our Structured Options products to more clearly illustrate 

the mechanics a particular Structured Option product. 

4.8.2 Knock In & Knock Out Barriers, “Window Barriers” and “At Expiry Barriers” 

A number of structured products involve the use of triggers or barriers (two names for the same 

thing). These are set at a given rate and, should the underlying Spot Rate trade at or beyond 

the trigger/barrier during the observation period, will change the nature of the structured 

product you have bought – usually by either placing you under, or freeing you from, the 

potential obligation to deal at a given rate at expiry.  

Typically, as the buyer of a zero cost structure you will be buying the right, but not the obligation 

to trade at the Protection Rate – and then selling Knock In or Knock Out option(s) in order to 

offset the cost. In this case – a Knock In option remains dormant unless the underlying rate trades 

at or beyond the barrier. If this does not happen, you will be under no obligation to deal at 

expiry. On the other hand, if the barrier is breached, the option you have sold comes into force 

and may be exercised against you – depending on the rate at expiry – meaning you may be 

obliged to deal at a given rate. A Knock Out option does the opposite – placing you under an 

obligation to trade unless the underlying rate trades at or beyond the barrier – in which case 

you will be released from that obligation. 

It is possible to vary the period during which these triggers/barriers are observed, but you should 

be aware that  the default position is for this to be  the entire duration of the contract – in other 

words, the barrier is constantly observed. So, if your option product does not specify ‘Window’ 

or ‘At Expiry’, then your barrier will be live throughout the contract.  However, you may instead 

choose to have the Knock In/ Knock Out barrier only be observed during a given period of time 

that is shorter than the term of the contract or alternatively only at the Expiry Time on the Expiry 

Date. If the Knock In/Out /barrier is only observed during a specified period during the term of 

the contract, (usually the final month) it is referred to as a Window Barrier. If the Knock in/ Knock 

Outbarrier is only observed at the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date, it is known as an At Expiry 

Barrier.  
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If a shorter observation period is nominated, the Spot Rate can trade at or beyond the Knock 

In/Knock Out barrier rate without you being Knocked In or Knocked Out – provided that this 

takes place outside of the specified window period for a Window Barrier – or prior to the expiry 

time on the Expiry Date for an At Expiry Barrier. For example, if you nominate a window that only 

encompasses the “last day” of the contract, the Spot Rate would only be compared to the 

Knock In/Knock Out barrier  rate from 10am New York time on the day before expiry until 10am 

New York time on the Expiry Date to determine whether you are Knocked In or Knocked Out. 

Alternatively, if you nominate an At Expiry Barrier, the Spot Rate would only be compared to 

the Knock In/Knock Out barrier rate at precisely 10am New York time on the Expiry Date to 

determine whether you are Knocked In or Knocked Out. Please note, choosing a shorter 

observation period – as opposed to the default position of a constantly observed barrier – will 

often result in a Knock In/ Knock Out  rate and / or Protection Rate that is less favourable to you 

than if the Knock In/Knock Out barrier were observed throughout the term of the contract. 

Shorter Knock In and / or Knock Out observation periods are typically used on the following 

products: 

− Knock In 

− Knock In Collar 

− Knock In Convertible 

− Participating Knock In 

− Knock In Improver 

− Knock Out Reset 

They may, however, be used on any product containing a Knock In or Knock Out barrier. 

Please contact us for further details as to how we have incorporated barriers into our options 

and our policy regarding this. 

4.8.3 Our Structured Options 

The examples that are used within the description of each Structured Option product below 

are for information purposes only and use rates and figures that we have selected to 

demonstrate how each product works. In order to assess the merits of any particular Structured 

Option you should use the actual rates and figures quoted at the relevant time. 

 

Moreover, all of the examples have been written from the perspective of a UK importer. We 

would be happy to discuss alternatives to these examples with you. 

We have prepared a series of videos that explain the various Structured Options we sell. These 

videos can be accessed from our website. 

4.8.3.1 Collar  

General Product Information 

A collar (Collar) is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot 

Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated worst case rate known as the 

Protection Rate. It also gives you the opportunity to participate in favourable movements in the 

Spot Exchange Rate between the Protection Rate and a given best case rate known as the 

Participation Rate. 

How a Collar Works 

A Collar is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first you buy a Put Option 

from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional amount to WUIB 

at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a corresponding Call Option which will oblige you 

to exchange the Contracted notional amount with) WUIB at the Participation Rate should the 

underlying Spot Rate exceed that level at the expiry time on the Expiry Date. 

https://business.westernunion.com/en-gb/fx-risk-management/hedging
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A Collar always provides you with complete protection at the Protection Rate.  

Example of a Collar 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 1 month. The current Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the 

Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. 

The importer enters into a Collar with the following terms:  

Protection Rate:   1.5600 

Participation Rate:   1.6100 

Expiry Date:   1 month 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate of 1.5600 at expiry the 

importer will have the right, but no obligation, to exercise his Put Option to sell GBP 

and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5600 – his worst case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading between the Protection Rate and the 

Participation Rate the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell 

GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate; alternatively the importer may 

choose to do nothing as there is no obligation on either party. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Participation Rate of 1.6100 at expiry WUIB will exercise 

its Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 

1.6100 – his best case rate. 

For a UK exporter, the outcomes are essentially the same, except the structure consists of buying 

a Call at the protection rate (above the market) and selling a Put option at the Participation 

Rate (below the market). 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual. 

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 
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Advantages of a Collar 

• Ability to participate in favourable exchange rate movements as far as the Participation 

Rate. 

• Protection at all times at a known worst case exchange rate 

• No premium payable 

Disadvantages of a Collar 

• Participation in favourable movement is capped at a the best case or Participation rate, 

meaning you will not be able to benefit should the Spot Rate be higher than that level 

at the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date. 

• If the Spot Rate moves significantly higher than the Participation rate prior to the Expiry 

Date, WUIB may require you to make an advance partial prepayment/cash deposit (a 

Margin Call) to secure your out-of-the-money position. 

• For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer 

to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which 

WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

 

4.8.3.1.1 Leveraged Collar 

General Product Information 

A leveraged collar (Leveraged Collar) is a Structured Option which behaves in exactly the same 

way as the Collar structure above. It allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot 

Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated worst case rate known as the 

Protection Rate.  
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It also gives you the opportunity to participate in favourable movements in the Spot Exchange 

Rate between the Protection Rate and a given best case rate known as the Participation Rate. 

However, in order to make the Protection Rate and the Participation Rate more attractive at 

the outset, you agree that, should the underlying Spot Rate be more favourable than the 

Participation Rate at expiry, you will be obliged to deal a larger amount at the Participation 

Rate - usually twice as much as was protected at the Protection Rate. 

 

Example of a Leveraged Collar 

Using the same example as above, a UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 1 month. The 

current Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. 

 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Collar with the following terms:  

Protected Amount   $100,000 

Leveraged Amount   $200,000 

Protection Rate:   1.5800 

Participation Rate:   1.6300 

Expiry Date:    1 month 

Leverage:    2:1  

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate of 1.5800 at expiry the 

importer will have the right, but no obligation, to exercise his Put Option to sell GBP 

and buy the Protected Amount of USD 100,000 at 1.5800 – his worst case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading between the Protection Rate and the 

Participation Rate the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell 

GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate; alternatively the importer may 

choose to do nothing as there is no obligation on either party. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Participation Rate of 1.6300 at expiry WUIB will exercise 

its Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy the Leveraged 

Amount of USD 200,000 at 1.6300 – his best case rate. 

 

Again, for a UK exporter, the outcomes are essentially the same, except the structure consists 

of buying a Call at the protection rate (above the market) and selling a Put option at the 

Participation Rate (below the market). 

 

 

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 
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Additional Risks of a Leveraged Collar 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above in the section 4.9.3.1, the leveraged collar 

does not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged collar if your requirement is $100,000, 

you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either hedge $50,000 and 

potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only covered half of 

your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal $200,000 which 

would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 

4.8.3.2 Participator 

General Product Information 

The Participator is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot 

Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange Rate (the Protection 

Rate). It also gives you the ability to participate in favourable movements in the Spot Exchange 

Rate by allowing you to trade a portion of your exposure at a favourable Spot Rate should such 

a rate be available at expiry. 

 

How a Participator Works 

In order to buy a Participator structured option, you enter into two concurrent trades. In the first 

you buy a Put Option from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the full Contracted 
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notional amount of currency  at the Protection Rate should the spot price be less favourable 

than that level at the expiry time on the Expiry Date. This means you have complete protection 

at a known worst case rate. . In order to make the option structure ‘zero cost’ you also 

simultaneously sell a Call Option to WUIB which will oblige you to trade a proportion of the 

Contracted notional value (usually 50%) at the Protection Rate should the Spot Rate be more 

favourable than that level at the expiry time on the Expiry Date. In this instance you are then 

free to trade the remainder of the Contracted notional value at the prevailing Spot Rate; so, if 

you are obliged to trade 50% at the protected rate and trade the rest at spot you have 

benefited from 50% of the upside. This percentage is also known as the Participation 

Percentage. 

 

Example of a Participator 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 1 month. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and 

the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. The importer needs to outperform his budget rate at 

1.5600 but feels the GBPUSD Spot Rate is likely to move in his favour and so wants to be able to 

benefit from this if he is proven right. 

 

The importer enters into a Participating Forward with the following terms:  

Protection Rate:   1.5650 

Participation Percentage:  50% 

Expiry Date:    1 month 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the Spot Rate is at or below the Protection Rate of 1.5650 at expiry the importer will 

have the right, but no obligation to exercise the Put Option to sell GBP and buy USD 

100,000 at 1.5650 – his worst case rate. 

• If, however, the Spot Rate is above the Protection Rate at expiry WUIB will exercise 

the Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 50,000 at 

1.5650, but is then free to trade the other USD 50,000 at the more favourable Spot 

Rate. So, if the GBP/USD rate is trading at 1.6350 at expiry, the importer will trade USD 

50,000 at 1.5650 and the other USD 50,000 at 1.6350 giving a net rate of 1.6000.  

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the full Contracted notional at the Protection Rate and selling a Put Option for a 

proportion of the Contracted notional – giving the relevant Participation Percentage. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual. 
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

 

Advantages of a Participator 

• There is the ability to partially participate in favourable exchange rate movements. The 

‘upside’ is effectively unlimited, although the buyer of this option will only benefit at the 

participation percentage.  

• There is protection at all times with a known worst case exchange rate. 

• No premium is payable. 

Disadvantages of a Participator  

• The Protection Rate may be less advantageous than the rate applicable to a 

comparable Forward Exchange Contract. 

• Part of your exposure must be traded at the Protection Rate at expiry. If the Spot Rate on 

the Expiry Date is more advantageous than the Protection Rate you will be obliged to 

trade this proportion at a rate that is less advantageous to you than if you were free to 

trade the entirety at the prevailing spot price.  

• If the Spot Rate significantly exceeds the Protection Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB 

may make a Margin Call to secure your out-of-the-money position. For more 

information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our 

explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB 

can provide to you upon request.  
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4.8.3.3 Participating Collar 

General Product Information 

The Participating Collar is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that 

the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange Rate (the 

Protection Rate). It also gives you the ability to participate in favourable movements in the Spot 

Exchange Rate on a portion of your exposure up to a pre-determined Participation Rate. 

How a Participating Collar Works 

A Participating Collar is structured by entering into three concurrent options. In the first you buy 

a Put Option from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional 

amount of currency to WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a Call Option to WUIB 

which will oblige you to sell a proportion of the Contracted notional value to WUIB at the 

Protection Rate. This Call Option will be for a percentage of the Contracted notional amount 

of your Put Option - usually 50% - known as the Participation Percentage. In the third option, you 

sell a second Call Option to WUIB at the Participation Rate. This third option may oblige you to 

trade the remainder of the contract (the Contracted notional amount multiplied by the 

participation percentage) at the Participation Rate if the spot price exceeds that level at the 

expiry time on the Expiry Date.  This third option limits your ability to benefit from favourable 

movements beyond the Participation Rate, but in exchange for this reduced ‘upside’ potential, 

you should be able to achieve a more favourable Protection Rate or higher Participation 

Percentage. 

Example of a Participating Collar 

Using the same example as above, where the UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 1 month. 

The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. The importer’s 

budget rate has been revised up to 1.5700 so a normal Participator with a Protection Rate at 

1.5650 will no longer hedge his risk. He still feels the rate will move in his favour, but now believes 

that the potential upside is not as great. He is therefore willing to forego some of his ability to 

benefit should the Spot Rate climb drastically higher in exchange for a Protection Rate that 

matches his budget level.  

The importer enters into a Participating Collar with the following terms:  

Protection Rate:   1.5700 

Participation Rate:   1.6350 

Participation Percentage:  50% 

Expiry Date:    1 month 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the Spot Rate is below the Protection Rate of 1.5700 at expiry the importer will have 

the right, but no obligation to exercise his Put Option to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 

1.5700 – his worst case rate. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Protection Rate and below the Participation Rate at expiry 

WUIB will exercise its first Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy 

USD 50,000 at 1.5700.The importer will then be able to buy the remaining USD 50,000 at 

the more favourable Spot Rate giving him 50% participation in the upside.  

• If the Spot Rate is also above the Participation Rate at expiry WUIB will exercise both the 

first and second Call Options. The importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 50,000 

at 1.5700, and then also buy the remaining USD 50,000 at 1.6350 – giving a net rate of 

1.6025 to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 – his best case rate. 
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For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the full Contracted amount at the Protection Rate and selling two Put Options for a 

proportion of the Contracted Amount. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

 

Advantages of a Participating Collar 

• This product offers the ability to partially participate in favourable exchange rate 

movements on the participating portion, up to the Participation Rate. 

• There is protection at all times with a known ‘worst case’ Protection Rate. 

• The Protection Rate is more favourable than the rate applicable to a comparable 

Participator Option . 

• No premium is payable. 

Disadvantages of a Participating Collar 

• The Protection Rate may be less advantageous than the rate applicable to a 

comparable Forward Exchange Contract. 

• Part of your exposure must be traded at the Protection Rate on expiry. If the Spot Rate 

on the Expiry Date is more advantageous than the Protection Rate you will be obliged 

to trade this portion at the the Protection Rate which is less advantageous to you.  
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• If the Spot Rate on expiry is above the Participation Rate you will be obliged to trade 

half at the Protection rate and half at the Participation Rate – giving a net price between 

those two levels that is less advantageous to you than if you were free to trade at spot. 

• If the Spot Rate exceeds the Participation Rate by a sufficient degree prior to the Expiry 

Date WUIB may require you to make a margin call to secure your out-of-the money 

position. For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please 

also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website 

or which WUIB can provide to you upon request.   

 

4.8.3.3.1 Leveraged Participating Collar 

General Product Information 

A Leveraged Participating Collar is a Structured Option which behaves in the same way as the 

Participating Collar structure above. It allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot 

Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated worst case rate known as the 

Protection Rate. 

 It also gives you the opportunity to participate in favourable movements at the Participation 

Percentage - in the Spot Exchange Rate between the Protection Rate and a given best case 

rate known as the Participation Rate. However, in order to make the Protection Rate, 

Participation Percentage and/or the Participation Rate more attractive at the outset, you 

agree that, should the underlying Spot Rate be more favourable than the Participation Rate at 

expiry, you will be obliged to deal a larger Leveraged Amount at the Participation Rate - usually 

twice as much as was protected at the Protection Rate. 

 

Example of a Leveraged Participating Collar 

Using a similar example to the above, a UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months’ time. 

The current Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. The importer’s budget 

rate has been revised up to 1.5800 so a normal Participating Collar with a Protection Rate at 

1.5700 will no longer hedge his risk. He still feels the rate will move in his favour, but now believes 

that the potential upside is not as great. He is therefore willing to be obligated to deal a larger 

amount at the upper Participation Rate in exchange for the improved Protection Rate at the 

outset. 

 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Participating Collar with the following terms:  

Protected Amount   $100,000 

Leveraged Amount   $200,000 

Protection Rate:   1.5800 

Participation Percentage:  50% 

Participation Rate:   1.6800 

Expiry Date:    3 months 

Leverage:    2:1  

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate of 1.5800 at expiry the 

importer will have the right, but no obligation, to exercise his Put Option to sell GBP 

and buy the Protected Amount of USD 100,000 at 1.5800 – his worst case rate. 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading between the Protection Rate and the 

Participation Rate the importer will be obligated to deal $50,000 at the Protection 

Rate and sell GBP and buy the remaining USD 50,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Participation Rate of 1.6800 at expiry WUIB will exercise 

its Call Option and the importer will still be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 50,000 at 

the Protection Rate at $1.5800, but will then also be obligated to deal the additional 

Leveraged Amount of USD 150,000 at 1.6800. This gives him a best-case rate of 

$1.6550. 

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Risks of a Leveraged Participating Collar 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above in the section 5.3.3, the Leveraged 

Participating Collar does not offer full protection. With a non-Leveraged Participating 

Collar if your requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, 

you can either hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 

meaning you’ve only covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being 

obliged to deal $200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-

hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  
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4.8.3.4 Knock In  

General Product Information 

The Knock In is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot 

Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange Rate (the Protection 

Rate) whilst giving you the potential to take advantage of favourable currency movements to 

a Knock In Rate. If the Spot Rate trades at or above the Knock In Rate at any time before the 

Expiry Date you will be obliged to trade at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date. 

Please note – this product is sometimes also known as a Forward Extra or Forward Plus.  

How a Knock In Works 

A Knock In is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first you buy a Put Option 

from WUIB which will give you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional sum to 

WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a Call Option to WUIB at the Protection Rate, 

but with a barrier at the Knock In Rate. This option remains dormant and cannot be exercised 

against you unless the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the barrier at the Knock In Rate 

at any point during the life of the contract. If the market does trade at or beyond the Knock In 

rate, the Call option is activated and, at the expiry time on the Expiry Date, you will be obliged 

to sell the Contracted notional value to WUIB at the Protected Rate.  

Example of a Knock In 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate at 1.5750 and can’t 

afford for the rate to slip below that level. However, market opinion is that the GBPUSD Spot 

Rate should recover back above 1.6000 so the importer is reluctant to limit his ability to benefit 

should this happen. 

The importer therefore enters into a Knock In Option with the following terms: 

Protection Rate  1.5750 

Knock In Rate   1.6500 

Expiry Date    3 months 

Knock In Rate Observed Constantly 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate at 1.5750, the importer 

will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5750 – his 

worst case rate.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above 1.5750 and has not traded at or beyond the Knock 

In Rate at 1.6500 at any time during the life of the contract, the importer will be free 

to let his option lapse and instead trade at the prevailing Spot Rate, which could 

theoretically, be as high as 1.6499.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or above 1.6500 at any time during the life of 

the contract the barrier at the Knock In rate will be activated and WUIB will exercise 

its call option, obliging the client to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the Protection 

rate of 1.5750 – the worst case rate. 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the Contracted amount at the Protection Rate and selling a Put Option for the same 

amount at the Protection Rate with a barrier at the Knock In Rate. 
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Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

Advantages of a Knock In  

• Ability to participate 100% in favourable exchange rate movements as far as the Knock 

In Rate. 

• Protection at all time with a known worst case rate 

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock In 

• The Protection rate is less advantageous than the comparable Forward Exchange Rate 

would have been at the time of entering the contract. 

• If the barrier at the Knock In Rate is observed during the life of the contract and the rate 

remains higher than the Protection Rate at the Expiry Date you will be obliged to trade 

at the Protection Rate which may seem much less favourable than the prevailing Spot 

Rate at that time.  

• If the Knock In Rate is observed and the Spot Rate continues to exceed the Protection 

Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may require you to make a Margin Call to secure your 

out-of-the money position. For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 

below and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is 

available on our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

We have prepared a short video that explains the Knock-In that we sell. This video can be 

accessed from our website.  
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4.8.3.4.1 Knock In – Window 

The Knock In – Window differs from the standard Knock In by having the barrier only observed 

during a specified observation period or window. This is often, but not necessarily always, the 

month before expiry. The barrier is only live during this period so the market can exceed the 

barrier level outside the window period with no effect on the option. In exchange for having a 

reduced observation period, the protection rate and / or barrier level may be less favourable 

than with a standard Knock In. 

4.8.3.4.2 Knock In – At Expiry 

The Knock In – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock In by having the barrier only observed 

on expiry. This means that the market can exceed the barrier level at any point up to, but not 

including, the point of expiry with no effect on the option. In exchange for having the barrier 

only observed at the point of expiry, the protection rate and / or barrier level will be less 

favourable than with a standard Knock In and the Knock In - Window. 

4.8.3.4.3  Leveraged Knock In 

General Product Information  

A Leveraged Knock In works in much the same way as the standard Knock In product. It 

provides a guaranteed worst case rate at which to deal the Protected Amount and allows 

participation up to a specified knock in level. However, in order to make the Protection Rate 

and/or the Knock In Rate more advantageous at the outset, the buyer agrees that, should the 

Knock In Rate be observed at any point during the life of the contract, he or she will be obliged 

to deal the Leveraged Amount at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date. The Leveraged 

Amount is typically twice as much as the Protected Amount, but can be a lower multiple. The 

buyer can also specify whether they would like a Window barrier or an At Expiry barrier as with 

the non-leveraged variant. 

Example of a Leveraged Knock In  

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate at 1.5850 and is not 

willing to lock into a rate below that level meaning a standard Knock In is not attractive. 

Furthermore, market opinion is that the GBPUSD Spot Rate should recover back above 1.6000 

so the importer is also reluctant to limit his ability to benefit should this happen by buying a 

forward contact at current levels.  

 

The importer therefore enters into a Leveraged Knock In Option with the following terms: 

Protected Amount  $50,000 

Leveraged Amount  $100,000 

Protection Rate  1.5850 

Knock In Rate   1.6700 

Expiry Date    3 months 

Knock In Rate Observed Constantly 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate at 1.5850, the importer 

will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy the Protected Amount of 

USD 50,000 at 1.5850. Any remaining requirement will need to be covered in the spot 

market. 
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• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above 1.5850 and has not traded at or beyond the Knock 

In Rate at 1.6700 at any time during the life of the contract, the importer will be free 

to let his option lapse and instead trade at the prevailing Spot Rate, which could 

theoretically, be as high as 1.6699.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or above 1.6700 at any time during the life of 

the contract the barrier at the Knock In rate will be activated and WUIB will exercise 

its call option, obliging the client to sell GBP and buy the Leveraged Amount of USD 

100,000 at the Protection rate of 1.5850.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock In 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above, the leveraged knock in does not offer full 

protection. With a non-leveraged knock in, if your requirement is $100,000, you hedge 

$100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either hedge $50,000 and potentially be 

obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only covered half of your risk, or you 

can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal $200,000 which would exceed your 

exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  
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4.8.3.5 Knock In - Collar 

General Product Information 

The Knock In Collar is a Structured Option which allows the buyer to protect against the risk that 

the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Protection Rate whilst 

retaining the potential to take advantage of favourable currency movements as far as a 

specified Knock In Rate. If the underlying spot price trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 

any time during the life of the contract the buyer will be knocked into a collar structure.  

How a Knock In- Collar Works 

A Knock In - Collar is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first you buy a 

Put Option giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional amount to 

WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a Call Option to WUIB at the Participation 

Rate with a barrier at a given Knock In Rate. This option remains dormant and cannot be 

exercised against you unless the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate 

during the life of the contract. If the market does trade at or beyond the Knock In rate, the Call 

option is activated and if, at the expiry time on the Expiry Date, the Spot Rate remains more 

favourable than the Participation Rate you will be obliged to sell the Contracted notional value 

of the contract to WUIB at the Participation Rate limiting your ability to benefit from favourable 

moves above that level.  

Example of a Knock In- Collar 

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer’s budget rate is at 1.5500, but the 

importer expects the rate to improve slowly over the coming months. He would therefore like 

to be able to take advantage of that, He is, however, concerned that if the GBPUSD continued 

to rise, he would not want to be knocked in to an obligation to trade at the Protection Rate.  

The importer enters into a Knock In Collar with the following terms 

Protection Rate   1.5500 

Knock In Rate    1.6400 

Participation Rate   1.6000 

Expiry Date     3 months 

Knock In Rate observed  Constantly 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• Regardless of any other eventualities, if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the 

Protection Rate at 1.5500 the importer has the right, but no obligation to sell GBP 

and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5500 – his worst case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or above the Protection Rate at 1.5500 and has 

not traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6400 at any point during the life of 

the contract the importer will be free to let the option lapse and instead trade at 

the prevailing Spot Rate, which could theoretically be as high as 1.6399. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded above 1.6400 and the Knock In Rate has been 

observed, if the rate remains above the Participation Rate at 1.6000 at Expiry, the 

importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.6000.  

• If the Knock In Rate has been observed, but the Spot Rate subsequently falls back 

below the Participation Rate at 1.6000, the importer will be under no obligation to 

trade and may buy his dollars at the prevailing spot price should he choose to do 

so.  
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For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the Contracted amount at the Protection Rate and selling a Put Option for the same 

amount at the Participation Rate with a barrier at the Knock In Rate. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock In- Collar 

• Ability to participate in favourable exchange rate movements as far as the Knock In 

Rate. When the Knock In rate has been traded participation is still possible up to the 

Participation Rate. 

• Protection at all time with a known worst case rate. 

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock In- Collar 

• The Protection Rate on this product type is typically less advantageous than the 

comparable Forward Exchange Contract. 

• Participation in favourable movements is capped at the Knock In Rate and then 

subsequently at the Participation Rate. If the underlying Spot Rate continues to improve 

you will be left with an obligation to trade at a rate that may seem much less 

advantageous than the market rate on that day. 

• If the Knock In Rate trades during the term and the Spot Rate continues to exceed the 

Participation Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may make a Margin Call to secure your 

out-of-the money position. For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 
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below and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is 

available on our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

4.8.3.5.1 Knock In Collar – Window 

The Knock In Collar – Window differs from the standard Knock In Collar by having the barrier 

only observed during a specified observation period or window. This is often, but not necessarily, 

the month before expiry. The barrier is only observed during this period so the market can 

exceed the barrier level outside the window period with no effect on the option. In exchange 

for this reduced observation period, the protection rate, participation rate and / or barrier level 

may be less favourable than with a standard Knock In Collar. 

4.8.3.5.2 Knock In Collar – At Expiry 

The Knock In Collar – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock In Collar by having the barrier 

only observed on expiry. This means the market can exceed the barrier level at any point up 

to, but not including, the point of expiry with no effect on the option. In exchange for having 

the barrier only observed at the point of expiry, the protection rate, participation rate and / or 

barrier level may be less favourable than with a standard Knock In Collar. 

4.8.3.5.3 Leveraged Knock In Collar 

The Leveraged Knock In Collar works in the same way as a non-leveraged Knock In Option. It is 

a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot Exchange Rate 

will be less favourable than a nominated foreign exchange rate (the Protection Rate). It also 

gives you the ability to participate in favourable movements in the Spot Exchange Rate 

provided that a Knock In Rate is not observed during the term of the structure (or during any 

observation period/ at expiry). If the Knock In Rate is observed, you will be obliged to deal the 

Leveraged Amount at the Participation Rate on the Expiry Date if the underlying Spot Rate 

remains more favourable than that level. If the Spot Rate is between the Protection Rate and 

the Participation Rate, you will be free to deal at spot and if the Spot Rate is below the 

Protection Rate you are still protected, but only for the Protection Amount at that rate. Note: 

the leveraged amount only applies to the Participation Rate. 

Example of a Leveraged Knock In Collar 

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is $1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is $1.5849. The importer’s budget rate is at $1.5700 and he is 

reluctant to lock in a rate below that level as he also expects the rate to improve slowly over 

the coming months. He would therefore like to be able to take advantage of such a move. He 

is, however, concerned that if the GBPUSD continued to rise, he would not want to be knocked 

in to an obligation to trade at the Protection Rate as he would ideally like to achieve a net rate 

over $1.6000.  

 

The importer enters into a Knock In Collar with the following terms 

Protected Amount   $50,000 

Leveraged Amount   $100,000 

Protection Rate   1.5700 

Knock In Rate    1.6600 

Participation Rate   1.6100 

Expiry Date     3 months 

Knock In Rate observed  Constantly 

 

 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• Regardless of any other eventualities, if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the 

Protection Rate at 1.5700 the importer has the right, but no obligation to sell GBP 

and buy USD 50,000 at 1.5700 – in line with his budget rate. He would need to buy 

any remaining requirement in the spot market. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or above the Protection Rate at 1.5700 and has 

not traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6600 at any point during the life of 

the contract the importer will be free to let the option lapse and instead trade at 

the prevailing Spot Rate, which could theoretically be as high as 1.6599. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded above 1.6600 and the Knock In Rate has been 

observed, if the rate remains above the Participation Rate at 1.6100, the importer 

will be obliged to sell GBP and buy the leveraged amount of USD 100,000 at 1.6100.  

• If the Knock In Rate has been observed, but the Spot Rate subsequently falls back 

below the Participation Rate at 1.6100, the importer will be under no obligation to 

trade and may buy his dollars at the prevailing spot price should he choose to do 

so. He nonetheless, retains the right to deal the Protected Amount at the Protection 

Rate. 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock In Collar 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above, the leveraged knock in collar does not offer 

full protection. With a non-leveraged Knock In Collar, if your requirement is $100,000, 

you hedge $100,000. With a Leveraged Knock In Collar, you can either hedge $50,000 

and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only covered half 
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of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal $200,000 which 

would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading. 

4.8.3.6 Knock In Improver 

General Product Information 

The Knock In Improver is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that 

the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange Rate (the 

Protection Rate) whilst giving you the potential to take advantage of favourable currency 

movements to a Knock In Rate. As with the standard Knock In Option, if the Spot Rate trades at 

or above the Knock In Rate at any time before the Expiry Date and remains more favourable 

than the Protection rate at the Expiry Time, you will be obliged to trade at the Protection Rate. 

If, at the Expiry Time, the reference spot rate is less favourable than the Protection Rate, but is 

not also trading at or beyond the Knock Out Rate, the difference between the spot reference 

and the Protection Rate will be calculated and added to the Protection Rate giving you an 

Improved Rate at which to deal the notional amount. 

How a Knock In Improver Works 

A Knock In Improver is structured by entering into three concurrent options. In the first you buy 

a Put Option from WUIB which will give you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted 

notional sum to WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a Call Option to WUIB at the 

Protection Rate, but with a barrier at the Knock In Rate. This option remains dormant and cannot 

be exercised against you unless the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the barrier at the 

Knock In Rate at any point during the life of the contract. If the market does trade at or beyond 

the Knock In rate, the Call option is activated and, at the expiry time on the Expiry Date, you 

will be obliged to sell the Contracted notional value to WUIB at the Protected Rate. Finally, you 

also buy another Put option at the Protection rate with a barrier at the Knock Out Rate. 

Although this could be delivered -ie you send the notional sold amount and we exchange at 

the Protection Rate, the strategy envisages closing out of any resulting position at expiry and 

realising a gain denominated in your desired currency. When added to the proceeds of the 

first put option, the effect is an improved rate – ie more currency for the same GBP notional 

Amount. 

Example of a Knock In Improver 

A UK importer needs to convert £100,000 per month to US dollars for the next 6 months. The 

current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The 

importer has a budget rate of 1.5750. The importer is unsure on the direction of the market and 

current levels are in the middle of the recent range; however, as the rate is close to his budget, 

he needs to hedge. He expects volatility to remain low and has no strong view on direction, but 

would like to benefit whichever way the market moves.  

 

The importer enters into a Knock In Improver with the following terms: 

Protection Rate    1.5750 

Knock In Rate     1.6250 (constantly observed) 

Knock Out Rate    1.5250 (Observed at Expiry Only*) 

Expiry Dates      Monthly – 6 Months 

Notional Amount     £100,000 per month 
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Examples of the possible outcomes at each expiry are as follows: 

• GBPUSD is trading above $1.5750 and the barrier at $1.6250 has not been observed 

during the life of the contract. In this scenario, the option expires worthless sand the 

importer Is free to deal as much or as little as desired at the prevailing spot rate.  

 

• GBPUSD has traded at or above $1.6250 during the contract term and remains above 

$1.5750 – in this case, the Importer will be obligated to deal £100,000 @ $1.5750. 

 

• GBPUSD is trading below $1.5750, but above $1.5250. In this case, the importer will 

exercise his right to sell GBP 100,000 and buy USD at $1.5750 – achieving $157,500. 

Furthermore, he will also exercise the Knock Out leg. Rather than delivering another 

£100,000 and receiving the full amount of USD, the position at $1.5750 is sold back to the 

market at the prevailing spot rate, which results in further positive USD cash flow as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This amount is added to his $157,500 to give an improved outcome equivalent to the amount 

that the spot rate finishes below the Protection Rate. So, if spot is $1.5550, he bought $157,500 

for £100,000, but repaying the £100,000 only costs $155,500, leaving a gain of $2,000. This is then 

added to $157,500 to give $159,500 – or a net rate of $1.5950.  

• If GBPUSD is trading below the Knock Out rate of $1.5250, the KO leg is cancelled and 

there is no additional beneficial cash flow. As a result, the importer deals his £100,000 at 

the Protection Rate of $1.5750.   

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spot Rate Outcome Benefit to Buyer

1.595 Expired Worthless -$                        

1.585 Expired Worthless -$                        

1.575 Exercised -$                        

1.565 Exercised 1,000.00$              

1.555 Exercised 2,000.00$              

1.545 Exercised 3,000.00$              

1.535 Exercised 4,000.00$              

1.525 Exercised 5,000.00$              

1.515 Knocked Out -$                        

1.505 Knocked Out -$                        
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock In Improver 

• Ability to achieve an improved exchange rate even if the market moves unfavourably.  

• Protection relatively close to the forward rate and 100% upside participation to the 

knock in barrier.  

• Guaranteed protection at the Protection Rate on 100% of the exposure.  

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock In Improver 

• Protection Rate and/or Knock In rate will be less favourable than a standard knock in 

option. 

• If market moves above knock in or below knock out the buyer receives a rate less 

favourable than an equivalent Forward Contract.  

• If the barrier at the Knock In Rate is triggered and the rate remains higher at the Expiry 

Date you will be obliged to trade at the Protection Rate which may seem much less 

favourable than the prevailing spot rate at that time  

• If the Knock In Rate is observed and the Spot Rate continues to exceed the Protection 

Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may require you to make a Margin Call to secure your 

out-of-the money position. For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 

below and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Requirements 

which is available on our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 
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4.8.3.6.1 Knock In Improver – Window 

The Knock In Improver – Window differs from the standard Knock In Improver by having the 

Knock In barrier only observed during a specified observation period or window. This is often, 

but not necessarily always, the month before expiry. The barrier is only live during this period so 

the market can exceed the barrier level outside the window period with no effect on the option. 

In exchange for having a reduced observation period, the protection rate and / or barrier level 

may be less favourable than with a standard Knock In. The Knock Out Barrier that determines 

whether there will be any improvement at expiry will usually only ever be ‘live’ at the expiry time 

on the expiry date, but this can be varied to also be live during the same Window period at 

your request. 

4.8.3.6.2 Knock In Improver – At Expiry 

The Knock In Improver – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock In Improver by having the 

Knock In barrier only observed at the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date. This means that the market 

can exceed the barrier level at any point up to, but not including, the point of expiry with no 

effect on the option. In exchange for having the barrier only observed at the point of expiry, 

the protection rate and / or barrier level will be less favourable than with a standard Knock In 

and the Knock In - Window. The Knock Out barrier will also only be live at Expiry. 

4.8.3.6.3  Leveraged Knock In Improver 

General Product Information  

A Leveraged Knock In Improver works in much the same way as the standard Knock In Improver 

Option. It provides a guaranteed worst case rate at which to deal the Protected Amount and 

allows participation up to a specified knock in level, with the same Improver element if the Spot 

Rate is less favourable than the Protection Rate at Expiry, but not beyond the Knock Out Rate. 

However, in order to make the Protection Rate and/or the Knock In/ Knock Out Rate(s) more 

advantageous at the outset, the buyer agrees that, should the Knock In Rate be observed at 

any point during the life of the contract, he or she will be obliged to deal the Leveraged Amount 

at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date. The Leveraged Amount is typically twice as much as 

the Protected Amount, but can be a lower multiple. The buyer can also specify whether they 

would like a Window barrier or an At Expiry barrier as with the non-leveraged variant. 

Example of a Leveraged Knock In Improver 

A UK importer needs to convert at least £100,000 per month to US dollars for the next 6 months 

and may need up to £200,000 a month. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward 

Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate at 1.5800 and is not willing to lock into 

a rate below that level meaning a standard Knock In Improver is not attractive. Furthermore, 

market opinion is that the GBPUSD Spot Rate should recover back above 1.6000 so, although 

the importer does not hold a strong view on direction, he is reluctant to limit his ability to benefit 

should this happen by buying a forward contact at current levels.  

The importer therefore enters into a Leveraged Knock In Improver Option with the following 

terms: 

Protected Amount  £100,000 

Leveraged Amount  £200,000 

Protection Rate  1.5800 

Knock In Rate   1.6600 

Knock Out Rate  1.5100 

Expiry Date    3 months 

Knock In Rate Observed Constantly 

Knock Out Rate Observed At Expiry 
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The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• GBPUSD is trading above $1.5800 and the barrier at $1.6600 has not been observed 

during the life of the contract. In this scenario, the option expires worthless sand the 

importer Is free to deal as much or as little as desired at the prevailing spot rate.  

• GBPUSD has traded at or above $1.6600 during the contract term and remains above 

$1.5800 – in this case, the Importer will be obligated to deal the leveraged amount of 

£200,000 @ $1.5800. 

• GBPUSD is trading below $1.5800, but above $1.5100. In this case, the importer will 

exercise his right to sell GBP 100,000 and buy USD at $1.5800 – achieving $158,000. 

Furthermore, he will also exercise the Knock Out leg. Rather than delivering another GBP 

100,000 and receiving USD, this second position at $1.5800 is sold back to the market at 

the prevailing spot rate, which results in further positive USD cash flow as follows: 

 

 

 

This amount is added to his $158,000 to give an improved outcome equivalent to the amount 

that the spot rate finishes below the Protection Rate. So, if spot is $1.5300, he bought $158,000 

for £100,000, but repaying the £100,000 only costs $153,000, leaving a gain of $5,000. This is then 

added to $158,000 to give $163,000 – or a net rate of $1.6300.  

• If GBPUSD is trading below the Knock Out rate of $1.5100, the KO leg is cancelled and 

there is no additional beneficial cash flow. As a result, the importer deals his £100,000 at 

the Protection Rate of $1.5800.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spot Rate Outcome Benefit to buyer

1.6000 Expired Worthless -$                        

1.5900 Expired Worthless -$                        

1.5800 Exercised -$                        

1.5700 Exercised 1,000.00$              

1.5600 Exercised 2,000.00$              

1.5500 Exercised 3,000.00$              

1.5400 Exercised 4,000.00$              

1.5300 Exercised 5,000.00$              

1.5200 Exercised 6,000.00$              

1.5100 Knocked Out -$                        

1.5000 Knocked Out -$                        
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock In Improver 

• As well as the disadvantages listed in section 4.9.3.6 above, the Leveraged Knock In 

Improver does not offer full protection. With a non-Leveraged Knock In Improver, if your 

requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either 

hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only 

covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal 

$200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

4.8.3.7 Knock In Reset 

General Product Information 

The Knock In Reset is a Structured Option which allows the buyer to protect against the risk that 

the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Protection Rate whilst 

retaining the potential to take advantage of favourable currency movements as far as a 

specified Knock In Rate. If the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 

any time during the life of the contract, the buyer will be knocked into a fixed Reset Rate.  

How a Knock In- Reset Works 

A Knock In - Reset is structured by entering into three concurrent options. In the first you buy a 

Put Option giving you the right, but not the obligation to sell the Contracted notional amount 

to WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second and third you buy a further Put option and also 

sell a Call Option to WUIB at the Reset Rate with a barrier at a given Knock In Rate. These options 
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remain dormant and cannot be exercised /exercised against you unless the underlying Spot 

Rate trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate during the life of the contract. If and when this 

happens, the original Put option at the Protection Rate ceases to exist and you are left with 

either the right to deal if the Spot Rate is less favourable or the obligation to deal if the Spot 

Rate is more favourable than the Reset Rate at the expiry time on the Expiry Date. This means 

that, once the Knock In Rate is observed you effectively have a forward contract at the Reset 

Rate and are protected at that level, but with no opportunity to participate in further 

favourable moves.  

Example of a Knock In- Reset 

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer’s budget rate is at 1.5500, but the 

importer expects the rate to improve slowly over the coming months. He would therefore like 

to be able to take advantage of that, He is, however, concerned that if the GBPUSD continued 

to rise, he would not want to be knocked in to an obligation to trade at the Protection Rate.  

The importer enters into a Knock In Reset with the following terms 

Protection Rate   1.5500 

Knock In Rate    1.6400 

Reset Rate    1.6000 

Expiry Date     3 months 

Knock In Rate observed  Constantly 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate at 1.5500 and has not 

traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6400 the importer has the right, but no 

obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5500 – his worst case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or above the Protection Rate at 1.5500 and has 

not traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6400 at any point during the life of 

the contract the importer will be free to let the option lapse and instead trade at 

the prevailing Spot Rate, which could theoretically be as high as 1.6399. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or above 1.6400, protection at 1.5500 ceases 

to exist and the importer instead has a fixed position at the Reset Rate of 1.6000. If 

the rate has fallen below 1.6000 by the Expiry Date, the importer can buy his USD at 

that level; however, if the rate is higher he will be obliged to deal at 1.6000 – 

essentially, the importer is knocked into a forward contract at the Reset Rate. 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the Contracted amount at the Protection Rate and a further Call at the Reset Rate 

while selling a Put Option for the same amount also at the Reset Rate. Both of the latter are 

subject to the barrier at the Knock In Rate. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock In- Reset 

• Ability to participate in favourable exchange rate movements as far as the Knock In 

Rate. When the Knock In rate has been observed the buyer is knocked in to a rate more 

favourable than the original Protection Rate. 

• Protection at all time with a known worst case rate. 

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock In- Reset 

• The Protection Rate on this product type is typically less advantageous than the 

comparable Forward Exchange Contract. 

• Participation in favourable movements is capped at the Knock In Rate and then 

subsequently at the Reset Rate. If the underlying Spot Rate continues to improve the 

buyer will be left with an obligation to trade at a rate that may seem much less 

advantageous than the market rate on that day. 

• If the Knock In Rate trades during the term and the Spot Rate continues to exceed the 

Reset Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may make a Margin Call to secure any out-of-

the money position. For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below 

and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available 

on our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon request.  

 

We have prepared a short video that explains the Knock-In Reset that we sell. This video can 

be accessed from our website.  
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4.8.3.7.1 Knock In Reset – Window 

The Knock In Reset – Window differs from the standard Knock In Reset by having the barrier only 

observed during a specified observation period or window. This is often, but not necessarily, the 

month before expiry. The barrier is only live during this period so the market can exceed the 

barrier level outside the window period with no effect on the option. In exchange for having a 

reduced observation period, the protection rate, reset rate and / or barrier level may be less 

favourable than with a standard Knock In Reset. 

4.8.3.7.2 Knock In Reset – At Expiry 

The Knock In Reset – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock In Reset by having the barrier only 

observed on expiry. This means the market can exceed the barrier level at any point up to, but 

not including, the point of expiry with no effect on the option. In exchange for having the barrier 

only observed at the point of expiry, the protection rate, reset rate and / or barrier level may 

be less favourable than with a standard Knock In Reset. 

4.8.3.7.3 Leveraged Knock In Reset 

General Product Information 

The Leveraged Knock In - Reset woks in exactly the same way as the non-leveraged variety. It 

is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot Exchange Rate 

will be less favourable than a nominated foreign exchange rate (the “Protection Rate”). It also 

gives you the ability to participate in favourable movements in the Spot Exchange Rate 

provided that a Knock In Rate is not observed during the term of the structure (or during the 

Window period/ At Expiry). If the Knock In Rate is traded, then you must deal the Leveraged 

Amount at a Reset Rate, which would typically be more favourable than a comparable 

Forward Exchange Contract at the time of entering into the deal. 

Example of a Leveraged Knock In - Reset 

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer’s budget rate is at 1.6200 meaning he 

is reluctant to hedge at current levels. However, he recognises the risk of the rate falling further 

and wants to hedge 50% of his risk at close to current forward rates. However, as he expects 

the rate to improve over the coming months he would like to be able to take advantage of 

such a move. He is, however, concerned that if the GBPUSD continued to rise, he would not 

want to be knocked in to an obligation to trade at the Protection Rate, but would be ok with 

an obligation to deal the full requirement at his budget rate of 1.6200. 

 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Knock In - Reset with the following terms:  

Protected Amount   $50,000 

Leveraged Amount   $100,000 

Protection Rate   1.5700 

Knock In Rate    1.6700 

Reset Rate    1.6200 

Expiry Date     3 months 

Knock In Rate observed  Constantly 
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The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate at 1.5700 and has not 

traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at $1.6700 the importer has the right, but no 

obligation to sell GBP and buy the Protected Amount of USD 50,000 at 1.5700, Any 

remaining requirement will need to be covered in the spot market.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or above the Protection Rate at 1.5700 and has 

not traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6700 at any point during the life of the 

contract the importer will be free to let the option lapse and instead trade at the 

prevailing Spot Rate, which could theoretically be as high as 1.6699. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or above $1.6700, protection at $1.5700 ceases 

to exist and the importer instead has a fixed position at the Reset Rate of $1.6200. If the 

rate has fallen below $1.6200 by the Expiry Date, the importer can still buy his USD at that 

level; however, if the rate is higher he will be obliged to deal at $1.6200 – essentially, the 

importer is knocked in to a forward contract at the reset rate. 

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock In Reset 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above, the leveraged knock in reset does not offer 

full protection. With a non-leveraged knock in reset, if your requirement is $100,000, you 

hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either hedge $50,000 and 

potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only covered half of 

your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal $200,000 which 

would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  
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• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

4.8.3.8 Knock In - Participator 

General Product Information 

The Knock In - Participator is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk 

that the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated foreign exchange rate 

(the “Protection Rate”). It also gives you the ability to participate in favourable movements in 

the Spot Exchange Rate on a portion of your exposure provided that a Knock In Rate is not 

traded during the term of the structure. As you only participate in part of the upside movement, 

this product will typically offer a more favourable protection rate and/or knock in barrier than 

a standard knock in option.  

How a Knock In Participator Works 

A Knock In – Participator is structured by entering into three concurrent options. In the first you 

buy a Put Option (an option to sell) from WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a 

Call Option (an option to buy) to WUIB at the Protection Rate. The Call Option that you sell will 

be for a percentage of the contract amount of your Put Option (the “Participation 

Percentage”). In the third option you sell a Call Option with a Knock In Rate (an option that is 

contingent upon the Spot Rate trading at or outside the Knock In Rate prior to the Expiry Date 

or during the Window) to WUIB at the Protection Rate. The third option that you will sell will be 

equal to the contract amount less the amount of the second option. 

Example of a Knock In - Participator 

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer’s budget rate is at 1.5800. He could deal 

a forward contract at current prices and hedge at better than his budget level, however, he 

believes that the rate is likely to improve and would like to be able to benefit on at least part of 

his requirement. A standard Knock In or Participator would not offer a sufficiently high protection 

rate and he is unwilling to pay a premium or to enter into a leveraged product. 

 

The importer therefore enters into a Knock In - Participator with the following terms:  

Protection Rate:   1.5800 

Knock In Rate:   1.6800 

Participation Percentage:  50% 

Expiry Date:    3 months 

Observed:    Constantly 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the Spot Rate is below the Protection Rate at expiry the importer will have the right, 

but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5800 – his worst case rate. 

• If the Spot Rate is trading above the Protection Rate at expiry and the Knock In Rate 

has not been observed, the importer will have an obligation to deal $50,000 at the 

Protection Rate of 1.5800, but can then deal the remainder at the prevailing Spot Rate. 

This means he has benefitted in the favourable move at the Participation Percentage. 

In this case, the best case outcome would be limited to just under 1.6300. 
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• If the Knock In Rate is observed at any time during the life of the contract, the importer 

will be obliged to deal the full $100,000 at the Protection Rate of 1.5800 and will not be 

able to benefit from any favourable moves. 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock In - Participator 

• There is the ability to partially participate in favourable exchange rate movements on 

the participating portion, provided the Knock In Rate has not been observed. 

• There is protection at all times with a known Protection Rate. 

• The Protection Rate is more favourable than the rate applicable to a comparable 

Participating Forward or Knock In. 

• No premium is payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock In - Participator 

• The Protection Rate will be less advantageous than the rate applicable to a comparable 

Forward Exchange Contract. 

• Part of your exposure must be traded at the Protection Rate on expiry, meaning you will 

only be able to participate in favourable movements at the Participation Percentage. 

• If the Spot Rate trades at or above the Knock In Rate during the term and the Spot Rate 

is more advantageous than the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date you will be obligated 

to trade the full amount of the contract at a rate that may seem very unattractive 

compared to the prevailing Spot Rate at that time.  

• If the Knock In Rate trades during the term and the Spot Rate continues to exceed the 

Protection Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may require you to make a Margin Call to 

secure your out-of-the money position. For more information on Margin Calls please see 
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section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls 

which is available on our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

We have prepared a short video that explains the Knock In – Participator that we sell. This video 

can be accessed from our website. 

4.8.3.8.1 Knock In Participator – Window 

The Knock In Participator – Window differs from the standard Knock In Participator by having 

the barrier only observed during a specified observation period or window. This is often, but not 

necessarily, the month before expiry. The barrier is only live during this period so the market can 

exceed the barrier level outside the window period with no effect on the option. In exchange 

for having a reduced observation period, the protection rate and / or barrier level may be less 

favourable than with a standard Knock In Participator. 

4.8.3.8.2 Knock In Participator – At Expiry 

The Knock In Participator – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock In Participator by having 

the barrier only observed on expiry. This means the market can exceed the barrier level at any 

point up to, but not including, the point of expiry with no effect on the option. In exchange for 

having the barrier only observed at the point of expiry, the protection rate and / or barrier level 

may be less favourable than with a standard Knock In Participator. 

4.8.3.8.3 Leveraged Knock In Participator 

General Product Information 

The Leveraged Knock In Participator works in exactly the same way as the non-leveraged 

variety. It is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot 

Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated foreign exchange rate (the 

“Protection Rate”). It also gives you the ability to partially participate in favourable movements 

in the Spot Exchange Rate provided that a Knock In Rate is not observed during the term of the 

structure (or during the Window period/ At Expiry). If the Knock In Rate is traded, then you must 

deal the Leveraged Amount at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date. The Leveraged Amount 

is typically twice as much as the Protected Amount, but can be a lower multiple. The buyer can 

also specify whether they would like a Window barrier or an At Expiry barrier as with the non-

leveraged variant. 

Example of a Leveraged Knock In Participator 

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer’s budget rate is at 1.5800 but expects 

rates to move favourably, so is reluctant to hedge at current levels. However, he recognises the 

risk of the rate falling further and wants to hedge 50% of his risk at close to current forward rates 

while remaining able to take advantage of favourable moves. In exchange for the ability to 

protect at as close to forward rates as possible and maximising his upside potential he is willing 

to accept the potential obligation to deal a larger amount at the Protection Rate as it does 

match his budget rate.  

The importer enters into a Leveraged Knock In Participator with the following terms:  

Protected Amount   $50,000 

Leveraged Amount   $100,000 

Protection Rate   1.5800 

Knock In Rate    1.6900 

Participation Percentage:   50% 

Expiry Date     3 months 

Knock In Rate observed  Constantly 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
https://lookbook.westernunion.com/rm-options/knock-in-participating
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The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate at 1.5850 the importer has 

the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy the Protected Amount of USD 50,000 at 

1.5850, Any remaining requirement will need to be covered in the spot market.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or above the Protection Rate at 1.5850 and has 

not traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6900 at any point during the life of the 

contract the importer will be obligated to deal $25,000 at the Protection Rate of $1.5850, 

but will be free to deal the remainder at the more favourable prevailing Spot Rate, 

which could theoretically be as high as 1.6899.  

• If the Knock In Rate is observed at any time during the life of the contract and the spot 

rate remains more favourable than the Protection Rate at Expiry, the importer will be 

obliged to deal the Leveraged amount of $100,000 at the Protection Rate of 1.5850 and 

will not be able to benefit from any favourable moves.  

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock In Participator 

• As well as the disadvantages listed in section 4.9.3.7 above, the leveraged Knock In 

Participator does not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged Knock In Participator, if 

your requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can 

either hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning 

you’ve only covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged 

to deal $200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading. 
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4.8.3.9 Knock In - Convertible 

General Product Information 

The Knock In – Convertible is a Structured Option which allows the buyer to protect against the 

risk that the Spot Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Protection Rate at the Expiry 

Date whilst retaining the ability to take advantage of favourable currency movements as far 

as a Knock In Rate. If the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate at any 

time during the life of the contract, the buyer will be obliged to trade at the Protection Rate on 

expiry unless the Knock Out Rate has been breached. If the Spot Rate trades at or  beyond the 

Knock Out Rate (either before or after the Knock In Rate), the buyer’s obligation to trade ceases 

to exist leaving a no obligation Vanilla Option giving the right to trade at the Protected Rate.  

How a Knock In - Convertible Works 

A Knock In – Convertible is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first you 

buy a Put Option from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted 

notional amount to WUIB at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date.  In the second you sell a 

Call Option to WUIB at the Protection Rate with a Knock In Rate and a Knock Out Rate. This 

option remains dormant and cannot be exercised against you unless the underlying Spot Rate 

trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate during the life of the contract. If the market does trade 

at or beyond the Knock In rate, the Call option is activated along with the Knock Out Rate. If, 

at the expiry time on the Expiry Date, the Spot Rate remains more favourable than the 

Protection Rate and has not traded at the Knock Out rate, you will be obliged to sell the 

Contracted notional value of the contract to WUIB at the Protection Rate. However, if the Spot 

Rate trades at or beyond the Knock Out Rate, this obligation is cancelled and you are once 

again left with the right, but no obligation to trade at the Protection Rate.  

Example of a Knock In - Convertible 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer expects there to be considerable 

volatility in the market in the coming months and is not sure about where the GBPUSD Spot Rate 

will end up. As a result, he wants to secure a worst case rate that is better than his budget level 

at 1.5700 but also retain the ability to benefit from favourable movements, especially if the 

market proves as volatile as he expects.  

 

The importer enters into a Knock-In Convertible with the following terms: 

Protection Rate  1.5730 

Knock In Rate   1.6250 

Knock Out Rate  1.5600 

Expiry Date    3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection rate at 1.5730, regardless of 

whether any barriers have been observed, the importer will have the right, but no 

obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5730 – his worst case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is more favourable than the Protection rate at 1.5730 and has 

not traded at or above the Knock In rate at 1.6250 at any time during the life of the 

contract, the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell GBP and buy 

USD 100,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate, which could theoretically, be as high as 1.6249. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or beyond the  Knock In Rate at 1.6250 at any 

time during the life of the contract and remains above the Protection rate of 1.5730 at 
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expiry, the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the Protection 

rate of 1.5730.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate trades at or below the Knock Out rate at 1.5600 at any point, 

all obligation either realised or potential will cease to exist. This leaves the importer with 

the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the Protection rate of 

1.5730 or at the prevailing spot rate, whichever is the more favourable. The ‘upside’ in 

this instance is then effectively unlimited.   

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the Contracted amount at the Protection Rate and selling a Put Option for the same 

amount at the Protection Rate with a barrier at the Knock In Rate and a further subsequent 

barrier at the Knock Out Rate. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock In - Convertible 

• Ability to participate in favourable currency movements; if the Knock Out Rate trades, 

participation in favourable movements is effectively unlimited. 

• Protection at all time with a known worst case rate. 

• No premium payable. 
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Disadvantages of a Knock In - Convertible 

• If the Knock Out rate is not observed during the life of the contract, Spot Rate 

participation in favourable moves is capped at a certain rate. 

• If the Knock Out Rate is not observed and the Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock 

In Rate during the term and remains more advantageous than the Protection Rate on 

the Expiry Date you will be obliged to trade at the Protection Rate, which may seem 

much less favourable than the market rate on that day. 

• If the Knock In Rate trades during the term and the Spot Rate continues to exceed the 

Protection Rate by a sufficient degree prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may require you to 

make a Margin Call to secure your out of the money position. For more information on 

Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory 

pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB can provide 

to you upon request. 

We have prepared a short video that explains the Knock In – Convertible that we sell. This video 

can be accessed from our website.  

4.8.3.9.1 Leveraged Knock In Convertible 

General Product Information 

The Leveraged Knock In – Convertible works in much the same way as the non-leveraged 

variety and still protects the buyer against the risk that the Spot Rate will be less favourable than 

a nominated Protection Rate at the Expiry Date whilst retaining the ability to take advantage 

of favourable currency movements as far as a Knock In Rate. If the Spot Rate trades at or 

beyond the Knock Out Rate (either before or after the Knock In Rate), the buyer’s obligation to 

trade ceases to exist leaving a no obligation Vanilla Option giving the right to trade at the 

Protected Rate. The primary difference is that, in order to get a more favourable Protection 

Rate, Knock Out Rate and/or Knock In Rate from the outset, the buyer accepts the risk that, if 

the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate at any time during the life of 

the contract, he will be obliged to trade a Leveraged Amount at the Protection Rate on expiry 

unless the Knock Out Rate has been breached. 

How a Leveraged Knock In Convertible Works 

A Leveraged Knock In – Convertible is structured by entering two concurrent options. In the first 

you buy a Put Option from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted 

notional amount to WUIB at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date.  In the second you sell a 

Call Option (with a greater notional amount) to WUIB at the Protection Rate with a Knock In 

Rate and a Knock Out Rate. This option cannot be exercised against you unless the underlying 

Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock In Rate during the life of the contract. If the market 

does trade at or beyond the Knock In rate, the Call option is activated – although the Knock 

Out Rate is ‘live’ throughout. If, at the expiry time on the Expiry Date, the Spot Rate remains 

more favourable than the Protection Rate and has not traded at the Knock Out rate, you will 

be obliged to sell the Contracted notional value of the contract to WUIB at the Protection Rate. 

However, if the Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock Out Rate at any point, all obligation 

(whether knocked in or not) is cancelled and you are left with the right, but no obligation to 

trade at the Protection Rate.  

Example of a Leveraged Knock In Convertible 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer expects there to be considerable 

volatility in the market in the coming months and is not sure about where the GBPUSD Spot Rate 

will end up. As a result, he wants to secure a worst case rate that is better than his budget level 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
https://lookbook.westernunion.com/rm-options/knock-in-convertible
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at 1.5750 but also retain the ability to benefit from favourable movements, especially if the 

market proves as volatile as he expects.  

 

The importer enters into a Knock-In Convertible with the following terms: 

Protection Rate  1.5800 

Knock In Rate   1.6600 

Knock Out Rate  1.5600 

Expiry Date    3 months 

Protection Amount  USD 100,000 

Leveraged Amount  USD 200,000 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection rate at 1.5800, regardless of 

whether any barriers have been observed, the importer will have the right, but no 

obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5800 – his worst case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is more favourable than the Protection rate at 1.5800 and has 

not traded at or above the Knock In rate at 1.6600 at any time during the life of the 

contract, the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell GBP and buy 

USD 100,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate, which could theoretically, be as high as 1.6599. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6600 at any 

time during the life of the contract and remains above the Protection rate of 1.5800 at 

expiry, the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy the Leveraged Amount of USD 

200,000 at the Protection rate of 1.5800.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate trades at or below the Knock Out rate at 1.5600 at any point, 

all obligation either realised or potential will cease to exist. This leaves the importer with 

the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the Protection rate of 

1.5800 or at the prevailing spot rate, whichever is the more favourable. The ‘upside’ in 

this instance is then effectively unlimited.   

 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the Contracted amount at the Protection Rate and selling a Put Option for the same 

amount at the Protection Rate with a barrier at the Knock In Rate and a further subsequent 

barrier at the Knock Out Rate. 
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock In Convertible 

• As well as the disadvantages listed in section 4.9.3.8 above, the Leveraged Knock In 

Convertible does not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged Knock In Convertible, if 

your requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can 

either hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning 

you’ve only covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged 

to deal $200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading. 

4.8.3.10 Knock Out - Reset 

General Product Information 

The Knock Out - Reset is a Structured Option that gives the buyer the benefit of achieving an 

enhanced exchange rate compared to the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate provided that 

the Spot Rate remains within a specified range for the entire life of the structure.  A Knock Out 

- Reset will always provide you with a guaranteed worst case rate allowing you to protect 

against the risk that the Spot Rate is less favourable on expiry of the option.  

How a Knock Out Reset Works 

A Knock Out - Reset is structured by entering into the following four concurrent options: 

(i) You buy a Put Option from WUIB at the Enhanced Rate with a lower Knock Out barrier and 

a higher Knock Out barrier. This gives you the right, but no obligation sell the Contracted 

notional value of the option to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate on expiry, provided that the 

underlying Spot Rate has not traded at or beyond either Knock Out barrier  at any time during 

the life of the contract. 

(ii) You sell a Call Option to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate with the same lower Knock Out barrier 

and  higher Knock Out barriers. This option will oblige you to sell the Contracted notional value 
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of currency to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate should the underlying spot price exceed that level 

at expiry; however, as with the first option above, this ceases to exist if the Spot Rate trades at 

or beyond either Knock Out barrier prior to the Expiry Date. 

(iii) You also buy another Put Option from WUIB, this time at the Reset Rate with a lower Knock 

In barrier and a higher Knock In barrier at the same levels as the Knock Out barriers above. This 

option will give you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional value of currency 

to WUIB at the Reset Rate – although this is contingent upon the Spot Rate trading at or beyond 

either Knock In barrier prior to the Expiry Date. 

(iv) You also sell a further Call Option to WUIB at the Reset Rate with the same lower Knock In 

barrier and  higher Knock In barrier as above. This option will oblige you to sell the Contracted 

notional value of currency to WUIB should the underlying Spot Rate exceed the Reset Rate at 

the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date, although this is also contingent upon the Spot Rate trading 

at or beyond either Knock In barrier prior to the Expiry Date. 

Example of a Knock Out Reset  

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer wants to achieve a rate of 1.6200 – 

which is above the current Spot Rate - but is not able to use a leveraged product to achieve 

this. He expects volatility to remain low in the coming weeks, but as a worst case – he needs to 

protect his budget rate at 1.5500. 

 

The importer enters into a Knock Out Reset with the following terms: 

Enhanced Rate    1.6200 

Reset Rate     1.5500 

Knock Out (and Knock In) Rates  1.65400 and 1.5300 

Expiry Date      3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is below the Enhanced Rate of 1.6200 and has not traded at or 

beyond either the higher or lower Knock Out Rates at any time during the term of the 

structure, the importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy 

USD100,000 at 1.6200. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or above 1.6200 and has not traded at or beyond either 

Knock Out Rate, the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD at the Enhanced 

Rate of 1.6200 and so cannot participate in any upside moves beyond that level. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded above either the higher or lower Knock Out Rate 

during the term of the structure, the importer’s Put option and WUIB’s Call option at 

1.6200 will cease to exist and will instead be replaced with an equivalent Put (for the 

importer) and a Call (for WUIB) at the Reset Rate of 1.5500.  

• The importer will therefore have the right, but no obligation, to sell GBP and buy 

USD100,000 at 1.5500 if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is below that level at expiry, or will be 

obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5500 if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above that 

level at expiry. 1.5500 is therefore the importer’s worst case rate. 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option and selling a Put at the Enhanced Rate with higher and lower Knock Out barriers and 

then buying a further Call and selling a further Put Option for the same Contracted notional 

amount at the Reset Rate that are contingent upon Knock In barriers.  
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Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock Out Reset  

• Ability to achieve an enhanced rate over the comparative Forward Exchange Rate 

without using leverage, provided neither Knock Out Rate is breached. 

• Protection at all time with a known worst case exchange rate – the Reset Rate. 

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock Out Reset  

• If either Knock Out Rate is breached, you could be trading at a level lower than the 

comparative Forward Exchange Rate. 

• There is potential to be transacting at a rate that is less advantageous than the Spot Rate 

on the Expiry Date. 

If the underlying Spot Rate is trading at a rate that is sufficiently more advantageous than the 

Enhanced Rate (or the Reset Rate if the Knock Out Rate barriers have been observed) during 

the term of the structure, WUIB may make a Margin Call to secure your out of the money 

position. For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer 

to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB 

can provide to you upon request.  

We have prepared a short video that explains the Knock Out Reset that we sell. This video can 

be accessed from our website at: http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-

payments/risk-management/fxoptions/.  
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4.8.3.10.1 Knock Out Reset – Window 

The Knock Out Reset – Window differs from the standard Knock Out Reset by having the barriers 

only observed during a specified observation period or window. This is often, but not necessarily, 

the month before expiry. The barriers are only live during this period so the market can exceed 

the barrier levels outside the window period with no effect on the option. In exchange for 

having a reduced observation period, the protection rate, reset rate and / or barrier levels may 

be less favourable than with a standard Knock Out Reset. 

4.8.3.10.2  Leveraged Knock Out – Reset 

General Product Information 

The Leveraged Knock Out Reset is a Structured Option that gives the buyer the benefit of 

achieving an enhanced exchange rate compared to the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate 

provided that the Spot Rate either remains, or does not remain within a specified range for the 

entire life of the structure – these terms are specified at the outset.  A Leveraged Knock Out 

Reset will always provide you with a guaranteed worst case rate allowing you to protect against 

the risk that the Spot Rate is less favourable on expiry of the option, but will obligate the buyer 

to deal a larger amount if the underlying spot rate is more favourable than the initial Protection 

Rate or Reset Rate (depending whether relevant barriers have been observed). 

 

How a Leveraged Knock Out Reset Works 

A Leveraged Knock Out Reset is structured by entering into the following four concurrent 

options: 

(i) You buy a Put Option from WUIB at the Initial Protection Rate with a lower Knock Out 

barrier and a higher Knock Out barrier. This gives you the right, but no obligation sell the 

Protection Amount to WUIB at the Initial Protection Rate on expiry, provided that the 

underlying Spot Rate has not traded at or beyond either Knock Out barrier at any time 

during the life of the contract. 

(ii) You sell a Call Option to WUIB at the Initial Protection Rate with the same lower Knock 

Out barrier and higher Knock Out barriers. This option will oblige you to sell the 

Leveraged Amount to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate should the underlying spot price 

exceed that level at expiry; however, as with the first option above, this ceases to exist 

if the Spot Rate trades at or beyond either Knock Out barrier prior to the Expiry Date. 

(iii) You also buy another Put Option from WUIB, this time at the Reset Rate with a lower 

Knock In barrier and a higher Knock In barrier at the same levels as the Knock Out 

barriers above. This option will give you the right, but no obligation to sell the Protected 

Amount to WUIB at the Reset Rate – although this is contingent upon the Spot Rate 

trading at or beyond either Knock In barrier prior to the Expiry Date. 

(iv) You also sell a further Call Option to WUIB at the Reset Rate with the same lower 

Knock In barrier and higher Knock In barrier as above. This option will oblige you to sell 

the Leveraged Amount to WUIB should the underlying Spot Rate exceed the Reset Rate 

at the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date, although this is also contingent upon the Spot Rate 

trading at or beyond either Knock In barrier prior to the Expiry Date. 

 

Example of a Leveraged Knock Out Reset  

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer wants to achieve a rate of 1.5900 – 

which is above the current Spot Rate - but thinks volatility will be high and wants this rate to 
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improve if he is correct and spot trades outside a specific range. He is prepared to deal a larger, 

leveraged amount, at his worst case rate if necessary to secure the terms he is looking for. 

 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Knock Out Reset with the following terms: 

Initial Protection Rate   1.5900 

Reset Rate    1.6200 

Knock Out (and Knock In) Rates 1.6500 and 1.5500 

Expiry Date     3 months 

Protected Amount   USD 100,000 

Leveraged Amount   USD 200,000 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is below the Initial Protection Rate of 1.5900 and has not traded 

at or beyond either the higher or lower Knock Out Rates at any time during the term of 

the structure, the importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy 

USD100,000 at 1.5900. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or above 1.5900 and has not traded at or beyond either 

Knock Out Rate, the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy the Leveraged Amount 

of USD 200,000 at the Initial Protection Rate of 1.5900 and so cannot participate in any 

upside moves beyond that level. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded above either the higher or lower Knock Out Rate 

during the term of the structure, the importer’s Put option and WUIB’s Call option at 

1.5900 will cease to exist and will instead be replaced with an equivalent Put (for the 

importer) and a Call (for WUIB) at the Reset Rate of 1.6200.  

• The importer will therefore have the right, but no obligation, to sell GBP and buy 

USD100,000 at 1.6200 if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is below that level at expiry, or will be 

obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 200,000 at 1.6200 if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above that 

level at expiry.  

 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option and selling a Put at the Enhanced Rate with higher and lower Knock Out barriers and 

then buying a further Call and selling a further Put Option for the same Contracted notional 

amount at the Reset Rate that are contingent upon Knock In barriers.  

 

It would also be possible for an importer or exporter to express the opposite view, with the Initial 

Protection Rate being more favourable than the Reset Rate if they felt volatility would remain 

low. In such a case, the Reset Rate would be less favourable than the initial protection rate. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock Out Reset 

• As well as the disadvantages listed in 4.9.3.9, the Leveraged Knock Out Reset does not 

offer full protection. With a non-leveraged Knock Out Reset, if your requirement is 

$100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either hedge 

$50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only 

covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal 

$200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading. 

 

4.8.3.11 Knock Out - Convertible 

General Product Information 

The Knock Out- Convertible is a Structured Option which allows the buyer to protect against 

the risk that the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange 

Rate (the Protection Rate). It also gives the buyer the ability to participate in favourable 

movements in the Spot Exchange Rate provided that a barrier at a Knock Out Rate  is observed 

during the term of the structure.  
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How a Knock Out – Convertible Works 

A Knock Out – Convertible is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first you 

buy a Put Option from WUIB, giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted 

notional value of currency to WUIB at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date.  In the second, 

you sell a Call Option to WUIB, also at the Protection Rate with a Knock Out barrier. This option 

will oblige you to sell the Contracted notional value of currency to WUIB at the Protection rate, 

should the underlying Spot Rate exceed that level at expiry; however, this potential obligation 

will cease to exist if the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond a barrier at the Knock Out 

Rate prior to the Expiry Date.  

 

Example of a Knock Out- Convertible 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. He expects the market to be volatile in the short term, 

but believes it more likely to move in his favour by the time he needs to trade and would like to 

be in a position to take advantage of such a move, preferably without any limit on his ability to 

participate. That said, he has tight margins and can’t afford to be wrong, so needs to protect 

a worst case rate of 1.5750. 

 

The importer enters into a Knock-Out Convertible with the following terms: 

Protection Rate  1.5750 

Knock Out Rate  1.5550 

Expiry Date   3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or below the Protection Rate of 1.5750, the importer 

will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5750 – his worst 

case rate.  

• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Protection Rate of 1.5750 and has not traded at 

or beyond the Knock Out Rate of 1.5550 during the life of the contract, the importer will 

be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD100,000 at 1.5750. 

• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of 1.5550 during the life 

of the contract, all potential obligations on the importer cease to exist. This means that, 

if the GBPUSD rate subsequently recovers and is trading above the Protection Rate at 

1.5750, the importer will be free to trade at the prevailing Spot Rate – should he choose 

to do so. In this instance, the potential ‘upside’ is unlimited. The importer will, however, 

always remain protected at $1.5750. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock Out- Convertible 

• Unlimited ability to participate in favourable exchange rate movements provided the 

Knock Out Rate has been observed.  

• Protection at all times with a known worst case exchange rate. 

• No premium payable. 

 

Disadvantages of a Knock Out- Convertible 

• The Protection Rate will be less advantageous than the rate applicable to a comparable 

Forward Exchange Contract.  

• If the Spot Rate on the Expiry Date is more advantageous than the Protection Rate and 

the Knock Out Rate has not been observed you will be obliged to trade at a rate that is 

less advantageous than the Spot Rate on the Expiry Date. 

• If, prior to the Expiry Date the underlying Spot Rate exceeds the Protection Rate by a 

sufficient amount and the barrier at the Knock Out Rate has not been observed WUIB 

may make a Margin Call to secure your out-of-the-money position. For more 

information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our 

explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB 

can provide to you upon request.  
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4.8.3.11.1 Leveraged Knock Out Convertible 

The leveraged Knock Out Convertible works in the same way as the non-leveraged version, in 

that you have a fixed rate at the outset providing protection against unfavourable movements 

in the Spot Rate. Should the knock out rate be observed, your obligation to deal at the 

Protection Rate will cease to exist, although your protection will remain. This means you then 

have unlimited participation in any favourable movements thereafter, The main difference is 

the amount that you will be obliged to deal if the knock out rate is not observed and the Spot 

Rate remains more favourable than your Protection Rate at expiry. In order to achieve a more 

favourable protection rate or a knock out rate that is more likely to be observed, you will be 

obliged to deal the leveraged amount at the protection rate in this instance.  

 

Example of a Leveraged Knock Out Convertible 

Once again, our UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot 

Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. He expects there to be volatility in the 

short term, with the rate more likely to move in his favour thereafter, but can’t afford to be 

wrong and needs to protect at least 50% of his exposure at a rate not much lower than the 

current forward rate at $1.5800. As his alternative would be to lock in a forward at this level, he 

accepts that he may be obliged to deal the full $100,000 at $1.5800 if the knock out barrier is 

not observed.  

 

The importer enters into a Knock-Out Convertible with the following terms: 

Protected Amount  $50,000 

Leveraged Amount   $100,000 

Protection Rate  1.5800 

Knock Out Rate  1.5750 

Expiry Date   3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or below the Protection Rate of 1.5800, the importer 

will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy the Protected Amount of USD 

50,000 at 1.5800. He would need to buy the remainder in the spot market.   

• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Protection Rate of 1.5800 and has not traded at 

or beyond the Knock Out Rate of 1.5750 during the life of the contract, WUIB will exercise 

its Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD100,000 at 1.5800. 

• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of 1.5750 during the life 

of the contract, WUIB’ Call option will cease to exist. This means that, if the GBPUSD rate 

subsequently recovers and is trading above the Protection Rate at 1.5800, the importer 

will be free to let his option lapse and trade at the prevailing Spot Rate – should he 

choose to do so. In this instance, the potential ‘upside’ is unlimited.   
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of a Leveraged Knock Out Convertible 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above, the leveraged knock out convertible does 

not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged knock out convertible, if your requirement 

is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either hedge 

$50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only 

covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal 

$200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 

4.8.3.12. Knock Out – Participator 

 

General Product Information 

The Knock Out - Participator is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk 

that the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated foreign exchange rate 

(the Protection Rate). It also gives you the ability to participate in favourable movements in the 

Spot Exchange Rate on a portion of your exposure provided that a Knock Out Rate is observed 

during the term of the structure. 
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How a Knock Out – Participator Works 

A Knock Out – Participator is constructed by entering into three concurrent options. In the first 

you buy a Put Option from WUIB which gives you the right, but no obligation, to sell one currency 

and buy another at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date. In the second you sell a Call Option 

to WUIB at the Protection Rate which will oblige you to deal a portion of your requirement at 

the Protection Rate. The Call Option that you will sell will be for a percentage of the contract 

amount of your Put Option (the Participation Percentage). In the third option you sell a further 

Call Option obliging you to deal at the Protection Rate, but this one also has a Knock Out Rate 

(this option ceases to exist if the Spot Rate trades at or beyond the Knock Out Rate prior to the 

Expiry Date) to WUIB. The contract amount for the second Call Option that you sell will be equal 

to the Contract amount of the first option less the contract amount of the second option. 

Example of a Knock Out Participator 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months . The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 

and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. He expects there to be volatility in the short term, 

with the rate more likely to move in his favour thereafter, but can’t afford to be wrong and 

needs to protect all of his exposure at a rate of $1.5750 – not much below the forward rate. As 

he needs to hedge all his risk, a leveraged product would not be suitable and most other non-

leveraged, zero cost structures would not be able to protect at a suitable level. As his alternative 

would be to lock in a forward at this level, he accepts that he may be obliged to deal the full 

$100,000 at $1.5750 if the knock out barrier is not observed.  

 

The importer enters into a Knock-Out Participator with the following terms: 

Protected Amount  $100,000 

Participation Percentage 50% 

Protection Rate  1.5750 

Knock Out Rate  1.5750 

Expiry Date   3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or below the Protection Rate of 1.5750, the importer 

will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy the Protected Amount of USD 

100,000 at 1.5750 – his worst case rate.    

• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Protection Rate of 1.5750 and has not traded at 

or beyond the Knock Out Rate – also at 1.5750 – at any point during the life of the 

contract, WUIB will exercise its two Call Options and the importer will be obliged to sell 

GBP and buy USD100,000 at 1.5750. 

• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of 1.5750 during the life 

of the contract, one of WUIB’s Call options will cease to exist. This means that, if the 

GBPUSD rate subsequently recovers and is trading above the Protection Rate at 1.5750, 

the importer will be obliged to deal $50,000 at the Protection Rate and will then be free 

to deal the remainder – the Participation Percentage -at the more favourable prevailing 

Spot Rate, meaning he has benefitted from 50% of the upside. In this instance the 

potential ‘upside’ is unlimited, albeit only at the Participation Percentage 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Knock Out Participator 

• Ability to participate in favourable exchange rate movements on a portion of your 

exposure if the Knock Out Rate is observed. 

• Protection at all times with a known worse case rate. 

• The Protection Rate is more favourable than the rate applicable to a comparable 

Participator.  

• No premium is payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock Out Participator 

• The Protection Rate will be less advantageous than the rate applicable to a comparable 

Forward Exchange Contract.  

• If the Spot Rate on the Expiry Date is more advantageous than the Protection Rate and 

the Knock Out Rate has not been observed you will be obligated to trade the full 

contract notional sum at a rate that is less advantageous than the Spot Rate on the Expiry 

Day. 

• If the Spot Rate exceeds the Protection Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may require 

you to make a Margin Call to secure your out-of-the-money position. For more 

information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our 

explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB 

can provide to you upon request.  
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4.8.3.12.1 Leveraged Knock Out Participator 

The Leveraged Knock Out Participator works in the same way as the non-leveraged version, in 

that you have a fixed rate at the outset providing protection against unfavourable movements 

in the Spot Rate. Should the knock out rate be observed, part of your obligation to deal at the 

Protection Rate will cease to exist, although your protection will remain. This means you then 

have unlimited participation in any favourable movements on that portion thereafter, The main 

difference is the amount that you will be obliged to deal if the knock out rate is not observed 

and the Spot Rate remains more favourable than your Protection Rate at expiry. In order to 

achieve a more favourable protection rate or a knock out rate that is more likely to be 

observed, you will be obliged to deal the Leveraged Amount at the Protection Rate in this 

instance.  

Example of a Leveraged Knock Out Participator 

Once again, our UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months . The current GBPUSD Spot 

Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. He expects there to be volatility in the 

short term, with the rate more likely to move in his favour thereafter, but can’t afford to be 

wrong and needs to protect at least 50% of his exposure at a rate equivalent to the current 

forward rate at $1.5850. As his alternative would be to lock in a forward at this level, he accepts 

that he may be obliged to deal the full $100,000 at $1.5850 if the knock out barrier is not 

observed.  

 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Knock-Out Participator with the following terms: 

Protected Amount  $50,000 

Leveraged Amount   $100,000 

Protection Rate  1.5850 

Knock Out Rate  1.5750 

Participation Percentage 50% 

Expiry Date   3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading at or below the Protection Rate of 1.5850, the importer 

will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy the Protected Amount of USD 

50,000 at 1.5850. He would need to buy the remainder in the spot market.   

• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Protection Rate of 1.5850 and has not traded at 

or beyond the Knock Out Rate of 1.5750 during the life of the contract, WUIB will exercise 

both of its Call Options and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 25,000 

and 75,000 (total 100,000) at 1.5850. 

• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of 1.5750 during the life 

of the contract, WUIB’s Call option for USD 75,000 will cease to exist. This means that, if 

the GBPUSD rate subsequently recovers and is trading above the Protection Rate at 

1.5850, the importer will still be obligated to deal USD 25,000 at $1.5850, but will be free 

to trade the remainder at the prevailing Spot Rate – should he choose to do so. In this 

instance, the potential ‘upside’ is unlimited.   
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of a Leveraged Knock Out Participator 

• As well as the disadvantages listed in 4.9.3.11, the Leveraged Knock Out Participator 

does not offer full protection. With a non-Leveraged Knock Out Participator, if your 

requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either 

hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only 

covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal 

$200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 

4.8.3.13 Ratio  

General Product Information 

A Ratio is a Structured Option that gives you the ability to trade at an enhanced Foreign 

Exchange Rate relative to a comparative Forward Exchange Contract (‘Enhanced Rate’). A 

Ratio will always provide you with a guaranteed worst case rate allowing you to protect against 

the risk that the Spot Rate is less favourable on expiry of the contract. 

Because there is a ratio (or leveraged) component associated with this Structured Option you 

may be obliged to exchange an amount of currency that is greater than the Contracted 

notional contract amount (i.e. the contract amount multiplied by the ratio factor.) 
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How a Ratio Works 

A Ratio is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first you buy a Put Option 

from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation, to sell the Protected Amount of currency to 

WUIB at the Enhanced Rate. In the second you sell a Call Option to WUIB which will oblige you 

to trade a larger sum at the Enhanced Rate (known as the ‘Leveraged Amount’) if the 

underlying spot price is at or above the Enhanced Rate at the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date. 

This Leveraged Amount will be equal to the Protected Amount of the Put Option multiplied by 

the Ratio. The maximum permitted Ratio is 2:1. 

Example of a Ratio 

A UK importer wants to hedge USD100,000  for delivery in 3 months., This represents around half 

of his total exposure. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate 

is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate of 1.6000 and is afraid that the rate will move further 

against him in the coming months, although he still feels GBP is undervalued and may recover 

at some stage. He doesn’t want to fix all of his requirement at the prevailing forward rate and 

therefore miss his budget.  

The importer therefore enters into a Ratio with the following terms: 

Enhanced Rate   1.6000 

Contract Amount   USD 100,000 

Contingent Amount   USD 200,000 

Ratio (Bought: Sold)   1:2 

Expiry Date    3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the Spot Rate is below 1.6000 the importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell 

GBP and buy the Protected Amount of USD 100,000 at the enhanced rate of 1.6000.  

• If the Spot Rate is at or above 1.6000 WUIB will exercise its Call Option and the importer 

will be obliged to sell GBP and purchase the Leveraged Amount of USD 200,000 at the 

Enhanced Rate – 1.6000.  

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call 

Option for the Contracted amount at the Enhanced Rate and selling a Put Options for the 

Contingent amount, also at the Enhanced Rate. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual. 
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Ratio  

• Ability to achieve an enhanced rate relative to the comparative Forward Exchange 

Contract rate. 

• Protection at all times with a known worst case exchange rate.  

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Ratio  

• You may be obliged to trade a multiple of the Contracted notional value at the 

Enhanced Rate if the Spot Rate exceeds the Enhanced Rate at the Expiry Time on the 

Expiry Date.  

• You are unable to effectively hedge the entire amount of your exposure without risking 

being ‘over-hedged’. 

• You are unable to participate in favourable currency movements beyond the Enhanced 

Rate. As such you may be obliged to trade at an exchange rate that is less favourable 

than the current market rate at expiry. 

• If the Spot Rate exceeds the Enhanced Rate prior to the Expiry Date by a sufficient 

degree, WUIB may make a Margin Call to secure your out of the money position. For 

more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to 

our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which 

WUIB can provide to you upon request.  

• As this is a Leveraged Product, it is not possible to protect your full requirement at the 

Protection Rate, without risking being over-hedged should you be obliged to deal the 

Leveraged Amount at the Participation Rate. 
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• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 

4.8.3.14  Knock Out  

General Product Information 

The Knock Out is a Structured Option which allows the buyer to protect against the risk that the 

Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange Rate (the 

Enhanced Rate) which is typically be more favourable than the equivalent forward rate. The 

buyer will deal at that rate regardless of whether the underlying spot rate is higher or lower at 

expiry provided that a barrier at a specified Knock Out Rate has not been observed during the 

term of the structure. If this barrier is observed before the expiry date, the structure will terminate 

and the buyer will be left without any hedge in place. As a result, this is considered a higher risk 

product.  

How a Knock Out Works 

A Knock Out is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first, you buy a Put 

Option from WUIB, giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional value 

of currency to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate on the Expiry Date.  In the second, you sell a Call 

Option to WUIB, also at the Enhanced Rate. This option will oblige you to sell the Contracted 

notional value of currency to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate, should the underlying Spot Rate 

exceed that level at expiry. Both of these options will be subject to a Knock Out barrier which 

can be observed constantly, during a specified window, or at expiry. If the underlying spot rate 

trades at or beyond the barrier rate during the relevant period, the option will terminate (be 

Knocked Out) in its entirety, leaving the buyer with no Protection or obligation. The buyer would 

therefore need to re-hedge at the prevailing market rate which could be considerably less 

favourable than the terms offered by the original hedge.  

Example of a Knock Out  

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 a month over the next 6 months. The current GBPUSD 

Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a 

budget rate of 1.6000 and is not willing to take out any hedge that may obligate him to settle 

at a rate lower than this. He expects volatility to remain low and is wary about simply placing a 

market order to buy at 1.6000 as the rate may not rise that high. 

The importer enters into a Knock-Out with the following terms: 

Notional Amount  $100,000 

Enhanced Rate  1.6000 

Knock Out Rate  1.5400 

Expiry Date   3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading at or below the Enhanced Rate of 1.6000 and has not 

traded at or below the Knock Out rate of $1.5400 during the life of the contract, the 

importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.6000.  

• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Enhanced Rate of 1.6000 and has not traded at 

or beyond the Knock Out Rate of $1.5400 during the life of the contract, the importer 

will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD100,000 at 1.6000. 
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• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 during the life 

of the contract, the structure ceases to exist in its entirety. This means the buyer will have 

to re-hedge at prevailing market rates (sub $1.5400) or remain un-hedged until the rate 

recovers. 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

Advantages of a Knock Out  

• Enhanced Rate that is more favourable than the prevailing forward rate provided the 

Knock Out Rate has not been observed.  

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock Out  

• If the Knock Out Rate is observed the option will cease to exist and the buyer will be left 

without protection and exposed to the prevailing market conditions.   

• If the Spot Rate on the Expiry Date is more advantageous than the Enhanced Rate and 

the Knock Out Rate has not been observed you will be obliged to trade at a rate that is 

less advantageous than the Spot Rate on the Expiry Date. 

• If, prior to the Expiry Date the underlying Spot Rate exceeds the Enhanced Rate by a 

sufficient amount and the barrier at the Knock Out Rate has not been observed WUIB 

may make a Margin Call to secure your out-of-the-money position. For more 

information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our 

explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB 

can provide to you upon request.  
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https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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4.8.3.14.1 Knock Out – Window 

The Knock Out – Window differs from the standard Knock Out by having the barriers only 

observed during a specified observation period or window. This is often, but not necessarily, the 

month before expiry. The barriers are only live during this period so the market can exceed the 

barrier levels outside the window period with no effect on the option. In exchange for having a 

reduced observation period, the Enhanced Rate and / or Knock Out barrier levels may be less 

favourable than with a standard Knock Out. 

4.8.3.14.2 Knock Out – At Expiry 

The Knock Out – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock Out by having the barrier only 

observed on expiry. This means the market can exceed the barrier level at any point up to, but 

not including, the point of expiry with no effect on the option. In exchange for having the barrier 

only observed at the point of expiry, the Enhanced Rate and / or Knock Out barrier levels may 

be less favourable than with a standard Knock Out. 

4.8.3.14.3 Leveraged Knock Out  

The Leveraged Knock Out works in the same way as the non-leveraged version, in that you 

have a fixed Enhanced Rate at the outset providing protection against unfavourable 

movements in the Spot Rate. Should the Knock Out Rate be observed the option will cease to 

exist leaving the buyer without protection. The main difference is the amount that you will be 

obliged to deal if the Spot Rate is more favourable than your Enhanced Rate at expiry. In order 

to achieve a more favourable Enhanced Rate or a Knock Out Rate that is less likely to be 

observed, you will be obliged to deal the Leveraged Amount at the Enhanced Rate in this 

instance.  

Example of a Leveraged Knock Out  

Once again, our UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot 

Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate of 

1.6100 and is not willing to take out any hedge that may obligate him to settle at a rate lower 

than this. He expects volatility to remain low but believes the rate is likely to move against him 

and could fall to the mid $1.5000’s. He is wary about simply placing a market order to buy at 

1.6100 as the rate may not rise that high and also does not want to be left un-protected if his 

expectations prove correct. He is willing to accept a solution that will obligate him to deal a 

larger amount at $1.6100 if spot is more favourable at expiry as he has ongoing requirements.  

The importer enters into a Leveraged Knock-Out with the following terms: 

Protected Amount  $100,000 

Leveraged Amount   $200,000 

Enhanced Rate  1.6100 

Knock Out Rate  1.5200 

Expiry Date   3 months 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading at or below the Enhanced Rate of $1.6100 and has not 

traded at or below the Knock Out rate of $1.5200 during the life of the contract, the 

importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at $1.6100.  

• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Enhanced Rate of $1.6100 and has not traded 

at or beyond the Knock Out Rate of $1.5200 during the life of the contract, the importer 

will be obliged to sell GBP and buy the Leveraged Amount of USD 200,000 at $1.6100. 

• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of $1.5200 during the life 

of the contract, the structure ceases to exist in its entirety. This means the buyer will have 
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to re-hedge at prevailing market rates (sub $1.5200) or remain un-hedged until the rate 

recovers. 

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of a Leveraged Knock Out  

• As well as the disadvantages listed in section 5.3.14 above, the leveraged knock out 

does not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged knock out, if your requirement is 

$100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either hedge 

$50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only 

covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal 

$200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  
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4.8.3.15 Knock Out Collar 

General Product Information 

The Knock Out Collar is a Structured Option which allows the buyer to protect against the risk 

that the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated worst case rate known 

as the Protection Rate. It also gives the opportunity to participate in favourable movements in 

the Spot Exchange Rate between the Protection Rate and a given best case rate known as 

the Participation Rate. The protection offered by this option remains in place provided that a 

barrier at a specified Knock Out Rate has not been observed during the term of the structure. 

If this barrier is observed before the expiry date, the structure will terminate and the buyer will 

be left without any hedge in place. As a result, this is considered a higher risk product.  

How a Knock Out Collar Works 

A Knock Out Collar is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first, you buy a 

Put Option from WUIB, giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional 

value of currency to WUIB at the Protection Rate on the Expiry Date.  In the second, you sell a 

Call Option to WUIB, which will oblige you to sell the Contracted notional value of currency to 

WUIB at the Participation Rate, should the underlying Spot Rate exceed that level at expiry. 

Both of these options will be subject to a Knock Out barrier which can be observed constantly, 

during a specified window, or at expiry. If the underlying spot rate trades at or beyond the 

barrier rate during the relevant period, the option will terminate (be Knocked Out) in its entirety, 

leaving the buyer with no Protection or obligation. The buyer would therefore need to re-hedge 

at the prevailing market rate which could be considerably less favourable than the terms 

offered by the original hedge.  

Example of a Knock Out Collar  

A UK importer needs to buy USD 100,000 a month over the next 6 months. The current GBPUSD 

Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a 

budget rate of 1.5600 and is not willing to take out any hedge that may obligate him to settle 

at a rate lower than this. He expects volatility to remain low to moderate, but strongly believes 

that the rate is more likely to move in his favour, so would like the ability to take advantage of 

this. A standard Collar offers participation up to $1.6100 but the importer believes there may be 

more upside than this. 

The importer enters into a Knock-Out Collar with the following terms: 

Notional Amount  $100,000 

Protection Rate  1.5600 

Participation Rate  1.6400 

Knock Out Rate  1.5200 

Expiry Date   3 months 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading at or below the Protection Rate of $1.5600 and has not 

traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of $1.5200 during the life of the contract, the 

importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at $1.5600.  

• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading between the Protection Rate of $1.5600 and the 

Participation Rate of $1.6400 and has not traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of 

$1.5200 during the life of the contract, the importer will be free to deal as much or as 

little as desired at the prevailing spot rate.  

• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Participation Rate of $1.6400 and has not traded 

at or beyond the Knock Out Rate of $1.5200 during the life of the contract, the importer 

will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD100,000 at $1.6400. 
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• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of $1.5200 during the life 

of the contract, the structure ceases to exist in its entirety. This means the buyer will have 

to re-hedge at prevailing market rates (sub $1.5300) or remain un-hedged until the rate 

recovers. 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

Advantages of a Knock Out Collar  

• Protection Rate and or Participation Rate will be more favourable than a standard 

Collar option. 

• No leverage required  

• No premium payable. 

Disadvantages of a Knock Out Collar  

• If the Knock Out Rate is observed the option will cease to exist and the buyer will be left 

without protection and exposed to the prevailing market conditions.   

• If the Spot Rate on the Expiry Date is more advantageous than the Participation Rate and 

the Knock Out Rate has not been observed you will be obliged to trade at a rate that is 

less advantageous than the Spot Rate on the Expiry Date. 

• If, prior to the Expiry Date the underlying Spot Rate exceeds the Participation Rate by a 

sufficient amount and the barrier at the Knock Out Rate has not been observed WUIB 

may make a Margin Call to secure your out-of-the-money position. For more 

information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our 

explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB 

can provide to you upon request.  
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https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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4.8.3.15.1 Knock Out Collar – Window 

The Knock Out Collar – Window differs from the standard Knock Out Collar by having the barriers 

only observed during a specified observation period or window. This is often, but not necessarily, 

the month before expiry. The barriers are only live during this period so the market can exceed 

the barrier levels outside the window period with no effect on the option. In exchange for 

having a reduced observation period, the Enhanced Rate and / or Knock Out Collar barrier 

levels may be less favourable than with a standard Knock Out Collar. 

4.8.3.15.2 Knock Out Collar – At Expiry 

The Knock Out Collar – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock Out Collar by having the barrier 

only observed on expiry. This means the market can exceed the barrier level at any point up 

to, but not including, the point of expiry with no effect on the option. In exchange for having 

the barrier only observed at the point of expiry, the Enhanced Rate and / or Knock Out Collar 

barrier levels may be less favourable than with a standard Knock Out Collar. 

4.8.3.15.3 Leveraged Knock Out Collar  

The Leveraged Knock Out Collar works in the same way as the non-leveraged version, in that 

you have a specified Protection and Participation Rate at the outset, although at more 

favourable levels than the non-leveraged variant. Should the Knock Out Rate be observed the 

option will cease to exist leaving the buyer without protection. The main difference is the 

amount that you will be obliged to deal if the Spot Rate is more favourable than your 

Participation Rate at expiry. In order to achieve a more favourable Protection Rate, 

Participation Rate and/or Knock Out Rate that is less likely to be observed, you will be obliged 

to deal the Leveraged Amount at the Participation Rate in this instance.  

Example of a Leveraged Knock Out Collar  

Once again, our UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot 

Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate of 

1.5750 and is not willing to take out any hedge that may obligate him to settle at a rate lower 

than this. He is willing to accept a leveraged solution as he has ongoing requirements. He 

expects volatility to remain low to moderate, but strongly believes that the rate is more likely to 

move in his favour, so would like the ability to take advantage of this. A Leveraged Collar offers 

participation up to $1.6400 but the importer believes there may be more upside than this. 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Knock-Out Collar with the following terms: 

Protected Amount  $100,000 

Leveraged Amount   $200,000 

Protection Rate  1.5750 

Participation Rate  1.6650 

Knock Out Collar Rate  1.5100 

Expiry Date   3 months 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading at or below the Protection Rate of $1.5750 and has not 

traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of $1.5100 during the life of the contract, the 

importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at $1.5750.  

• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading between the Protection Rate of $1.5750 and the 

Participation Rate of $1.6650 and has not traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of 

$1.5100 during the life of the contract, the importer will be free to deal as much or as 

little as desired at the prevailing spot rate.  
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• If the GBPUSD rate is trading above the Participation Rate of $1.6650 and has not traded 

at or beyond the Knock Out Rate of $1.5100 during the life of the contract, the importer 

will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD200,000 at $1.6650. 

• If the GBPUSD rate has traded at or below the Knock Out Rate of $1.5100 during the life 

of the contract, the structure ceases to exist in its entirety. This means the buyer will have 

to re-hedge at prevailing market rates (sub $1.5100) or remain un-hedged until the rate 

recovers. 

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

Additional Disadvantages of a Leveraged Knock Out Collar  

• As well as the disadvantages listed in section 5.3.15 above, the Leveraged Knock Out 

Collar does not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged Knock Out Collar, if your 

requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can either 

hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only 

covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal 

$200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

•  

 

4.8.3 .16.1 Knock Out Knock In  
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General Product Information 

 

The Knock Out Knock In is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that the Spot Exchange Rate will be less 

favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange Rate (the Enhanced Rate) which is typically be more favourable than the equivalent 

forward rate, whilst also giving you the potential to take advantage of favourable currency movements up to a Knock In Rate. If the 

Spot Rate trades at or above the Knock In Rate at any time before the Expiry Date you will be obliged to trade at the Enhanced Rate 

on the Expiry Date. If, however, a Knock Out barrier at a specified Knock Out Rate is observed prior to the Expiry time on the Expiry 

Date the structure will terminate in full (ie both Protection and Obligation regardless of whether the Knock In barrier has been 

observed) and the buyer will be left without any hedge in place. As a result, this is considered a higher risk product.  

 

How a Knock Out Knock In Works 

 

A Knock Out Knock In is structured by entering into two concurrent options. In the first you buy a Put Option from WUIB which will 

give you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional sum to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate. In the second you sell a Call 

Option to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate, but with a barrier at the Knock In Rate. This option remains dormant and cannot be exercised 

against you unless the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the barrier at the Knock In Rate at any point during the life of the 

contract. If the market does trade at or beyond the Knock In rate, the Call option is activated and, at the expiry time on the Expiry 

Date, you will be obliged to sell the Contracted notional value to WUIB at the Protected Rate. Both of these options will also be 

subject to a Knock Out barrier. If the underlying spot rate trades at or beyond the barrier rate during the life of the contract, the option 

will terminate (be Knocked Out) in its entirety, leaving the buyer with no Protection or Obligation. The buyer would therefore need to 

re-hedge at the prevailing market rate which could be considerably less favourable than the terms offered by the original hedge.  

 

 

Example of a Knock Out Knock In 

 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate 

is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate at 1.5900 and is unwilling to hedge below that level. However, market opinion is that the 

GBPUSD Spot Rate should recover back above 1.6000 so the importer is reluctant to limit his ability to benefit should this happen. 

 

The importer therefore enters into a Knock Out Knock In Option with the following terms: 

 

Enhanced Rate  1.5900 

Knock In Rate  1.6600 

Knock Out Rate  1.5500 

Expiry Date   6 months 

Knock In Rate Observed Constantly 

Knock Out Rate Observed Constantly 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 
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• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading at or below the Enhanced Rate of 1.5900 and has not traded at or below the Knock Out 

rate of $1.5500 during the life of the contract, the importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 

100,000 at 1.5900.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above 1.5900 and has not traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6600 at any time during 

the life of the contract, the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead trade at the prevailing Spot Rate, which 

could theoretically, be as high as 1.6599.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or above 1.6600 at any time during the life of the contract the barrier at the Knock 

In rate will be activated and WUIB will exercise its call option, obliging the client to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the 

Enhanced Rate of 1.5900.  

• If the GBPUSD rate trades at or below the Knock Out Rate of 1.5500 during the life of the contract, the structure ceases 

to exist in its entirety – regardless of whether the Knock In Rate has previously been observed. This means the buyer will 

have to re-hedge at prevailing market rates (sub $1.5500) or remain un-hedged until the rate recovers. 

 

 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying a Call Option for the Contracted amount 

at the Enhanced Rate and selling a Put Option for the same amount at the Enhanced Rate with a barrier at the Knock In Rate and 

both options subject to a Knock Out Rate. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 
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Advantages of a Knock Out Knock In  

 

• Enhanced Rate that is more favourable than the prevailing forward rate provided the Knock Out Rate has not been 

observed.  

• Ability to participate 100% in favourable exchange rate movements as far as the Knock In Rate. 

• No premium payable. 

 

Disadvantages of a Knock Out Knock In 

 

• If the Knock Out Rate is observed the option will cease to exist and the buyer will be left without protection and 

exposed to the prevailing market conditions.   

• If the barrier at the Knock In Rate is observed during the life of the contract and the rate remains higher than the 

Enhanced Rate at the Expiry Date you will be obliged to trade at the Enhanced Rate which may seem much less 

favourable than the prevailing Spot Rate at that time.  

• If the Knock In Rate is observed and the Spot Rate continues to exceed the Enhanced Rate prior to the Expiry 

Date WUIB may require you to make a Margin Call to secure your out-of-the money position. For more information 

on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls 

which is available on our website (http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-payments/risk-

management/fxoptions/) or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

 

We have prepared a short video that explains the Knock-In that we sell. This video can be accessed from our website at: 

http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-payments/risk-management/fxoptions/.  

 

4.8.3.16.2 Knock Out Knock In – At Expiry 

 

The Knock Out Knock In – At Expiry differs from the standard Knock Out Knock In by having the barrier only observed on expiry. 

This means that the market can exceed both the Knock In and Knock Out barrier levels at any point up to, but not including, the point 

of expiry with no effect on the option. In exchange for having the barrier only observed at the point of expiry, the Enhanced Rate and 

/ or Knock In or Knock Out barrier levels will be less favourable than with a standard Knock Out Knock In. 

 

4.8.3.16.3  Leveraged Knock Out Knock In 

 

General Product Information  

 

The Leveraged Knock Out works in the same way as the non-leveraged version, in that you have a fixed Enhanced Rate at the 

outset providing protection against unfavourable movements in the Spot Rate and participation up to a specified Knock In level 

should the rate move favourably. Should the Knock Out Rate be observed the option will cease to exist leaving the buyer without 

protection. However, in order to make the Enhanced Rate and/or the Knock In or Knock Out Rates more advantageous at the outset, 

the buyer agrees that, should the Knock In Rate be observed at any point during the life of the contract – but not the Knock Out Rate 

- he or she will be obliged to deal the Leveraged Amount at the Enhanced Rate on the Expiry Date. The Leveraged Amount is 

typically twice as much as the Protected Amount, but can be a lower multiple. The buyer can also specify whether they would like 

http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-payments/risk-management/fxoptions/
http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-payments/risk-management/fxoptions/
http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-payments/risk-management/fxoptions/
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an At Expiry barrier as with the non-leveraged variant. 

 

Example of a Leveraged Knock Out Knock In  

 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 12 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate 

is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate at 1.6000 and is not willing to lock into a rate below that level meaning a standard Knock 

Out Knock In is not attractive. Furthermore, market opinion is that the GBPUSD Spot Rate should recover back above 1.6000 so the 

importer is also reluctant to limit his ability to benefit should this happen by buying a forward contact at current levels.  

 

The importer therefore enters into a Leveraged Knock Out Knock In Option with the following terms: 

 

Protected Amount  $50,000 

Leveraged Amount  $100,000 

Enhanced Rate  1.6000 

Knock In Rate  1.6700 

Knock Out Rate  1.5300 

Expiry Date   12 months 

Knock In Rate Observed Constantly 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Rate is trading at or below the Enhanced Rate of $1.6000 and has not traded at or below the Knock Out 

rate of $1.5300 during the life of the contract, the importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 

50,000 at $1.6000.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above 1.6000 and has not traded at or beyond the Knock In Rate at 1.6700 at any time during 

the life of the contract, the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead trade at the prevailing Spot Rate, which 

could theoretically, be as high as 1.6699.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate has traded at or above 1.6700 at any time during the life of the contract the barrier at the Knock 

In rate will be activated and WUIB will exercise its call option, obliging the client to sell GBP and buy the Leveraged 

Amount of USD 100,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 1.6000.  

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate trades at or below the Knock Out Rate of $1.5300 at any time, the option will cease to exist in 

its entirety. There will be no protection or obligation regardless of any previous Knock In Event. 

 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 
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Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Knock Out Knock In 

 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above, the leveraged knock out knock in does not offer full protection. With a 

non-leveraged knock out knock in, if your requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, 

you can either hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning you’ve only covered half 

of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal $200,000 which would exceed your exposure 

and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market movements either through being 

obligated to deal the larger amount should markets move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market 

moves against you. As such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 
4.8.3.17 Target Accrual Redemption Forward (TARF)  

 
General Product Information  
A Target Accrual Redemption Forward (TARF) allows the Buyer to hedge (buy/sell) their foreign currency requirement at an 
agreed Enhanced Rate that is more favourable than the prevailing forward rate for a number of fixing dates. On each fixing 
date, a profit figure is calculated if the agreed independent spot reference rate is less favourable than the Enhanced Rate, and 
compared to a specified Target Amount. This can either be a monetary figure (eg £25,000) or, more commonly, a number of 
‘pips’ of out-performance versus the market. The TARF will continue until the total accumulated profit reaches the set Target. 
If this Target is exceeded on any fixing date, the Enhanced Rate or Notional Amount will be adjusted for this fixing to ensure 
the total profit equals the Target, but no more than this. The TARF is then considered redeemed and no further deliveries take 
place. Should the spot rate be more favourable than the Enhanced Rate on a fixing date, the client will be obligated to deal the 
maximum notional amount at the enhanced rate for that month (this can be the same as the notional when rate is less favourable 
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than the Enhanced Rate on a non-leveraged TARF, or 2 x notional if Leveraged). Assuming the TARF has not been redeemed 
early, the structure will run to the final expiry date as per a normal option.  
 
At the trade date, the following variables will be agreed between the client and WUIB:  
 
•the Notional Value;  
•the denomination of the currency being exchanged;  
•the Ratio (Leverage);  
•the Expiry Date;  
•the Fixing frequency;  
•the Enhanced Rate;  
•the Target Amount  
 
At each fixing date, the spot reference rate is compared against the Enhanced Rate. If the spot rate is less favourable than the 
Enhanced Rate, the difference between the two rates will be deducted from the Target Amount.   
 
This is calculated as Monthly notional amount x enhanced rate – monthly notional amount x spot reference rate for a monetary 
target or Enhanced Rate +/- spot reference rate for ‘pips’ of outperformance.   
 
This process will continue each expiry until the Target Amount is exhausted. At this point all remaining fixings will be cancelled. 
If the spot reference rate is more favourable than the Enhanced Rate on a fixing date, the buyer will transact at the enhanced 
rate for the agreed Notional Value or a ratio thereof if applicable – no points will be deducted from the Target Amount in this 
eventuality  

 

Example of a TARF  
The examples below are for information purposes only and use rates and figures that we have selected to demonstrate how a 
TARF works and are not recommendations. In order to assess the merits of a particular TARF you should use the actual rates 
and figures quoted at the relevant time, and consider all the risks associated with the product as described in this PDS.  
A UK importer needs to buy USD 600,000 a month over the next 6 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the 
equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate of 1.6100 and is not willing to take out any hedge 
that may obligate him to settle at a rate lower than this. He expects volatility to remain low and is wary about simply placing a 
market order to buy at 1.6100 as the rate may not rise that high. He is also willing to take the risk that he may not be able to buy 
the full USD 600,000 at 1.6100 or that he may be obligated to take the full amount at 1.6100 should GBP/USD appreciate. He 
would like to start to get some cover in sooner rather than later for budgeting/ planning purposes.  
 
The importer enters into a TARF with the following terms:  
 
Enhanced Rate  1.6100  
Target Amount  900 pips   
Fixing /Expiry Dates  Monthly / 6 Months  
Maximum Notional Value  USD 600,000   
 
Examples of the possible outcomes are as follows:  

 

• On the first fixing, GBP/USD is trading at $1.5900. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6100 and his 
Target Amount is reduced by 200 pips to 700.  

  

• On the second fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.6200. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6100. The 
Target Amount is unaffected.  

  

• On the third fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.5500. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6100. The Target 
Amount is reduced by 600 pips, with just 100 left.  

  

• At fixing number four, GBP/USD is trading at $1.5900. As the importer only has 100 pips left in the Target 
Amount, there are two outcomes depending on the terms agreed at the outset. In the first, he buys $100,000 at $1.6000 
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(spot ref plus 100 pips). in the second, he deals $50,000 at $1.6100 (remaining points divided by enhanced rate minus 
spot ref). In both cases, fixings 5 and 6 are cancelled and the option terminates.  

At this point, the importer can either enter into a new TARF to continue to outperform the market and buy at his budget rate of 
$1.6100, or he can buy a different hedge based on his objectives at that stage.   
If the Target Amount had not been used up early, the importer would continue to deal at $1.6100 to month 6 and any remaining 
Target Amount then expires worthless.   
 
Advantages of a TARF   

• Ability to achieve an enhanced rate over the comparative Forward Exchange Rate until the Target Amount is utilized.  

• Enhanced rate likely to be more favourable than other leveraged products  

• A degree of protection is guaranteed from the outset, the buyer will always receive a benefit versus the spot rate to 
the value specified in the Target Amount, or be obligated to deal at the Enhanced Rate should the spot rate be more 
favourable.   

• Favourable mark to market profile compared to other hedge products reducing chances of margin call.   

• No premium payable.  
 
Disadvantages of a TARF  

• The notional value traded at the Enhanced Rate may be substantially less than the full notional value of the 
contract.  

• If insufficient cover is achieved, the buyer will need to buy any remaining requirement in the spot market, 
which may be at a level much less advantageous than the Enhanced Rate, or buy another hedge product.  

• The buyer of the TARF will be obliged to buy any obligated value at the Enhanced Rate and cannot participate 
in any favourable moves beyond that level for that amount.   

• If the underlying Spot Rate is trading at a rate that is sufficiently more advantageous than the Enhanced Rate 
during the term of the structure, WUIB may make a Margin Call to secure Your out of the money position. For 
more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory 
pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon request.  

• As this product tends to have a longer tenor (12 months +) there is a higher risk, when compared to a forward, 
that the Enhanced Rate will no longer seem attractive compared to the prevailing spot rate by the time the 
contract runs its course. A buyer should therefore ensure that the duration of this product and the Enhanced 
Rate are commensurate with business requirements over this time horizon. There is no cooling off period.  
  

4.8.3.17.1 Leveraged TARF  

 
A Leveraged TARF works in much the same way as the TARF, but with one important difference. If, at a fixing date, the 
reference Spot Rate is more favourable than the Enhanced Rate, the buyer will be obligated to deal the Leveraged Amount at 
the Enhanced Rate for that fixing. Once again, the Target Amount is unaffected should this happen, which means that, if the 
rate remains more favourable than the Enhanced Rate for a prolonged period, the Buyer will not only not be able to Participate, 
they will be obligated to deal a larger amount. This is typically 2x the Notional Amount, but the exact Ratio will be agreed by 
you and WUIB at the trade date. This is done to further improve the Enhanced Rate, or to increase the amount of 
outperformance in the Target Amount.  
 
Example  
A UK importer needs to buy USD 1,200,000 a month over the next 12 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and 
the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a budget rate of 1.6400 and is not willing to take out any 
hedge that may obligate him to settle at a rate lower than this. He expects volatility to remain low and is wary about simply 
placing a market order to buy at 1.6400 as the rate may not rise that high. He is also willing to take the risk that he may not be 
able to buy the full USD 1,200,000 at 1.6400 as he currently does not have any cover anyway, or that he may be obligated to 
take the full $2,400,000 at 1.6400 should GBP/USD appreciate as this is in line with his budget. He would like to start to get 
some cover in sooner rather than later for budgeting/ planning purposes.  
 
 
 

 

 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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The importer enters into a TARF with the following terms:  
 
Enhanced Rate1.6400  
Target Amount2000 pips   
Fixing / Expiry Dates Monthly – 12 Months  
Maximum Notional Value USD 2,400,000   
 
Examples of the possible outcomes are as follows:  

 

• On the first fixing, GBP/USD is trading at $1.6000. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6400 and his 
Target Amount is reduced by 400 pips to 1600.  

  

• On the second fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.6250. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6400. The 
Target Amount is reduced by 150 pips to 1450.  

  

• On the third fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.6500. The importer sells GBP and buys $200,000 at $1.6400. The Target 
Amount is unaffected.  

  

• On the fourth fixing, GBP/USD is trading at $1.6600. The importer again sells GBP and buys $200,000 at $1.6400 
and his Target Amount is unaffected.   

  

• On the fifth fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.6000. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6400. The Target 
Amount is reduced by 400 pips to 1050.   

  

• On the sixth fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.5800. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6400. The Target 
Amount is reduced by 600 pips to 450 left.  

  

• On the seventh fixing, GBP/USD is trading at $1.6100. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.6400 and 
his Target Amount is reduced by 300 pips to 150.  

  

• At fixing number eight, GBP/USD is trading at $1.6000. As the importer only has 150 pips left in the Target Amount, 
depending on the terms agreed at the outset, he buys $100,000 at $1.6150 (spot ref plus 150 pips) of he buys $37,500 at 
$1.6400 (remaining points divided by enhanced rate minus spot ref) and fixings 9, 10, 11 and 12 are cancelled.  

 
At this point, the importer can either enter into a new TARF to continue to outperform the market and buy at his budget rate of 
$1.6400, or he can buy a different hedge based on his objectives at that stage.   
 
If the Target Amount had not been used up early, the importer would continue to deal at $1.6400 to month 12 and any remaining 
Target Amount then expires worthless.   
 
Additional disadvantages of a Leveraged TARF  

• As well as the disadvantages listed in the section describing the TARF, the Leveraged TARF has a reduced 
likelihood of offering full protection. With a non-leveraged TARF if your requirement is $100,000, you can deal 
$100,000 at the Enhanced Rate provided you have not utilized all of your Target Amount. However, with a 
Leveraged TARF, to deal the maximum amount at the Enhanced Rate, the Spot Rate will need to be more 
favourable than the Enhanced Rate at every fixing.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market movements either through being 
obligated to deal the larger amount should markets move favourably, or having less cover in place if the 
market moves against you. As such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.   

• If the rate is more favourable than the Enhanced Rate, the buyer of the Leveraged TARF will be obliged to buy 
the Leveraged Notional Amount at the Enhanced Rate and cannot participate in any favourable moves beyond 
that level for that amount.  
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4.8.3.17.2 Variations: 

It is possible to add some variations to the basic TARF product to tailor it to your cash flow requirements, or view on market 
direction or even to guarantee a certain number of fixings. Adding these variations to your TARF may impact the terms on offer 
compared to the basic TARF – for example, if you would like to have guaranteed fixings, the Enhanced Rate will be less 
favourable than for a TARF without the guarantee.  

 

Variable TARF: 

As with a regular TARF the buyer and WUIB agree: 
•the Notional Value – per fixing;  
•the denomination of the currency being exchanged;  
•the Ratio (Leverage);  
•the Expiry Date;  
•the Fixing frequency;  
•the Enhanced Rate – per fixing;  
•the Target Amount  

 

However, with this TARF type the buyer can vary the strike rate on each fixing and/or vary the notional amount on each fixing 
– to suit specific cash flows as an example. As with a regular TARF, the fixings are subject to a target amount of points which, 
once utilised, will cease to exist.  

Example  

A UK importer needs to buy USD 600,000 a month over the next 6 months, but only needs USD 50,000 for each of the first 
three months and USD 150,000 for the second three months – his high season. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.2882 and 
the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.2849. The importer has a budget rate of 1.3000 and is not willing to take out any 
hedge that may obligate him to settle at a rate lower than this. He expects the rate to move favourably over the term of his 
contract but is wary about simply placing a market order to buy at 1.3000 as he thinks it might be possible to deal at move 
favourable levels in a few months’ time.  

He is also willing to take the risk that he may not be able to buy the full USD 600,000 at or better than 1.3000 or that he may 
be obligated to take the full amount at the agreed Enhanced Rates should GBP/USD appreciate faster than he expects. He 
would like to start to get some cover in sooner rather than later for budgeting/ planning purposes. 

The importer enters into a Variable TARF with the following terms: 

 Notional Amount Enhanced Rate 

Fixing 1 : 1.3000  50,000 1.3000 

Fixing 2:  1.3000 50,000 1.3000 

Fixing 3:  1.3100  50,000 1.3100 

Fixing 4:   1.3200 150,000 1.3200 

Fixing 5:   1.3300  150,000 1.3300 

Fixing 6:   1.3400 150,000 1.3400 

 

Target Amount  900 pips  

Fixing /Expiry Dates  Monthly / 6 Months 

Maximum Notional Value USD 600,000  

  

Examples of the possible outcomes are as follows: 
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• On the first fixing, GBP/USD is trading at $1.2900. The importer sells GBP and buys $50,000 at $1.3000 and his 

Target Amount is reduced by 100 pips to 800. 

•  On the second fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.3200. The importer sells GBP and buys $50,000 at $1.3000. The 

Target Amount is unaffected. 

• On the third fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.2400. The importer sells GBP and buys $50,000 at $1.3100. The 

Target Amount is reduced by 700 pips, with just 100 left. 

• At fixing number four, GBP/USD is trading at $1.3300. The importer sells GBP and buys $150,000 at $1.3200. The 

Target Amount is unaffected. 

• At Fixing number 5, GBP/USD is trading a $1.3100. As the importer only has 100 pips left in the Target Amount, 

there are two outcomes depending on the terms agreed at the outset. In the first, he buys $150,000 at $1.3200 

(spot ref plus 100 pips). in the second, he deals $75,000 at $1.3300 (remaining points divided by enhanced rate 

minus spot ref). In both cases, fixings 6 is cancelled and the option terminates. 

At this point, the importer can either enter into a new Variable Strike TARF to continue to outperform the market and buy at 
Enhanced Rates set to express his view on market direction, or he can buy a different hedge based on his objectives at that 
stage.  

If the Target Amount had not been used up early, the importer would continue to deal at the relevant Enhanced Rate for month 
6 ($1.3400) and then any remaining Target Amount then expires worthless. 

 
Additional disadvantages of a Variable TARF  

• As well as the disadvantages listed in the section describing the TARF, by using the Variable TARF to front 
load upside benefit at the expense of the later fixings, there is scope for outcomes to be much less faovurable 
by expiry than a regular TARF which has the same notional amounts and strike throughout.  

• Points in the TARF bucket are used at a flat rate, meaning that if earlier fixings have a lower notional, points 
may expire before later fixings are reached, reducing the economic benefit of the TARF relative to a TARF with 
equal notional amounts, or where earlier fixings have larger notional amounts. 

 

European Knock In TARF (EKI TARF) 

As with a regular TARF the buyer and WUIB agree: 
•the Notional Value;  
•the denomination of the currency being exchanged;  
•the Ratio (Leverage);  
•the Expiry Date;  
•the Fixing frequency;  
•the Enhanced Rate;  
•the Target Amount  

 

This structure has the same basic features as a regular TARF but also has a Knock In element should the underlying spot rate 
fix at a more favourable level than the TARF Strike Price. With this variation, the buyer will not be obligated to deal at the Strike 
price on any given fixing unless the underlying spot rate is at or beyond a knock in barrier level. If not, the buyer is free to deal 
at the prevailing spot rate, even if that is more favourable than the TARF strike price.  

Adding the EKI feature will mean a less favourable TARF strike price, but suits those who feel the underlying spot rate is more 
likely to move favourably than unfavourably and therefore prefer the additional benefit of the EKI at the cost of less favourable 
protection.  

Example  

A UK importer needs to buy USD 600,000 a month over the next 6 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.2882 and the 
equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.2849. The importer has a budget rate of 1.3000 and is not willing to take out any hedge 
that may obligate him to settle at a rate lower than this. He expects volatility to remain low and is wary about simply placing a 
market order to buy at 1.3000 as the rate may not rise that high. He is also willing to take the risk that he may not be able to 
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buy the full USD 600,000 at 1.3000 or that he may be obligated to take the full amount at 1.3000 should GBP/USD appreciate 
– although he would like the ability to participate in at least some upside. He would also like to start to get some cover in sooner 
rather than later for budgeting/ planning purposes. 

The importer enters into an EKI TARF with the following terms: 

Enhanced Rate    1.3000 

Knock In Rate    1.3400 

Target Amount    1000 pips  

Fixing /Expiry Dates    Monthly / 6 Months 

Maximum Notional Value   USD 600,000  

 

Examples of the possible outcomes are as follows: 

• On the first fixing, GBP/USD is trading at $1.2900. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.3000 and his 
Target Amount is reduced by 100 pips to 900. 

• On the second fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.3500. The importer is obligated to sell GBP and buy $100,000 at 
$1.3000. The Target Amount is unaffected. 

• On the third fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.3200. The importer is under no obligation to trade but decides to sell GBP 
and buy $100,000 at $1.3200 in the spot market. The Target Amount is unaffected. 

• On the fourth fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.2300. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.3000. The Target 
Amount is reduced by 700 pips, with just 200 left. 

• At fixing number five, GBP/USD is trading at $1.2600. As the importer only has 200 pips left in the Target Amount, there 
are two outcomes depending on the terms agreed at the outset. In the first, he buys $100,000 at $1.2800 (spot ref plus 
200 pips). in the second, he deals $50,000 at $1.3000 (remaining points divided by enhanced rate minus spot ref). In 
both cases, the sixth expiry is cancelled and the option terminates. 

At this point, the importer can either enter into a new EKI TARF to continue to outperform the market and buy at his budget rate 
of $1.3000, or he can buy a different hedge based on his objectives at that stage.  

If the Target Amount had not been used up early, the importer would continue to deal at $1.3000 to month 6 and any remaining 
Target Amount then expires worthless. 

 
Additional disadvantages of a European Knock In TARF  

• As well as the disadvantages listed in the section describing the TARF, by using the EKI TARF the buyer agrees 
to a less favourable strike. This means if the rate moves unfavourably, the buyer will receive less upside 
benefit.  

• If the barrier rate is observed, the buyer will be obligated to deal at a less favourable level then with a regular 
TARF.  

 

Count TARF 

A Count TARF is also the same as a regular TARF except that, rather than a target amount defined by pips or currency, the 
target is a specific number of ‘guaranteed’ In-the-money fixings. This means that, no matter how unfavourable the underlying 
spot price is trading, the buyer will be guaranteed a specified number of fixings at the strike price. However, the underlying spot 
price could fix within a few pips of the strike price each month and see the Count TARF knock out, whereas a regular TARF 
would have remained in place. 

Example  

A UK importer needs to buy USD 600,000 a month over the next 6 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.2882 and the 
equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.2849. The importer has a budget rate of 1.3000 and is not willing to take out any hedge 
that may obligate him to settle at a rate lower than this. He expects the rate to move favourably over the term of his contract 
but is wary about simply placing a market order to buy at 1.3000.  
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He is also willing to take the risk that he may not be able to buy the full USD 600,000 at or better than 1.3000 or that he may 
be obligated to take the full amount at the agreed Enhanced Rates should GBP/USD appreciate faster than he expects. He 
would like to start to get some cover in sooner rather than later for budgeting/ planning purposes. 

The importer enters into a Count TARF with the following terms: 

Enhanced Rate:    1.3000 

Target Amount   4 Counts 

Fixing /Expiry Dates   Monthly / 6 Months 

Maximum Notional Value  USD 600,000  

 

Examples of the possible outcomes are as follows: 
• On the first fixing, GBP/USD is trading at $1.2900. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.3000 and his 

Target Amount is reduced by 1 to 3 Counts  

• On the second fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.3200. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.3000. The 

Target Amount is unaffected. 

• In the third fixing GBP/USD is trading at $1.2600. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.3000. The 

Target Amount is reduced by 1, with just 2 left. 

• At fixing number four, GBP/USD is trading at $1.2800. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.3000. The 

Target Amount is reduced by 1, with just 1 left. 

• At Fixing number 5, GBP/USD is trading a $1.2700. The importer sells GBP and buys $100,000 at $1.3000. The 

Target Amount is reduced by 1. With no Counts left, fixings 6 is cancelled and the option terminates. 

At this point, the importer can either enter into a new Count TARF to continue to outperform the market and buy at Enhanced 
Rates set to express his view on market direction, or he can buy a different hedge based on his objectives at that stage.  

If the Target Amount had not been used up early, the importer would continue to deal at the relevant Enhanced Rate for month 
6 ($1.3000) and then any remaining Target Amount then expires worthless. 

 
Additional disadvantages of a Count TARF  

• As well as the disadvantages listed in the section describing the TARF, by using the Count TARF the buyer 
may receive much less economic benefit than would have been the case with a regular TARF option. This is 
because an ITM fixing may occur a few pips below the strike. This uses up one count regardless of whether the 
benefit is 1 pip or 1000, whereas a traditional points in the bucket TARF gives a known maximum economic benefit 
at the outset.  

 

Summary table  

Features TARF Variable TARF European Knock In TARF Count TARF 

Defined target Pips/Cash Pips/Cash Pips/Cash No of Fixings  

Guaranteed fixings? No No No Yes 

Variable notional No  Yes No No   

Variable Strike No  Yes No No   

Participation above strike? No No Yes No 

Favourability of strike High High Moderate Moderate 
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4.8.3.18 Accumulator 

General Product Information 

The Accumulator Structured Option Product (“Accumulator”) is a Structured Option which 

offers an Enhanced Rate at which to settle at expiry which, at inception, is more favourable 

than the Forward Exchange Rate. However, the amount the buyer will settle at the Enhanced 

Rate will be dependent on the path of the Spot Rate determined at certain times during the 

life of the contract. 

 

 

 

How an Accumulator Works 

The Accumulator is a pre-packaged product that is built using a series of Barrier Options. At the 

trade date, the following variables will be agreed by you and WUIB: 

• the Notional Value; 

• the denomination of the currency being exchanged; 

• the Expiry Date; 

• the Enhanced Rate; 

• the Knock Out Rate; and 

• the Fixings - the fixings are usually daily, but can also be weekly, monthly or based on 

other customised terms. These fixing points can commence immediately after the 

Accumulator is entered into and run throughout its life, or can start at a future date. 

 

At each Fixing, the Spot Rate is referenced against the Knock Out Rate. If the Spot Rate is more 

favourable than the Knock Out Rate, the buyer will accumulate a forward position for the 

Accumulation Amount at the Enhanced Rate for that Fixing; however, if the Spot Rate is not 

more favourable than the Knock Out Rate at a subsequent Fixing, no Accumulation will occur 

in respect of such subsequent Fixing. If the Spot Rate is at or less favourable than the Knock Out 

Rate on a Fixing, the buyer will not accumulate anything for that Fixing; however, if the Spot 

Rate is once again more favourable than the Knock Out Rate at a subsequent Fixing, an 

accumulation will occur in respect of such subsequent Fixing. 

The buyer can also specify the delivery terms. So, if the Accumulator runs for 6 months, the buyer 

can agree to take delivery of all Accumulation Amounts weekly, monthly or all together at the 

end of the Structured Option contract. 

NOTE: This structure does not terminate until the Expiry Date. At this time, the buyer will be 

obliged to deal any accumulated Accumulation Amounts (whether already delivered or not) 

at the Enhanced Rate minus any Accumulation Amounts already delivered during the life of the 

Structured Option contract. 

NOTE: The source of the reference Spot Rate (Fixing Reference) will be determined at the time 

of entering into a trade and specified in the Option Confirmation. It will, however, always be an 

independent source that can be verified by you or other external party on your behalf. Example 

of an Accumulator 

The examples below are for information purposes only and use rates and figures that we have 

selected to demonstrate how an Accumulator works and are not recommendations. In order 

to assess the merits of a particular Accumulator you should use the actual rates and figures 

quoted at the relevant time, and consider all the risks associated with the product as described 

in this PDS. 
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A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 a month over the next 6 months. The current GBPUSD 

Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the equivalent Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer has a 

budget rate of 1.6000 and is not willing to take out any hedge that may obligate him to settle 

at a rate lower than this. He expects volatility to remain low and is wary about simply placing a 

market order to buy at 1.6000 as the rate may not rise that high. He is also willing to take the risk 

that he may need to buy at the GBPUSD Spot Rate where the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or below 

the Knock Out Rate. He would like to start to get some cover in sooner rather than later for 

budgeting/ planning purposes. 

 

 

 

The importer enters into an Accumulator with the following terms: 

Enhanced Rate   1.6000 

Knock Out Rate   1.5400 

Expiry Date    6 months 

Maximum Notional Value  $600,000 

Fixings     Daily (20 per month) 

Accumulation Amount (per fixing) $5,000 

Fixing Start Date   Immediate 

Delivery    Monthly 

 

Examples of the possible outcomes are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above the Knock Out Rate of $1.5400 at every Fixing in month 

one, the importer accumulates the obligation to buy $100,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 

$1.6000 (20 x $5,000) which it takes delivery of at month end. Note- if this happened 

every month, the buyer will have bought the full $600,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 

$1.6000. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above the Knock Out Rate of $1.5400 on 15 of the Fixings and 

at or below the Knock Out Rate for 5 Fixings in month 2, at the end of the month, the 

importer will have accumulated the obligation to buy $75,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 

$1.6000 (15 x $5,000). In this instance, the importer will need to buy the remaining $25,000 

at the less favourable prevailing GBPUSD Spot Rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or below the Knock Out Rate of $1.5400 for all of month 3, 

the buyer will not accumulate any amount to deal at the Enhanced Rate of $1.6000 

and so will need to buy his dollars in the spot market at the then prevailing GBPUSD Spot 

Rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate subsequently returns back above the Knock Out Rate of 

$1.5400 for all of month 4, the importer once again accumulates the obligation to deal 

$100,000 at the Enhanced Rate of $1.6000 (20 x $5,000) at the end of that month 

 

In months 5 and 6, the rate remains above $1.6000 and the importer continues to accumulate 

the obligation to deal $5,000 per day at the Enhanced Rate of $1.6000 – even though the 

prevailing spot rate is more favourable. 
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• In the above Scenario, the importer will have traded $475,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 

$1.6000, but will have traded the other $125,000 in the spot market to cover the shortfall 

between the accumulated amount and his overall requirement. 

 

Advantages of an Accumulator 

• Ability to achieve an enhanced rate over the comparative Forward Exchange Rate so 

long as the underlying Spot Rate remains more favourable than the Knock Out Rate on 

all Fixings throughout the term of the Structured Option contract. 

• No premium payable as a consequence of the terms of the Structured Option contract. 
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Disadvantages of an Accumulator 

• No guarantee that any protection will be accumulated. 

• If insufficient cover is accumulated, the buyer will need to buy any remaining 

requirement in the spot market, which may be at a level much less advantageous 

than the Enhanced Rate and the Forward Exchange Rate. 

• The buyer of the Accumulator will be obliged to buy any accumulated 

Accumulation Amounts at the Enhanced Rate and cannot participate in any 

favourable moves beyond that level for that amount. For example, if the Spot Rate 

moved beyond the Enhanced Rate by the first fixing and remained above the 

Enhanced Rate for the term of the contract, the buyer of the Accumulator will be 

obliged to deal the Maximum Notional Value at the Enhanced Rate and will not have 

been able to take advantage of the favourable move in the Spot Rate. 

• If the Mark to Market value of the Accumulator exceeds a predetermined level in 

WUIB's favour, given as a currency amount or a percentage of the contracted 

maximum Notional Value (which would be agreed with you prior to entering a 

contract – for example, USD 100.000 or 10%) we may seek a Margin Call from you as 

an offset to bring the Accumulator’s risk exposure back to zero. For more information 

on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory 

pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website or which WUIB can 

provide to you upon request.  

• As this product tends to have a longer tenor (12 months +) there is a greater than 

usual risk that the Enhanced Rate will no longer seem attractive compared to the 

prevailing Spot Rate by the time the Structured Option contract runs its course. You 

should therefore ensure that the tenor of this product and the Enhanced Rate are 

commensurate with your business requirements over this time horizon and consistent 

with your financial planning. There is no cooling off period, in other words, once you 

have entered into the Accumulator, it will be effective and you will not have a period 

of time during which you are permitted to cancel the contract. 

 

4.8.3.18.1  Leveraged Accumulator 

A Leveraged Accumulator works in much the same way as the Accumulator, but with one 

important difference. As well as being compared to the Knock Out Rate, the Spot Rate at 

each Fixing is also measured against the Enhanced Rate. This means that if at the Fixing, the 

Spot Rate is more favourable than the Knock Out Rate, but less favourable than or equal to 

the Enhanced Rate, the buyer will accumulate an obligation to deal the Accumulation 

Amount at the Enhanced Rate. However, if the Spot Rate is also more favourable than the 

Enhanced Rate, the buyer will accumulate on obligation to deal the Leveraged Amount at 

the Enhanced Rate. This is typically 2x the Accumulation Amount and the exact amount will 

be agreed by you and WUIB at the trade date. This is done to further improve the Enhanced 

Rate, or to push the Knock Out Rate further away from the current market price ensuring a 

greater amount of Accumulation is likely to be achieved. 

Example 

A UK importer needs to buy USD 200,000 a month over the next 6 months. The current 

GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5849. The importer wants 

to achieve a rate of 1.6250 – which is well above the current Spot Rate and the rate that 

can be achieved with other option products. He would like to deal at least 50% of his 

requirement at that level, but can manage with both more or less and will top up any 

shortfall with forward contracts or other options. He expects volatility to remain low and so 

agrees to a Knock Out Rate of $1.5400. 

 

 

 

 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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The importer enters into a Leveraged Accumulator with the following terms: 

Enhanced Rate  1.6250 

Knock Out Rate  1.5400 

Expiry Date   6 months 

Maximum Notional Value $1,200,000 

Fixings    Daily (20 per month) 

Accumulation Amount $5,000 

Leveraged Amount  $10,000 

Fixing Start Date  Immediate 

Delivery   Monthly 

Examples of the possible outcomes are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 at every Fixing in 

month one, but below or at the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250, the importer accumulates 

the obligation to buy $100,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 (20 x $5,000) which 

he takes delivery of at month end. Note- if this happened every month, the importer 

will have bought 50% of his requirement ($600,000) at 1.6250. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 but below or at the 

Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 on 10 of the Fixings and then above the Enhanced Rate 

of 1.6250 on the other 10 Fixings in month 2, at the end of the month, the importer 

will have accumulated the obligation to buy $150,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 

1.6250 (10 x $5,000 + 10x $10,000). 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is above the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 for all of month 3, the 

importer will accumulate an obligation to deal the full $200,000 requirement for that 

month at the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 (20 x $10,000). 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is subsequently above the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 for 5 

Fixings in month 4, at or below the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 for 10 Fixings and below 

the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 for the final 5 Fixings, the importer accumulates the 

obligation to deal $100,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 at the end of that month 

(5 x $10,000, 10 x $5,000 and 5 x $0). 

• In month 5, if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or below the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 for 

15 Fixings and back above the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 for 5 Fixings, the importer 

accumulates an obligation to deal $25,000 at 1.6250 (5 x $5,000). 

• In month 6, if the GBPUSD Spot Rate remains above the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 

and at or below the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 throughout the month, the importer 

has a final obligation to buy $100,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250 (20 x $5,000) 

on the Expiry Date of the Leveraged Accumulator 

• In this scenario, the importer has traded $675,000 at the Enhanced Rate of 1.6250, 

even though the GBPUSD Spot Rate was below or at the Knock Out Rate of 1.5400 

and no accumulation took place on 20 Fixings. 

Additional disadvantages of a Leveraged Accumulator 

• As well as the disadvantages listed in the section describing the Accumulator, the 

Leveraged Accumulator has a reduced likelihood of offering full protection. With a 

non-leveraged Accumulator if your requirement is $100,000, you can accumulate 

$100,000 at the Enhanced Rate provided the underlying Spot Rate remains more 

favourable than the Knock Out Rate. However, with a Leveraged Accumulator, to 

accumulate the maximum amount at the Enhanced Rate, the Spot Rate will also 

need to be more favourable than the Enhanced Rate at every Fixing. 

• The buyer of the Leveraged Accumulator will be obliged to buy any Accumulation 

Amounts at the Enhanced Rate and cannot participate in any favourable moves 

beyond that level for that amount. For example, if the Spot Rate moved beyond the 

Enhanced Rate by the first Fixing and remained above the Enhanced Rate for the 
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term of the Leveraged Accumulator contract, the buyer of the Leveraged 

Accumulator will be obliged to deal the Maximum Notional Value at the Enhanced 

Rate and will not have been able to take advantage of the favourable move. 

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably, or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading. 

4.8.3.19 Seagull  

General Product Information 

A Seagull (Seagull) is a Structured Option which gives you an initial enhanced Protection 

Rate at which to transact at expiry, in exchange for the risk that, if the Spot Exchange Rate 

is less favourable than a nominated rate known as the Limit Rate, your transaction rate at 

expiry will be commensurately less favourable. This structure can be built in a similar way as 

a Collar Option, with a Protection Rate and a more favourable Participation Rate, or much 

the same as a Forward with the Protection Rate and Participation Rate at the same level. In 

both cases, a Limit Rate will be determined at the outset. Should the spot rate at expiry be 

less favourable than the Limit Rate, you will deal at a rate equal to your Protection Rate 

adjusted for the difference between the Limit Rate and Spot Exchange Rate. 

How a Seagull Works 

A Seagull is structured by entering into three concurrent options. As an importer, you buy a 

Put Option from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional 

amount to WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a corresponding Call Option 

which will oblige you to exchange the Contracted notional amount with) WUIB at the 

Participation Rate should the underlying Spot Rate exceed that level at the expiry time on 

the Expiry Date. You then sell an additional Put Option at the Limit Rate which limits your 

protection against unfavourable spot movements at the difference between the Put you 

bought and the Put you sold. 

Example of a Seagull 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 6 months. The current Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the 

Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. 

The importer enters into a Seagull with the following terms:  

Protection Rate:   1.5900 

Participation Rate:   1.6300 

Limit Rate:    1.5300 

Expiry Date:    6 months 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate of 1.5900, but 

above the Limit Rate of 1.5300 at expiry the importer will have the right, but no 

obligation, to exercise his Put Option to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5900. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading between the Protection Rate and the 

Participation Rate the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell 

GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate; alternatively, the importer 

may choose to do nothing as there is no obligation on either party. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Participation Rate of 1.6300 at expiry WUIB will 

exercise its Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 

100,000 at 1.6300. 

• If the Spot Rate is below the Limit Rate of 1.5300, WUIB will exercise its Put Option 

at 1.5300, and the Importer will exercise his Call Option at 1.5900. This means the 

importer will buy USD 100,000 at the spot rate plus the difference between the 

Limit Rate of 1.5300 and the Protection Rate of 1.5900 – ie Spot plus 6 cents.   
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For a UK exporter, the outcomes are essentially the same, except the structure consists of 

buying a Call at the protection rate and selling a Put option at the Participation Rate (below 

the market) and selling a Call option at the Limit Rate (above the market). 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual. 

For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product (and the source of its name) versus the 

equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

 

Advantages of a Seagull 

• Initial Protection Rate is more favourable than the equivalent Forward Contract and 

most other non-leveraged option structures 

• Ability to participate in favourable exchange rate movements as far as the 

Participation Rate (if different to the Protection Rate) and again above the Seagull 

Rate. 

• No premium payable 

Disadvantages of a Seagull 

• Limited best case outcome (ie Participation Rate or Spot plus difference between 

Limit Rate and Protection Rate) 

• Participation in favourable movement is capped at the Participation Rate, meaning 

you will not be able to benefit should the Spot Rate be higher than that level at the 

Expiry Time on the Expiry Date. 

• If the underlying spot rate exceeds the Participation Rate by a sufficient amount, 

WUIB may require you to make an advance partial prepayment/cash deposit (a 

Margin Call) to secure the out-of-the-money position. 

• For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also 

refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website 

or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 
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https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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4.8.3.19.1 Leveraged Seagull 

General Product Information 

A Leveraged Seagull (Leveraged Seagull) is a Structured Option which behaves in exactly 

the same way as the Seagull structure above. It gives you a further enhanced Protection 

Rate at which to deal provided the Limit Rate is not exceeded at Expiry. It also gives you the 

opportunity to participate in favourable movements in the Spot Exchange Rate between 

the Protection Rate and the Participation Rate (assuming this is different to the Protection 

Rate). However, in order to make the Protection Rate, Participation Rate and Limit Rate 

more attractive at the outset, you agree that, should the underlying Spot Rate be more 

favourable than the Participation Rate at expiry, you will be obliged to deal a larger amount 

- usually twice as much as was protected at the Protection Rate – at the more favourable of 

the Participation Rate. Furthermore, if the Spot Rate is trading less favourably than the Limit 

Rate at Expiry, your Protection Rate will also be adjusted accordingly. 

 

Example of a Leveraged Seagull 

Using the same example as above, a UK importer needs to buy USD200,000 in 6 months’ 

time. The current Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Seagull with the following terms:  

Protected Amount   $100,000 

Leveraged Amount   $200,000 

Protection Rate:   1.6000 

Participation Rate:   1.6500 

Limit Rate:    1.5200 

Expiry Date:    6 months 

Leverage:    2:1  

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate of 1.6000, but 

above the Limit Rate of 1.5200 at expiry the importer will have the right, but no 

obligation, to exercise his Put Option to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.6000 

but would need to buy any additional requirements at the less favourable spot 

rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading between the Protection Rate and the 

Participation Rate the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell 

GBP and buy USD 200,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate; alternatively, the importer 

may choose to do nothing as there is no obligation on either party. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Participation Rate of 1.6500 at expiry WUIB will 

exercise its Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 

200,000 at 1.6500. 

• If the Spot Rate is below the Limit Rate of 1.5200, WUIB will exercise its Put Option 

at 1.5200, and the Importer will exercise his Put Option at 1.6000. This means the 

importer will buy USD 100,000 at the spot rate plus the difference between the 

Limit Rate of 1.5200 and the Protection Rate of 1.6000 – ie Spot plus 8 cents. Any 

remainder must be bought at the less favourable Spot Rate.   

Again, for a UK exporter, the outcomes are essentially the same, except the structure 

consists of buying a Call at the protection rate and selling a Put option at the Participation 

Rate (below the market) and selling a Call option at the Limit Rate (above the market). 
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as 

follows: 

 

 

 

Additional Risks of a Leveraged Seagull 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above in the section 4.9.3.18, the leveraged 

Seagull does not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged Seagull if your 

requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can 

either hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning 

you’ve only covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being 

obliged to deal $200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-

hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 

4.8.3.20 Tracker  

General Product Information 

A Tracker (Tracker) is a Structured Option which allows you to protect against the risk that 

the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated worst-case rate known as 

the Protection Rate. It also gives you the opportunity for unlimited participation in favourable 

movements in the Spot Exchange Rate should the rate exceed a specified level. This 

structure can be built in a similar way as a Collar Option, with a Protection Rate and a more 

favourable Participation Rate, or much the same as a Forward with the Protection Rate and 

Participation Rate at the same level. In both cases, a Tracker Rate will be determined at the 

outset. Should the spot rate at expiry be more favourable than the Tracker Rate, you will 

deal at a rate equal to the spot rate adjusted for the difference between the Tracker Rate 

and Protection Rate. 
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How a Tracker Works 

A Tracker is structured by entering into three concurrent options. As an importer, you buy a 

Put Option from WUIB giving you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional 

amount to WUIB at the Protection Rate. In the second you sell a corresponding Call Option 

which will oblige you to exchange the Contracted notional amount with) WUIB at the 

Participation Rate should the underlying Spot Rate exceed that level at the expiry time on 

the Expiry Date. You then buy an additional Call Option at the Tracker Rate which limits your 

obligation at the difference between the Call you sold and the Call you bought. 

A Tracker always provides you with complete protection at the Protection Rate.  

 

Example of a Tracker 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 3 months. The current Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the 

Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. 

The importer enters into a Tracker with the following terms:  

Protection Rate:   1.5600 

Participation Rate:   1.6000 

Tracker Rate:    1.6400 

Expiry Date:    3 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate of 1.5600 at expiry 

the importer will have the right, but no obligation, to exercise his Put Option to 

sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.5600 – his worst-case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading between the Protection Rate and the 

Participation Rate the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell 

GBP and buy USD 100,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate; alternatively, the importer 

may choose to do nothing as there is no obligation on either party. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Participation Rate of 1.6000 at expiry WUIB will 

exercise its Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy USD 

100,000 at 1.6000. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Tracker Rate of 1.6400, WUIB will exercise its Call 

Option at 1.6000, and the Importer will exercise his Call Option at 1.6400. This 

means the importer will buy USD 100,000 at the spot rate minus the difference 

between the Tracker Rate of 1.6400 and the Participation Rate of 1.6000 – ie Spot 

minus 4 cents.   

 

For a UK exporter, the outcomes are essentially the same, except the structure consists of 

buying a Call at the protection rate (above the market) and selling a Put option at the 

Participation Rate (below the market) and buying a Put option at the Tracker Rate (further 

below the market). 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual. 
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as 

follows: 

 

 

Advantages of a Tracker 

• Ability to participate in favourable exchange rate movements as far as the 

Participation Rate (if different to the Protection Rate) and again above the 

Tracker Rate. 

• Protection at all times at a known worst case exchange rate. 

• Known, limited worst case outcome (ie Protection Rate or Spot minus difference 

between Tracker Rate and Participation Rate) 

• No premium payable 

Disadvantages of a Tracker 

• The Protection Rate will be less favourable than an equivalent Forward Contract or 

many other zero cost option structures. 

• Participation in favourable movement is reduced by the difference between the 

Participation Rate and Tracker Rate, meaning you will not be able to fully benefit 

should the Spot Rate be higher than that level at the Expiry Time on the Expiry Date. 

• If the difference between the Participation Rate and the Tracker Rate is greater than 

the Out of the Money Limit on any credit facility you have with us, WUIB may require 

you to make an advance partial prepayment/cash deposit (a Margin Call) to secure 

the out-of-the-money position. 

• For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and please also 

refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on our website 

or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 
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4.8.3.20.1 Leveraged Tracker 

General Product Information 

A Leveraged Tracker (Leveraged Tracker) is a Structured Option which behaves in exactly 

the same way as the Tracker structure above. It allows you to protect against the risk that 

the Spot Exchange Rate will be less favourable than a nominated worst-case rate known as 

the Protection Rate. It also gives you the opportunity to participate in favourable movements 

in the Spot Exchange Rate between the Protection Rate and the Participation Rate 

(assuming this is different to the Protection Rate) and again should the Spot Rate exceed 

the Tracker Rate. However, in order to make the Protection Rate, Participation Rate and 

Tracker Rate more attractive at the outset, you agree that, should the underlying Spot Rate 

be more favourable than the Participation Rate at expiry, you will be obliged to deal a 

larger amount - usually twice as much as was protected at the Protection Rate – at the more 

favourable of the Participation Rate or the Spot Rate adjusted for the difference between the 

Tracker Rate and Participation Rate. 

 

Example of a Leveraged Tracker 

Using the same example as above, a UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 in 1 month. The 

current Spot Rate is 1.5882 and the Forward Exchange Rate is 1.5859. 

The importer enters into a Leveraged Tracker with the following terms:  

Protected Amount   $100,000 

Leveraged Amount   $200,000 

Protection Rate:   1.5700 

Participation Rate:   1.6100 

Tracker Rate:    1.6500 

Expiry Date:    3 months 

Leverage:    2:1 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate of 1.5800 at expiry 

the importer will have the right, but no obligation, to exercise his Put Option to 

sell GBP and buy the Protected Amount of USD 100,000 at 1.5800 but would need 

to buy any additional requirement at the less favourable spot rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading between the Protection Rate and the 

Participation Rate the importer will be free to let his option lapse and instead sell 

GBP and buy USD 200,000 at the prevailing Spot Rate; alternatively, the importer 

may choose to do nothing as there is no obligation on either party. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Participation Rate of 1.6100 at expiry WUIB will 

exercise its Call Option and the importer will be obliged to sell GBP and buy the 

Leveraged Amount of USD 200,000 at 1.6100. 

• If the Spot Rate is above the Tracker Rate of 1.6500, WUIB will exercise its Call 

Option at 1.6100, and the Importer will exercise his Call Option at 1.6500. This 

means the importer will buy USD 100,000 at the spot rate minus the difference 

between the Tracker Rate of 1.6500 and the Participation Rate of 1.6100 – ie Spot 

minus 4 cents.   

 

For a UK exporter, the outcomes are essentially the same, except the structure consists of 

buying a Call at the protection rate (above the market) and selling a Put option at the 

Participation Rate (below the market) and buying a Put option at the Tracker Rate (further 

below the market). 
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as 

follows: 

 

 

Additional Risks of a Leveraged Tracker 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above in the section 4.9.X.X, the leveraged 

Tracker does not offer full protection. With a non-leveraged Tracker if your 

requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the leveraged variety, you can 

either hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning 

you’ve only covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being 

obliged to deal $200,000 which would exceed your exposure and leave you over-

hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market 

movements either through being obligated to deal the larger amount should markets 

move favourably or having less cover in place if the market moves against you. As 

such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 

 

4.8.3.20.2 Extendible Forward 

 

General Product Information 

 

An Extendible Forward is a Structured Option which gives a guaranteed enhanced rate at which to trade for a given number of 

expiries. As with a normal forward contract, this structure protects against the risk that the Spot Exchange Rate will be less 

favourable than a nominated Foreign Exchange Rate (the Enhanced Rate) but will still obligate you to trade at that rate if the 

Spot Rate is more favourable. In order to achieve the Enhanced Rate, you agree that, if the Spot Rate is more favourable than 

the Enhanced Rate on the final Expiry Date of the guaranteed expiries, a further series of expiries with the same Protection and 

Obligation will kick in – ie this will only take place if it is unfavourable for you. If the spot rate is less favourable than the Enhanced 
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Rate on the final of the guaranteed expiries, the structure will cease to exist at that time. 

 

How an Extendible Forward Works 

 

An Extendible forward is structured by entering into four concurrent options. In the first you buy a Put Option from WUIB which 

will give you the right, but no obligation to sell the Contracted notional sum to WUIB at the Enhanced Rate. In the second you 

sell a Call Option to WUIB, also at the Enhanced Rate, which obligates you to deal at the Enhanced Rate if the Spot Rate is 

more favourable at the Expiry Time. The third and fourth options are a further Put and Call with a later Expiry Date, this time 

subject to a knock in barrier which will be observed at the expiry of the first two. These options remain dormant and cannot be 

exercised unless the underlying Spot Rate trades at or beyond the barrier at the Knock In Rate on the Expiry Date of the first 

options. If the market is not trading at or beyond the Knock In rate on the Expiry date of the first options, the second options 

cease to exist.  

 

Example of a Extendible Forward 

 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 every 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.2982 and the Forward Exchange 

Rate is 1.2900. The importer has a budget rate at 1.3300 and can’t afford for the rate to slip below that level. The outlook 

suggests the GBPUSD will not move significantly in either direction in that time.  

 

The importer therefore enters into an Extendible Forward Option with the following terms: 

 

Protection Rate  1.3300 

Knock In Rate  1.3300 

Initial Expiry Date   3 months 

Secondary Expiry Date 6 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate at 1.3300, the importer will have the right, but no 

obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 1.3300 – his worst-case rate. In this instance, the Knock In barrier is 

not triggered and the hedge ceases at this time. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or above 1.3300 the importer will be obligated to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 

1.3300. In this instance, the Knock In is triggered and an additional, secondary expiry in a further 3 months’ time 

comes into existence. 

• At the second expiry date (in this case, 6 months since the hedge was entered into), If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is 

trading below the Protection Rate at 1.3300, the importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy 

USD 100,000 at 1.3300 – his worst-case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or above 1.3300 the importer will be obligated to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 

1.3300. 

 

For an exporter the outcomes are much the same except the structure consists of buying Call Options for the Contracted amount 

at the Enhanced Rate and selling Put Options for the same amount at the same rates. 

 

Note: The examples are indicative only and the rates and other details used are not factual.  
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 

 

 

Advantages of an Extendible Forward  

 

• Protection at all time with a known worst case rate for the initial expiry or expiries 

• Enhanced Rate will be more favourable than the prevailing forward rate for the initial expiry or expiries. 

• No premium payable. 

 

Disadvantages of an Extendible Forward 

 

• Amount of Protection offered is uncertain at the outset as extension can only be triggered at a later date. 

• If the rate is more favourable than your Enhanced Rate at the barrier date (usually final guaranteed expiry 

date) a further expiry or expiries will be knocked in potentially obliging you to continue to trade at the 

Enhanced Rate which may seem much less favourable than the prevailing Spot Rate at that time. 

• Consideration should be given to the impact of being obligated to deal at potentially unfavourable rates 

for an extended period of time. 

• If the Spot Rate continues to exceed the Enhanced Rate prior to the Expiry Date WUIB may require you to 

make a Margin Call to secure your out-of-the money position. For more information on Margin Calls please 

see section 7 below and please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on 

our website (http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-payments/risk-management/fxoptions/) or 

which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

 

 

 

http://business.westernunion.co.uk/international-payments/risk-management/fxoptions/
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4.8.3.20.3 Leveraged Extendible Forward 

 

General Product Information  

 

A Leveraged Extendible works in much the same way as the standard product. It provides a guaranteed worst-case rate at 

which to deal the Protected Amount for an initial guaranteed expiry or expiries with the potential for a further expiry or expiries 

to knock in if the barrier rate is observed – usually on the expiry date of the guaranteed options. However, in order to make the 

Enhanced Rate more advantageous at the outset, the buyer agrees that, under given circumstances, they will be obligated to 

deal a larger Leveraged Amount on a given Expiry Date if the Spot Rate exceeds the Enhanced Rate. The Leveraged Amount 

is typically twice as much as the Protected Amount but can be a lower multiple. This can be structured either as a series of Ratio 

Options (see) knocking into a further series of Ratio Options, or a series of non-leveraged guaranteed expiries potentially 

knocking into a further series of expiries for a larger notional amount. 

 

Example of a Leveraged Extendible Forward 

 

A UK importer needs to buy USD100,000 every 3 months. The current GBPUSD Spot Rate is 1.2982 and the Forward Exchange 

Rate is 1.2900. The importer has a budget rate at 1.3500 and is not willing to lock into a rate below that level meaning a standard 

Extendible Forward is not attractive. Furthermore, market opinion is that the GBPUSD Spot Rate may struggle to get over 

1.3500 in the coming months so the importer is keen to get at least some protection in sooner rather than later.  

 

The importer therefore enters into a Leveraged Extendible Forward Option with the following terms: 

 

Protected Amount  $50,000 

Leveraged Amount  $100,000 

Protection Rate  1.3500 

Knock In Rate  1.3500 

Initial Expiry Date   3 months 

Secondary Expiry Date 6 months 

 

The possible outcomes on expiry are as follows: 

 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is trading below the Protection Rate at 1.3500, the importer will have the right, but no 

obligation to sell GBP and buy USD 50,000 at 1.3500 – his worst-case rate. In this instance, the Knock In barrier is 

not triggered and the hedge ceases at this time. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or above 1.3500 the importer will be obligated to sell GBP and buy USD 100,000 at 

1.3500. In this instance, the Knock In is triggered and an additional expiry in a further 3 months’ time comes into 

existence. 

• At the second expiry date (in this case, 6 months since the hedge was entered into), if the GBPUSD Spot Rate is 

trading below the Protection Rate at 1.3500, the importer will have the right, but no obligation to sell GBP and buy 

USD 50,000 at 1.3500 – his worst-case rate. 

• If the GBPUSD Spot Rate is at or above 1.3500 the importer will be obligated to sell GBP and buy the Leveraged 

Amount USD 100,000 at 1.3500. 
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For illustration, the pay-out profile of this product versus the equivalent forward looks as follows: 

 
 
 

Additional Disadvantages of the Leveraged Extendible Forward 

 

• As well as the disadvantages listed above, the leveraged Extendible Forward does not offer full protection. 

With a non-leveraged Extendible Forward, if your requirement is $100,000, you hedge $100,000. With the 

leveraged variety, you can either hedge $50,000 and potentially be obliged to deal the full $100,000 meaning 

you’ve only covered half of your risk, or you can hedge $100,000 but risk being obliged to deal $200,000 which 

would exceed your exposure and leave you over-hedged.  

• When dealing a leveraged option, you are amplifying your exposure to market movements either through being 

obligated to deal the larger amount should markets move favourably or having less cover in place if the market 
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moves against you. As such, you should ensure you have considered these risks before trading.  

 

 

 

4.9. Settlement of a Structured Option 

At the Expiry Time (usually 10am in New York) on the Expiry Date, you will either have the 

right, but no obligation to exchange the Contracted notional value of currency at the 

Protection Rate (or other rate such as Enhanced Rate etc.) or, under given circumstances, 

will be obliged to do so at the Protection Rate (or other rate such as the Participation rate 

etc. If the option expires ‘In-the-money’ (i.e. the rate at which you have a right to trade is 

more favourable to you than the prevailing Spot Rate and you are not otherwise obliged to 

trade) WUIB will automatically exercise the option on your behalf and advise you of the fact 

as soon as possible afterwards. Please note, that this still does not place you under any 

obligation to take up the trade. However, if do decide to take up the trade, you must advise 

us of your intentions with regards to settlement on the same day. WUIB will then refer your 

transaction to Western Union Business Solutions Ltd who will handle the remainder of the 

transaction thereafter. If you are obliged to trade, the deal will also be automatically 

executed on your behalf and the same referral to Western Union Business Services will then 

take place. 

If you are not under any obligation to trade and choose not to exercise your right to 

exchange the Contracted notional at the Protected Rate, the option will cease to exist at 

this time and no further action is required.   

4.9.1. Cost of a Structured Option 

Generally, WUIB, in consultation with you, sets the Protection Rate and the Knock In or Knock 

Our Rates associated with any Structured Option at particular levels in order to create a 

“Zero Premium” cost structure. Whilst these Structured Options are usually structured so that 

no premium is paid by the Client, WUIB will still derive the a financial benefit because the 

base market rates prevailing at the time, through the incorporation of a margin which 

equates to our revenue on the transaction. The cost structure of a Structured Option (i.e. 

size of the margin) will be determined after taking into account several factors : 

• The contract amount, the term, the Protection Rate and any other rates applicable 

to a particular structure (Participation Rate, Knock In or Knock Out Rate etc.).  

• Current market Foreign Exchange Rates and the interest rates of the countries whose 

currencies are being exchanged. 

• Market volatility. 

• Expiry date and delivery date (settlement) date. 

• Expiry time.  

• Best case and worst case rate. 

• Costs incurred by WUIB by entering into the transaction with you (cost of credit, 

operating costs, etc). 

Where a “Zero Premium” structure is created, there is no up-front Premium payable for a 

Structured Option. If however, you wish to nominate an improved Protection Rate or any 

other rate associated with a particular Structured Option, an up-front non-refundable 

Premium may be payable. WUIB will calculate the amount of the Premium and advise you 

of the amount before you enter into the transaction. 

Where applicable, Premiums must be paid in cleared funds within 2 business days of the 

Trade Date. 
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A Zero Premium structure does not mean a zero cost structure. With a “Zero Premium” 

structure, our revenue margin is derived from an imbalance between the premium paid for 

the option being bought and the premium received for the option being sold. 

 

4.9.2. Benefits of Structured Options 

Benefits of Structured Options include: 

• Structured Options help you manage the risk inherent in currency markets by 

predetermining the rate and date on which you will purchase or sell a given amount 

of foreign currency against another currency. This can provide you with protection 

against negative foreign exchange movements between the time that you deal 

and the Value Date. This may also assist you in managing your cash flow by negating 

the uncertainty associated with exchange rate fluctuations for the certainty of a 

specified cash flow.Structured Options may allow a degree of participation in 

favourable exchange rate movements (depending on the Structured Option used). 

• Structured Options can be tailored to your specific requirements; as Expiry Dates and 

Contracted notional amounts are chosen by you. You also have additional flexibility 

to participate in certain favourable exchange rate movements and may be able to 

achieve an enhanced exchange rate comparable to the equivalent forward rate 

depending on the Structured Option that you enter.    

•  

4.9.3. Significant Risks associated with Structured Options 

WUIB considers that Structured Options are only suitable for persons who understand and 

accept the risks involved in transacting in financial products involving Foreign Exchange 

Rates. WUIB recommends that you obtain independent financial and legal advice before 

entering into a Structured Option. 

The following are the significant risks associated with a Structured Option: 

• Premium is not refundable under any circumstances. 

• By entering into a Structured Option Contract you (the buyer) may be left with an 

obligation to trade on the Expiry Date at a level that may seem unfavourable when 

compared to the prevailing Spot Rate at that time.  

• Cancellation or termination of a structured Option may result in significant financial 

loss to you. Please see our explanatory document “Closing out of a Trade” for a 

further explanation of cancellation, which is available on our website or which WUIB 

can provide to you upon request. 

• If you paid a premium to enter into a Structured Option Contract, the resulting loss 

may be greater than that premium. WUIB will provide a quote for such services based 

on market conditions prevailing at the time. 

• There is no cooling off period. 

• As counterparty to your Structured Option you are relying upon WUIB’ financial ability 

to fulfil its obligations to you upon maturity of the contract. As a result you have 

counterparty risk. To aid in your assessment of this risk WUIB will provide you with a 

copy of its latest audited financial statements upon request. You may request a copy 

of our most recent financial statements by emailing us at 

ukdealers@westernunion.com. 

• If the Mark to Market value of your option exceeds a predetermined level, given as 

a currency amount or a percentage of the Contracted notional value (which would 

be agreed with you prior to entering a contract – for example, USD 100.000 or 10%) 

we may seek from you a Margin Call as an offset to bring your Option’s risk exposure 

back to zero.  For more information on Margin Calls please see section 7 below and 

please also refer to our explanatory pamphlet on Margin Calls which is available on 

our website or which WUIB can provide to you upon request. 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/09e747ba-fc11-4ce7-aa8c-cb0ea23c8012/usbUrg/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%204%20-%20Closing%20out%20of%20a%20trade%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
mailto:ukdealers@westernunion.com
https://business.westernunion.com/media/0b6fe9b4-b5dd-4962-95ed-7ca097faf39b/pxBD-A/en-uk/FxOptions/Strategy/Options%20Series%206%20-%20What%20is%20a%20margin%20call%20-%20UK?download=false&t=7011E000000wcLqQAI&utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=2019UKTheBettersCampaignBarometer&utm_content=barometer
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• The Protection Rate of some of the Structured Options we sell could be less 

advantageous than the rate applicable to a comparable Forward Exchange 

Contract.  

4.9.4 Further information 

We have prepared the following explanatory pamphlets to describe various aspects of our 

Options Products: 

1. A guide to Currency Options 

2. Tailoring options to suit your needs 

3. Closing out of a trade 

4. How do I know if I’m getting a good deal? 

5. Taking early delivery of an Option 

6. What is a Margin Call 

These pamphlets are available to download from our website. Alternatively, we are able to 

provide you with copies upon request. 

5. Factors Common to all of our Foreign Exchange Products 

5.1 No Speculation 

WUIB does not enter into any of the Foreign Exchange products described in this PDS with 

persons whose intention is merely to speculate on the possible movements in exchange 

rates.  

Our customers must have a genuine commercial interest in exchanging one currency for 

another. Often that interest will arise in order to make payment to or from a foreign trading 

partner, although each of our customers’ circumstance will be particular. 

5.2 Significant Risks of Foreign Exchange Transactions 

• Market risk. Foreign Exchange markets are subject to volatility. Entering a Foreign 

Exchange transaction exposes you to changes in the Foreign Exchange markets. 

• Operational risk. Operational risk is the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed 

internal processes, people and systems or external events. Possible disruptions in 

WUIBs processes may lead to delays in the execution and settlement of your 

transaction. 

• Counter party risk. In each Foreign Exchange transaction you enter into with us, we 

are your counterparty. This means that you will be relying on our ability to meet our 

financial obligations in the transaction.  

• Exchange Rate Risk. In the case of Forward Contracts (and Spot Foreign Exchange 

Contracts not settled immediately), the date upon which you enter into a contract 

with us and the date on which that contract must be settled will be different. You 

must be aware when acquiring a product from us, that exchange rates may 

fluctuate between those dates. If you enter into a Forward Contract with us, and the 

exchange rate for your Foreign Exchange contract goes down, you must still settle 

your contract on the settlement date using the exchange rate which you agreed 

upon at the date of entry into your contract. Your agreed Foreign Exchange rate 

may, because of fluctuations in exchange rates, be significantly higher, or lower, 

than the prevailing exchange rate. 

5.3 Our Foreign Exchange Rates-Margin 

With the exception of International Funds Transfers, Forward Contract Advance Payments, 

premium payable option contracts and Margin Calls, we do not charge upfront costs or 

premiums. We are able to offer our Foreign Exchange products without charging upfront 

costs or premiums because we obtain gross revenue through a ‘margin’.  

https://business.westernunion.com/en-gb/fx-risk-management/hedging
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The margin is the difference between the wholesale exchange rate we are able to obtain 

and the exchange rate we then offer to each customer. The exchange rate we offer to you 

is dependent on a number of factors including:  

• the value of the transaction and the currency involved where the ability of WUIB to 

cover this amount is dependent on supply and demand for the relevant currencies 

and amounts in the Foreign Exchange market at the time you may wish to enter into 

a relevant transaction; 

• the costs that we incur by entering into the transaction with you - such as cost of 

credit or operating costs - which will be influenced by the terms of the trade and 

your credit rating.  

o Note: these will be disclosed to you both before and after your transaction. 

• the volatility in the Foreign Exchange market at that time – generally, when the 

Foreign Exchange market is volatile our margin may be wider reflecting underlying 

conditions and the increased risk to us; and 

• the differing interest rates applicable to the currency pair involved in the forward 

exchange transaction – these are an integral part of any Forward Contract rate 

calculation relevant to the period of the Forward Contract. 

The exchange rates quoted in the media generally reflect the wholesale rates which WUIB 

will obtain from the money interbank market. Please note, that wholesale exchange rates 

are constantly changing, and any such rates are generally only obtained by trading 

significant values. They also do not take into account any Transaction Costs such as cost of 

credit, operating costs etc. 

Example: This example is indicative only and uses selected rates and figures to demonstrate 

how we obtain gross revenue through the “margin” of a Foreign Exchange contract. The 

rates shown are for illustrative purposes only. 

You wish to buy EUR 100,000 to pay to your supplier. You wish to pay GBP for this EUR 

purchase.  

• Rate quoted to you for this transaction is EUR/GBP 0.8000. Therefore the GBP 

converted amount is GBP 80,000. This is the amount of GBP you would have 

to pay to buy the EUR 100,000 to remit to your supplier. 

• WUIB will cover the above EUR 100,000 transaction in the Foreign Exchange 

market. For this example, the rate is 0.7975 which equates to GBP £79,750. 

This is the GBP amount that WUIB will have to pay to another institution to buy 

the EUR 100,000 to cover this transaction on a back to back basis.  

• In this example the ‘margin’ is represented by the difference in the two 

exchange rates, 0.0025 or GBP £250. This amount is the gross revenue earned 

on this transaction by WUIB. 

If you request us to cancel a transaction before settlement, it is likely that the relevant 

exchange rate for that transaction will have changed. If that occurs, you may be required 

to make an additional payment which will reflect the change in exchange rates. We will 

notify you of any amounts you will be required to pay at the time you request to cancel the 

transaction. 

6. Terms and Conditions and other documentation 

Each transaction which you enter into will be subject to WUIB’s Terms and Conditions and 

(where applicable) WUIB’s FX Derivative Contract Addendum. You will be required to agree 

and accept: (i) the Terms and Conditions by signing WUIB’s Application Form; and (ii) (where 

applicable) agreeing to WUIB’s FX Derivative Contract Addendum, before entering into any 

transaction with WUIB. We will also ask you to agree and accept, by signing, a further 

document (a “Collateral Addendum”) which will contractually secure in our favour any 

Advance Payment or Margin Call we take from you. 
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You will also need to provide us with your most recent audited financial statements (no more 

than 12 months old) together with such other “Know your Customer” information that WUIB 

may require. This may also include historical audited accounts if we do not already have a 

working relationship with you. 

Upon receipt of all relevant documents, WUIB will conduct an accreditation process. 

Accreditation and acceptance of a customer is at WUIB’ sole discretion and depends on a 

number of factors. 

The main checks that are relevant to the accreditation of a customer are: 

• Verification of a customer’s identity in accordance with relevant Anti-Money 

Laundering /Counter-Terrorism Financing (AML/CTF) laws; 

• A successful credit check conducted through a third party credit agency; 

• An AML/CTF risk assessment considering relevant factors such as the nature of a 

customer’s business and the country where the customer will make or receive 

payments; 

• A check of a customer’s principal officers and beneficial owners against relevant 

government issued sanction lists. 

7. Margin Calls  

7.1 What is a Margin Call? 

Over the life of any Forward Contract and/or Option Contract you enter into with WUIB, as 

the Spot Rate moves, the contract may be in the money to you (ITM) or out of the money 

to you (OTM) or at the money (ATM). That is, if the transaction had to be cancelled at any 

time, it would result in a gain to you (ITM) or a loss to you (OTM) or break even (i.e. neither 

party would make a loss or a gain) (ATM).  

In order to secure WUIB against any future financial loss we may incur as a result of entering 

into a transaction with you, you will either be asked to pay an upfront deposit (which would 

usually be a percentage of the notional amount you want to deal), or you will need to have 

a credit line in place with us permitting a specified maximum position limit before a deposit 

becomes due.  

Once you have open positions we constantly monitor their market value to determine the 

difference between the original cost of buying the contract on your behalf and the present 

value should we have to sell it back. Known as the mark to market value, your net position 

may be positive (‘In the Money’) or negative (‘Out of the Money’). When your net position 

with us is Out of the Money, we count that against any deposit that we hold or OTM credit 

line that we have extended and if this is insufficient to cover the negative position value, we 

will seek to remove that risk by requesting additional deposit – also known as calling for 

margin, or a margin call. 

7.2 Credit lines 

When we extend you a credit line, we are allowing you to trade a given amount of currency 

– your Derivatives Trading Line (DTL) – that you can hedge over a given period without 

needing to pay an upfront deposit. The size of this line will usually be determined by the 

maximum Out of The Money (OTM) position we are prepared to risk by facilitating your 

trades without having security against them. This is known as the OTM Limit. Any OTM limit 

applied is typically expressed as a percentage of the DTL. If this is very low – say 1% or 2% - 

it is likely that you will be margin called sooner, and possibly more often thereafter. As a 

result, OTM limits of 5% or even 10% are more desirable, We will always give consideration to 

your likely ability to meet any margin calls l at short notice before extending you credit terms.   

7.3 How does this work in practice? 

As an example, you may have £100,000 of exposure that you need to convert to US dollars 

in 9 months’ time and want to hedge this risk using a Knock In Option structure protecting 
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at $1.2500 with a barrier at $1.3500. (NOTE: the calculation will be the same for a forward 

contract assuming the same Protection Rate of $1.2500). Instead of a 10% deposit of 

£10,000, we offer you a £5,000 OTM limit (5%) meaning you pay nothing upfront.  During the 

life of that contract we would continue to monitor the market value to ensure that the 

deposit amount paid remained sufficient to cover the risk. 

 

  Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 

Protection Rate 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 

GBP Notional £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 

            

Spot Rate 1.23 1.27 1.30 1.34   

Mark to Market value £1,626 -1574 -3846 -6015   

            

OTM Limit £5,000 £5,000 £5,000 £5,000   

Deposit Paid £0 £0 £0 £0   

Net position £6,626 £3,425 £1,154 -£1015   

 

In this example, the market has moved up to $1.3300 and the cost of selling the option now 

exceeds the OTM Limit. At this point, we would request additional deposit aka a margin call.  

 

 

7.4 How much will you have to pay & when? 

The calculation is straightforward. We will request sufficient funds to cover any OTM position 

plus 20% of the limit. This will be due within 48 hours of notification.  

In the above example we would request that you deposit £1015 to cover the breach, plus 

a further £1,000 to take you back to 80% of your limit.  

 

  Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 

Protection Rate 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 

GBP Notional £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 

            

Spot Rate 1.33 1.34 1.32 1.29   

Mark to Market value -£6,716 -£6,716 -£5,303 -£3,101   

            

OTM Limit £5,000 £5,000 £5,000 £5,000   

Margin Paid £2,105 £2,015 £2,105 £2,105   

Net position £1,000 £299 £1,712 £3,914   

 

The reason we ask for more than just the amount you are beyond your limit is to avoid 

repeated margin calls during volatile markets. In the above example, GBPUSD rises further 

to $1.3400, but another margin call is not necessary as the OTM limit plus margin amount is 

sufficient to cover the risk.  

GBPUSD then starts to fall back and we see in Month 7 that the net position is now greater 

than the margin amount and, at this point, we will either return the margin deposit to you 

or, on your instruction, can hold it until expiry at which time it will be deducted from the 

settlement balance due.  
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7.5 Is this a cost? 

No. Any margin that you deposit with us will either be returned to you prior to expiry if it is no 

longer required, or will be deducted from the settlement balance due once the contract 

matures. It does, however, represent a cash flow impact which may come at an 

inconvenient time, so you should give due consideration to how you might meet a margin 

call before entering into a trade. 

7.6 Does the product you use affect your chances of being margin called? 

Yes. A vanilla option (where you pay a premium) can never have a negative value and a 

Participator will move out of the money half as quickly as an equivalent forward meaning 

the market would have to move twice as far before you were margin called. On the other 

hand, leveraged options – where the obligated amount is double the equivalent forward - 

will move out of the money more quickly. Please ask us for more information on this if 

needed. 

7.7 How can you see your MTM position? 

You can request an update of your mark to market position at any time either over the 

phone or via email. Your positions for both forward and option trades as at close of the 

previous business day can also be viewed on the EDGE platform.  

7.8 Extensions 

In order to apply for a credit increase, you should first discuss your requirement with your 

hedging manager or dealer. They will then apply for an increase to your credit line by 

submitting a business case to our credit team. They may well require up to date financial 

statements in the form of audited year-end financial statements and more up to date 

management accounts.  

7.9 What if you can’t or won’t pay? 

If a margin call request is not met within the requisite 48 hour period, we will freeze your 

credit limit with us, prohibiting any new transactions or changes to the maturity/expiry dates 

of existing deals until payment is received. Ultimately, continued failure/refusal to pay a 

margin call will result in us terminating all your contracts. We will also commence all actions 

necessary (including any legal proceedings) to recover the amounts required from you.  

8. Instructions, Confirmations and telephone conversations 

The commercial terms of a particular Foreign Exchange transaction will be agreed and 

binding at the time of dealing. Transactions can be completed using our online platforms or 

via a Western Union representative. The latter will occur verbally over the phone as set out 

in WUIB’s terms and conditions of business. 

Shortly after entering into a Foreign Exchange transaction, WUIB will send you a confirmation 

outlining the commercial terms of the deal. This confirmation is intended to reflect the 

transaction that you have entered into with WUIB. It is important that you check the 

confirmation to make sure that it accurately records the terms of the transaction. In the 

event that there is a discrepancy between your understanding of the Foreign Exchange 

transaction and the confirmation, it is important that you raise this with WUIB as a matter of 

urgency. The confirmation will also describe costs and charges included in the transaction. 

Unless stated otherwise, these are for informational purposes only and do not require 

additional payment. 

All telephone conversations with our representatives are recorded in accordance with 

standard market practice. We do this to ensure that we have complete records of the 

details of all transactions. Taped telephone conversations are retained for a limited time 

and are usually used when there is a dispute and for staff monitoring purposes. If you do not 

wish to be recorded you will need to inform your WUIB representative. WUIB will not, 

however, enter into any transaction over the telephone unless the conversation is recorded  
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9. Complaint Resolution 

Our primary goal is to provide superior customer service. To achieve this goal we would like 

to hear from you if you are dissatisfied with any products you have purchased from us or 

any service you have received from us. We would also like to hear from you if you would like 

to compliment one of our employees for providing exceptional customer service. 

We have established procedures and policies to ensure that any complaint you may have 

is properly considered and appropriate measures are taken to address any issues. If you 

have a complaint, you can raise it with us by: (i) e-mail at: 

client.support@westernunion.com; or (ii) telephone at 0800 096 0172 (or +44 207 539 6960 if 

calling from outside the UK) ; or (iii) visiting us in person at our offices (please see Section 2 

of this PDS for our office address), or (iv) writing to us at our office address. 

Any complaint you make will be handled in accordance with our complaints handling 

policy, copies of which are available on our website or upon request from your usual 

Western Union Business Solutions contact. 

On receipt of a valid complaint, WUIB will always try and resolve your concerns by the close 

of the third business day, although if this is not possible we will send you a written 

acknowledgement within five business days.  We aim to resolve most complaints within 

twenty working days, although if we have not been able to do this, we will contact you 

regularly to keep you informed of progress. 

 

If you are dissatisfied with our resolution or handling of a complaint, you may have the right 

to refer the complaint to The Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS). If you decide to ask FOS 

to review your complaint, you must do so within six months of the date of our final response 

letter. 

The contact details for FOS are: - 

Phone: 0800 023 4567 (calls to this number are free on mobile phones and landlines; or 

0300 123 9 123 (calls to this number cost no more than calls to 01 or 02 numbers); or 

+44 20 7964 0500 if calling from outside the UK. 

e-mail: complaint.info@financial-ombudsman.org.uk 

Post - The Financial Ombudsman Service 

 Exchange Tower 

 London 

 E14 9SR  

Details of the type of complaints that are eligible to be considered by FOS the Financial 

Ombudsman Service are available on their website: www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk. 

10. Key Terms 

Advance Payment means a security payment required by WUIB in connection with a 

Forward Contract or an Option Contract. 

At Expiry when used to describe a Knock In or Knock Out barrier means that the barrier level 

will only be observed at the expiry time (usually 10am New York Time) on the Expiry Date. 

Previous breaches of the barrier will have no effect. 

Call Option means a contract that gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation to buy a 

specified amount of currency. 

Contracted notional amount is the sum of currency that any option contract you enter into 

will give you the either right or obligation to buy or sell 

https://business.westernunion.com/media/8ed52c38-3a30-469f-bd0c-7c4226b8107c/QVFc2A/en-uk/How%20we%20handle%20your%20complaint/1%20-%20WUIB%20UK%20-%20How%20We%20Handle%20Your%20Complaint%20May%202018%20v1.1.pdf?download=false
mailto:complaint.info@financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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Contingent notional amount is the sum of currency that a Structured Option contract will 

give you the right or obligation to buy or sell provided certain other specified conditions are 

met. 

Currency Pair means the two currencies in a Foreign Exchange transaction. 

Customer means the entity that signs the Application Form (and where applicable the FX 

Derivative Contract addendum) and that agrees to be bound by the Terms and Conditions 

(and where applicable the FX Derivative Contract addendum). 

Enhanced Rate means, where applicable, the exchange rate that will apply to the 

purchase or sale of currency when a Buyer exercises its right under a Put Option or Call 

Option. 

Exercise means to make use of the right, which is possessed by a party, as specified in a Call 

Option or a Put Option, e.g. the right to buy, in which case, once exercised the seller of the 

option is obliged to the buyer on the terms already agreed. 

Expiry Date means the date on which a Structured Option expires. 

Expiry Time is the time of the day on the Expiry Date that a Structured Option lapses. 

Foreign Exchange means the exchange of one currency for another or the conversion of 

one currency into another currency. 

Foreign Exchange Rate means the rate at which a currency pair is exchanged. 

Forward Contract means an agreement where one currency is bought or sold for another 

currency at an agreed Forward Exchange Rate for settlement at a specified date in the 

future. 

Forward Exchange Rate means the Spot Rate adjusted to a future date having regard to 

the interest rates prevailing in the two countries in the Currency Pair and any other relevant 

factor. 

Future Payments Transaction means an agreement entered into between the Customer 

and WUIB in which: (i) WUIB agrees to purchase a specific amount of funds in one currency 

and to settle on an agreed future date in a specific amount of funds in another currency at 

an agreed fixed exchange rate, and (ii) WUIB agrees to transfer the purchased funds to a 

designated beneficiary or the Customer for an agreed service fee, if applicable. 

FX Derivative Contract Addendum means the addendum setting out the terms and 

conditions that apply to any Forward Contract and/or Future Payments Transaction and/or 

Option Contract that the Customer enters into with WUIB. 

International Funds Transfer means an electronic transfer of funds into or out of the country 

you are situated in. 

Knock In Rate means, where applicable, the exchange rate that we agree must be traded 

in the spot foreign exchange market before the Expiry Time for the Buyers right pursuant to 

a Call Option or Put Option to become effective.  

Knock Out Rate means, where applicable, an agreed exchange rate that if traded in the 

spot foreign exchange market before the Expiry Time the Buyers right pursuant to a Call 

Option or Put Option cease to exist. 

Interbank Exchange Rate means the wholesale Spot Rate that WUIB receives from the 

foreign exchange interbank market. 

Margin Call has the meaning set forth in section 7. 

Mark to Market means the daily revaluation of a Forward Contract and/or an Option 

Contract to reflect its current market value rather than its original contract value. 

Market Risk means the risk of adverse movements in the value of a transaction due to 

movements in the Spot Rate over time. 

Option Contract means a Call Option or a Put Option. 

Out of the money has the meaning given to it in section 7.1 of this PDS. 
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Participation Rate means the most advantageous exchange rate that can potentially be 

achieved in any Structured Option that has a collar structure in place as agreed by you.  

PDS means this Product Disclosure Statement. 

Protection Rate (also known as the Strike Rate) is the rate at which an option contract may 

be exercised. In the case of Structured Option contracts this will usually – but not necessarily 

always – be the worst case rate.  

Put Option means contract that gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation to sell a 

specified amount of currency  

Reset Rate means the exchange rate that will apply to the purchase or sale of foreign 

currency where an applicable knock in or knock out rate has been traded in an applicable 

structured option. 

Settlement Risk means the risk that a counter party will be unable to fulfil its obligations on 

the Value Date. 

Spot Exchange Rate or Spot Rate means the exchange rate for settlement on a Value Date 

of up to two (2) business days from the date the transaction was entered.  

Strike Rate means, where applicable, the exchange rate that will apply to the purchase or 

sale of currency when a Buyer exercises its right under a Put Option or Call Option. 

Trading Limit means the provision of credit terms to you to cover the exposure emanating 

from the Settlement Risk.  

USD or United States Dollar means the lawful currency for the time being of the United States 

of America. 

Value Date has the meaning set forth in section 4.9 of this PDS. 

Window when used to describe a Knock In or Knock Out barrier means that the barrier in 

question will only be observed during a specified period during the life of the option 

contract - for example, only the final month, or final day. Breaches of the barrier level outside 

of the window period will have no effect.  

WUIB, Western Union Business Solutions/‘We/we, Our/our, Us/us’ means Western Union 

International Bank GmbH, UK Branch, 200 Hammersmith Road, London W6 7DL, a branch of 

Western Union International Bank GmbH (registered in Austria, company number 

FN256184t), The Icon Vienna (Turm 24), Wiedner Gürtel 13, 1100 Vienna, Austria. 

‘You/you, Your/your’ means the Customer. 

 

© 2021 Western Union Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved.  
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For further information,  

please contact us. 
 

client.support@westernunion.com 

0800 096 0172* 

www.business.westernunion.co.uk  

  

© 2021 Western Union Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved. 

The information contained within this document does not constitute financial advice or a financial recommendation, is general in nature and has 

been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. 

Western Union Business Solutions is a business unit of the Western Union Company and provides services in the UK through Western Union’s wholly-

owned subsidiary, Western Union International Bank GmbH, UK Branch (WUIB). 

WUIB (Branch Address: 200 Hammersmith Road, London W6 7DL) is a branch of Western Union International Bank GmbH (registered in Austria, 

company number FN256184t, VAT Number ATU61347377, with its registered office at The Icon Vienna (Turm 24), Wiedner Gürtel 13, 1100 Vienna, 

Austria), which is authorised and regulated by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (Finanzmarktaufsicht). WUIB is deemed authorised by the 

Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation 

Authority. Details of the Temporary Permissions Regime, which allows EEA-based firms to operate in the UK for a limited period while seeking full 

authorisation, are available on the Financial Conduct Authority’s website. 

This document has been prepared solely for informational purposes and does not in any way create any binding obligations on either party. 

Relations between you and WUIB shall be governed by the applicable terms and conditions. No representations, warranties or conditions of any 

kind, express or implied, are made in this document. 


